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PREFACE

This report is the result of work performed under Contract No.

DACW39—78—M—2676, dated 3 April 1978 , between the U. S. Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Miss., and the Westing-

house Word Processing Center, Pittsburgh , Pa. The work Loncerned

publishing a word processing version of the Programmer ’s Reference

Manual for the Graphics Compatibility System (GCS). The original
version of this manual was developed at the U. S. Military Academy.

Contributors to the document were Dr. Richard Puk, Sandia Labora-

tories; Dr. Steve Orbon and Mr. Robert Bruns, Westinghouse; and Mr.

James M. Jones II, R&D Software Group, Automatic Data Processing (AD?)

Center , WES. The work was administered by the ADP Center, WES , as part
of Computer Technology—Engineering Software, Project No. 14A762725AT11,

and the Civil Works Computation and Analysis Project sponsored by the

Office , Chief of Engineers , U. S. Army (0CE). OCE points of contact

were Mi. Robert McMurrer (DAEN—DSE) and Messrs. Richard Malm and Harry

Hardin (DAEN-CWE—BA).

Mr. Jones monitored the contract under the general supervision of

Dr. N. Radhakrishnan, Special Technical As3istant to the Chief of the

ADP Center , WES , and Mr. D. L. Neumann, Chief of the ADP Center.

Directors of WES during the period of the contract and the prep-

aration of this report were COL J. L. Cannon , CE , and COL N. P. Conover ,
CE. Technical Director was Mr. F. R. Brown.
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CHAPTER I

INTR ODUCTION

~~Contained within this section are the detailed descriptions and usage instructions of all
of the user callable routines which make up the GCS graphics system, and a di scussion
of the various options available to the user.

GCS is available in two ver sions, a two-dimensional version, and a three-dimensional
version.

The three dimensional version is a sophisticated, highly capable package having such
features as graphical data structures, text processing, and of course, three-dimension
graphics. The two-dimensional version is the older, less sophisticated version. While
possessing fewer capabilities, It Is st i l l  supported , since It offers the benefits of a smaller
central memory requirement , and a higher  execution speed, while still fulfilling most of
the normal graphics requirements.

In general , the two-dimension version Is a proper subset of the three dimension version
meaning that all elements of two-dimension GCS are contained within the three
dimensional version.

Those routines or options which are a part of the three-dimension version, and not a part
of the two-dimension version are indicated by the notation ‘3D only.’ -
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CHAPTER Il

THE GRAPHICS STATUS AREA (GSA) AND USET/UPSET/UQUERY OPTIONS

The GraphI cs Status Area

Central to the structure of GCS is the concept of a distributed executive capability
provided by the Graphics Statu s Area (GSA) . This is a labeled COMMON area in which is
stored inf ormation concerning the state of the graphics system , information about the
characteristics of both the terminal and the computer system , and information about the
current settings of GCS user-controlled variables - The GSA serves as a means of
communication between the various subroutines which comprise the Graphics
Compatibility System. Much of the power of GCS arises from the ability of every GCS
routine to access any of the inf ormation about the status of the system conveniently and
efficiently. One of the immediate results of having a status area is the great reduction in
the number of arguments in the calling sequences of the routines , thus improving the
efficiency of the system. It also makes it much easier for the user to remember the
calling sequence of the different routines when writing application software.

The variables of the GSA can be set in any of three ways: they may be established
during the execution of USTART with values taken from a predefined table: they may be
set by the user through USET , UPSET . or other setting routines; or they may be set by
GCS routines during execution . USTART will load the variables with their initial default
setting. The user sets these variables under his control in USET and UPSET and through
subroutine arguments for such routines as UWINDO , UMARGN , UDAREA . UCOSYS, and
UROTAT. The user may also restore the GSA variables to the previous state through use
of any of the UNSAVE’ routines- GCS itself maintains many variables which keep track
of such items as beam/pen position , and various status change flags. The parameters
contained w i t h i n  the GSA can be obtained by the user by a call to UQUERY.

The ability to change GSA variab les se lectively in accordance with related subroutine
options is one of the many attractive and powerful features of,’GCS. This chapter
contains two tables w hich present desc iptive grouping of USETr-and UPSET options.
Table 1 gives a list of those USET options which are most frequently used. This list may
be used as a quick reference guide to the most popular USET options. Table 2 gives the
default conditions that are automatica lly preset as each call  to GCS is initiated. This
concept of default values is immenseI~ valuable and convement to both the beginning
programmer and the exper ienced programmer who doesn ’t want to worry about the
setting of the GSA variables The complete list ot options can be formed in the writeu ps
associated with the USET/UPSET/UQUERY subroutines.

USET Options

TABLE 1

USET OPTIONS MOST FREOUEfJ TLY USED:

TO REQUEST ABSOLUTE COORD INATE PLOTTING (DEFAULT~:
- - USET (‘ABSOLUTE’ ) USET (‘ABSO’ ) 

-

USET (‘ABSb ’i

TO REQUEST RELATIVE OR INCREMENTAL COORDINATE PLOTTING:

USET (‘RELATIVE’ ) USET ‘RI-LA’) -

NOTE: b - is a blank or space 
- - - 

- 
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TO REQUEST RECTANGULAR COORDINATES (DEFAULT) :

USET (‘RECTANGULAR’) USET (‘RECT’)

TO REQUEST POLAR COORDINATES:

USET (‘POLAR’) USET (‘POLA’)

TO REQUEST ANGULAR VALUES IN DEGREES (DEFAULT):

USET (‘DEGREES’) USET (‘DEGR’) - 
. - -

TO REQUEST ANGULAR VALUES IN RADIANS:

USET (‘RADIANS’) USET (‘RADI’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING IN VIRTUAL SPACE (DEFAULT):

USET (‘VIRTUAL’) USET (‘VIRT’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING IN DEVICE SPACE:

USET (‘DEVICE’) USET (‘DEVI )

TO REQUEST DEVICE SPACE PLOTTING UNITS IN INCHES (DEFAULT) :

USET (‘INCHES’) USET (‘INCH )

TO REQUEST DEVICE SPACE PLOTTING IN RASTER UNITS:

USET (‘RASTERUNITS’) USET (‘RAST’)

TO REQUEST DEVICE SPACE PLOTTING IN FONT (CHARACTER SPACE) UNITS:

USET (‘FONTUNITS’) USET (‘FONT’)

TO REQUEST DEVICE SPACE PLOTTING IN PERCENT UNITS:

USET (‘PERCENTUNITS’) USET (‘PERC’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF A VISIBLE LINE (DEFAULT) :

USET (‘LINE’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF INVISIBLE LINES:

USET (‘MOV E’)
USET (‘NOLINE’) USET (‘NOLI’)
USET (‘NObLINE’) USET (‘NObL’)

NOTE: b. is a blank or space
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TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF LINES WITH ARROW TERMINATORS:

USET (‘ARROW’) USET (‘ARRO’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF DASHED LINES:

USET (‘DASH’) -

TO REQUEST PLOTT ING OF TIC LINES :

USET (‘TICLINE’) USET (‘TICL’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF LINES WITH ONLY ENDPOINTS VISIBLE:

USET (‘POINT’) USET (‘POIN’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF LINES COMPOSED OF CHARACTERS:

USET (‘ALPHANUMERICLINES’) USET (‘ALPH’)

TO REQUEST PLOTTING OF INVISIBLE LINES WITH CHARACTERS AT THEIR
ENDPOINTS:

USET (‘CHARACTER’) USET (‘CHAR’)

TO REQUEST CHARACTER OUTPUT IN THE FORM OF HARDWARE CHARACTERS
(DEFAULT):

USET (‘HARDWARE’ ) USET (‘HARD’)

TO REQUEST CHARACTER OUTPUT IN THE FORM OF SOFTWARE CHARACTERS:

USET (‘SOFTWARE’) USET (‘SOFT’)

TO REQUEST UPRINT/UWAITE OUTPUT IN TEXT FORMAT (DEFAULT):

USET (‘TEXT’ )

TO REQUEST UPRINT/UWAITE OUTPUT IN REAL FORMAT:

USET (‘REALNUMBER’) USET (‘REAL’)

TO REQUEST UPRINT/UW RITE OUTPUT IN INTEGER FORMAT :

USET (‘INTEGER’) USET (‘INTE’) -

TO REQUEST PLOTTING WITH RESPECT TO THE SYSTEM AXIS (DEFAULT) : ‘:}

USET (‘SYSTEM’) USET (‘SYST’)

NOTE: b - is a blank or space

4
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TO REQUEST PLOTTING WITH RESPECT TO THE USER AXIS ’
USET ~‘USERAX IS’) USET (‘USER’)

TO REQUEST A LINE TYP E ’CHARACTER TERMINATOR COMBINATION

USET (‘X$bb’ ) USET (‘X$’ )

Where -

$ IS THE DESIRED CHARACTER TERMINATOR
AND

X , THE LINE TYPE SPECIFICATION, IS AS FOLLOWS.

A ALPHANUMERIC LINE
D DASHED LINE
L SOLID LINE
N NULL OR INVISIBLE LINE
T TIC LINE
b denotes blank

TABLE 2
- GCS DEFAULT CONDITIONS

This table discusses those options which are present in the Graphics Status Area as
default options. After a call to Subroutine USTAPT , the Graphics Compatibility System is
set to the defau lt conditions as indicated below. The default options can be divided into
two groups: Basic Plotting Options and High Level Plotting Options.

I. Default Basic Plotting Options

Plotting is done in ‘RECTANGULAR’ and ‘ABSOLUTE’ coordinates on the ‘SYSTEM’
coordinate axis. The ‘USER’ coordinaIe axes are identical to the System axi s. Plotting is
done in ‘VIRTUAL’ space with a virtual window whose limits are from 0.0 to 100.0 in the X
direction , and from 0.0 to 1 00.0 in the Y direction . The virtual window is mapped into a
display area which is the largest square area on the device display surface. The right
hand edge of the square corresponds to the top edge of the display surface.

Character output in GCS will be. by default , in ‘HARDWARE’ character format, of type 9K
and of ‘MEDIUM’ size. If ‘SOFTWARE’ characters are requested via USET then the
default horizontal size is five (5.0) virtual units , and the default vertical size is seven (7.0)
virtual units, with the font ‘SGCS being the default font.

By default , angular units for angular specifications are in ‘DEGREES’ . If the user
switches to ‘DEVICE’ space , then all length or distance units (i.e. from UPRINT or
UREAD), the data will be assumed to be in ‘TEXT’ mode. The alphanumeric output
defaults to the ‘PLOT’ device if possible, and any graphic output will go to all devices in a
cluster. Graphic input is from the primary input device; the number of digits of precision
for numeric output is tour (4); and GCS detected errors are signalled as they occur.

A line which is drawn by a subroutine in GCS is considered to consist of two parts; a line
type and a line terminator . The line type may be solid (visible), ticked, null (invisible),
dashed, or alphanumeric. The li ne may be terminated by an arrow, a back arrow , double
arrows, a cha rac ter, a point , a symbol , a set of coordinate values, or nothing at all. The
default line type in GCS is ‘SOLID’ with ‘NULL’ terminators (‘LNULL’). If ‘TICUNES’ are
requested via USET option, then the default tic interval is ten (10.0) vIrtual units. It is the
user ’s responsibility to insure that the tic interval is appropriate if he switches to
NOTE: b - is a blank or space

5
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DEVICE space or alters the default. virtual window setting or the default display areasetting if DASHLINES’ are requested , then the default dash specification (56.) willresult in a dashed line which is alternately light and dark , in increments of approximately0075 inches. If a ‘CHARACTER’ line terminator is requested but no character isspecified by way of Subroutine UPSET , then the char acter asterisk ( )  is used. Similarly,the asteri sk is used to compose the line type it ‘ALPHANUMERIC’ lines are requested.
For 3D operat ions the viewing environment is set up to simulate a 2D environment. Theview point is located at (0.. 0., 150.) , the view site is at (0., 0.. 0.) and the view plane islocated at the view site The system coordinate sy stem is considered to be ‘RIGHT-HANDED’ w ith the ‘Z POSIT IVEAX IS’ representing up. Note that since the view is downthe 2-axis , the up direction degenerates to ‘YPO SITIVEAX IS’ . The z-axis clipping planesare 150 (hither plane) and 1.OE±30 (yon plane) with ‘NOZCLIPPING’ .
II. Defau lt High Level Plotting Optio ns

For each call to UPLOT or UPLOT 1 , the data values which represent the curves areexamined , and a ‘NEWSCALE ’ is create~i. UAXIS will be invoked to create ‘XYAXES ’ .The data values will be examined , ancf appropriate limits for the data established.Numeric labels Only will be output for the X axis and the Y axis. The values which appearat the tic marks on the axes will be ‘neat’ numbers, and the axes will be positioned at theEDGE of the plot , Both the X axis and the V axis will be drawn in a linear coordinatespace The axis lines will be ticced. If a time series axis is plotted by invokingSubroutine UTAXIS . the def ault interval for the X axis wll be ‘DATE’ . No curves will be I itto the data values , but if ‘FITPO LYNOMIAL’ is requested, then subroutine UPLOT willattempt to f it a fifth degree polynomial to the data.
Ill. Summary

COORDINATE SPACE: ‘VIRTUAL’
COORDINATE TYP E, ‘ABSOLUTE’
COORDINATE SYSTEM: ‘RECTANGULAR’
COORDINATE AXIS: ‘SYST EM’
VIRTUAL W INDOW . 0.0 TO 100.0 X DIRECTION

0.0 TO 100.0 Y DIRECTION
DISPLAY AR EA: Largest square area which is right-justified on thedisplay surface of the device.
DEVICE SPACE UNITS. ‘INCHES’
ANGULAR UNITS. ‘DEGREES’
LINE TYP E ‘LINE’ or ‘LNULL’SYSTEM CHARACTER: asterisk (1TIC INTERVAL 10.0 virt ual unitsDASH SPECIFICATION: 56.

CHARACTER TYPE: ‘HARDWARE’
CHARACT ER FONT: ‘GOTHIC’
CHARACTER SIZE. ‘MEDIUM’
SOFTWAR E CHARACTER SIZE: 5.0 virtual units horizontal

7,0 virtual units verticalSOFTWARE CHARACTER FONT ‘SGCS’
OUTPUT FORMAT: ‘TEXT’
ALPHANUM ERIC MARGINS: Devic e display surtace boundaries.

6
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- DIG ITS OF PRECISION : 4
ERROR HANDLING: ‘IMMEDIATEOUTPUT’

AXIS SCALING: ‘AUTOSCALE’
AX IS LABEL ING: ‘XNUMERICLABEL’

‘YNUMERIC LABEL’
AX IS POS ITION ING : ‘EDGEAXIS’
AXIS TYPE: ‘TICAX IS’
AXIS EXISTENCE: ‘XYAXES ’
AXIS COORDINA TES : ‘NOLOGARITHMS’

— TIME SERIES AXIS SCALE: ‘DATE’



CHAPTER III

GCS USER SUBROUTINES

This chapter provides th e detailed description of each user callable subroutin e. Eachroutin e is presented in the following manner: The FUNCTION paragraph gives a bri efstat e nent of th e main purpose of the subroutine. The CALLING SEQUENCE ispresented wi th an explana tion of each para meter required for the subroutine. Any USETor UPSET options that will affect the operation of the subroutine are listed under t~ie-OPTIONS paragraph. The COMMENTS paragr aph provide th e detailed descripti on of allof tho se features considered to be both unique and important to each specificsubroutine. On the following pages is listing of all of the user subroutines. The fe aturesthat are only calculated in the three dimensional version are specified by italics.

8
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF GCS SUBROUTINES

UAIN Acce pts one char acter from the terminal 1 9

CALL UAIN (ICHAR)

UAL PHA Insures that terminal is in alphanumeric mode 20

CALL UALPHA

UAOUT Outputs a character at current pen position subject to margining 21

CALL UAOUT (ICHAR)

UAPEND Adds GCS string terminator to character string 23

CALL UAPEND (COUNT,DATA IN ,DATOUT)

UARC Draws an arc from current pen position 24

CA LL UARC (X ,Y,ANGLE)

UASPCT Forces the display dimensions to satisfy the specified aspect
ratio 26

CALL UASPCT (RATiO)

UAVERG Fits a moving average curve to time series data 27

CALL UAVERG (A RRAY ,POINTS,FCST ,PERIOD)

UAXIS Draws axes with appropriate numeric and alphanumeric labeling 28

CALL UAXIS (XM IN ,X M A X ,YMIN ,YMAX )

UBAR Draws a bar chart with appropriate numeric and alphameric
labels 36

CALL UBAR (ARRAY .PTS,LABELS ,SIZE)

UBELL Sounds the audible alarm at the terminal 38

CALL U B E L L

UCALL Invokes a graphic data structure in two dimensions 39

CALL UCALL (NAME,DX ,DY .SX ,SV ,ANGLE)

UCHART Draws a grouped bar chart for multi-valued data 40

CALL UCHART (ARRAY .GROUPS ,BARS ,LABELS ,YMAXL )

UCLIP Defines clipping parameters 42

CALL UCLIP (XM IN,XMAX ,YM I N ,YMAX )

10 - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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UCLOSE Closes the current open frame/segment 43

CALL UCLOSE (SEGNAM)

UCOLOR Defines entries in a program modifiable table of colors 44

CALL UCOLOR (CLR I DX , CLRCNT, CLRNAM , CLRVAL )

UCONIC Draws generalized conic Sections 45

CALL UCON IC (X,Y,P,E,THETA1 .THETA2)

UCONTR Draws contours on regular array of data 48

CALL UCONTR (Z,X ,Y,A ,FX ,FY,CUR VE,FN)

UCOSYS Creates a user coordinate plotting system 49

CALL UCOSYS (DX ,DY,SX,SY,ANGLE)

UCOUNT Counts number of characters in character string 53

CALL UCOUNT (DATA ,COUNT)

UCRCLE Draws a circle whose center location and radius are specified 54

CALL UCRCLE (X ,V ,RADIUS)

UDAREA Sets the device display area associated with user window 56

CALL UDAREA (XM IN .X M A X ,Y M IN .Y M A X )

UDELAL Deletes all currently defined frame/segments 58

CALL U D E L A L

UDELET Deletes a currently-defined frame/segment 5t~
CALL UDELET (SEGNAM )

UDIMEN Adjusts physical boundaries of output device (alters aspect ratio) 60

CALL UDIMEN (XMAX ,YMAX )

UDOIT Perform various page layout functions 61

CALL UDOIT (ACTION )

UDRAW Draws solid line vector 63

CALL UDRAW (X V)

UDR IN Performs the input requested graphic operation and returns
request 64

CALL UDRIN (X ,Y .ICHAR)

-
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UEND Terminates graphic operations and positions pen in home posi-
tion 66

CALL UEND

UERASE Erases the screen or requests a clean plotting surface 67

CALL UERASE

UERROR Returns listing of source records with GCS error commentary 68

CALL UERROR (ERL AST,TOTAL)

UFLUSH Insures that visual display reflects all net program graphical out-
put 69

CALL UFLUSH

UFONT Invokes hershey font 70

CALL UFONT (NAMFNT )

UFORMT Configures the display surface to the requested format 72

CALL LSFORMT (FORMAT )

UFRAME Defines the start of a named set of graphical commands 74

CALL UFRAME (NAME )

UFREND Defines the end of a named set of graphical commands 75

CALL UFREND (NAME>

UGRIN Gets coordinates and a character from terminal and returns them 77

CALL UGR IN (X ,Y,ICHAR )

UHDCPY Causes hardcopy to be generated 80
- 

CALL UHDCPY

UHISTO Draws a histogram with appropriate numeric and alphanumeric
labels 89

CALL UHISTO (AR RAV ,PTS,BARS>

UHOME Moves beam to home position 85

CALL UHOME

UIMAGE Applies general 2-D image transformations to ‘retained’ frames/
segments 86

CALL UIMAGE (X ,Y ,SX ,SY ,R,SEGNAM)

UINPUT Inputs alphanumeric information from the current position 87

CALL INPUT (DATA ,COUNT,FLAG ,OPTION)

12 
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UINVOK Invokes a GCS structure at the current position 89

CALL UINVOK (NAME)

ULINE Connects two arrays of points with current line option 91

CALL ULINE (X ,Y,PTS)

ULINFT Determines linear least squares fit to points provided 93

CALL ULINFT (X.YXN ,S,YI)

ULOOK Establish portion display area onto which corresponding portion
of current virtual space viewport will be mapped 95

CALL ULOOK (XM IN ,XMAX ,YMIN,V MAX)

ULSTSQ Calculates least squares polynomial fit to points provided 97

CALL IJLSTSQ (X ,Y,XN ,COEFF)

UMARGN Sets the left and right , top and bottom alphanumeric window
boundaries 99

CALL UMARGN IX LEFT ,X RIGHT ,YBOTTM ,YTOP)

UMENU Menu board generating routine 101

CALL UMENU (POINTS .LABELS,CHOICE)

UMODFY Modifies setting of frame/s egment attributes 103

CALL UMODFY (SEGNAM ,NAMAT ,ATVALU)

UMOVE Moves the pen to position specified by input arguments 104

CALL UMOVE (X V)

UNSAVE Restores all variables of the graphic status area 105

CALL UNSAVE (ARRAY )

UNSHOW Causes the named frame/segment of graphical information to be
- made invisible 106

CALL. UNSHOW (NAME)

UNSVPN Restores all pen related variables in the graphics status area 107

CALL UNSVPN (ARRAY )

UNSVTR Restores coordinate system related variables in the graphics
status area 108

CALL UNSVTR (ARRAY )

UOPEN Opens a frame/segment 109

CALL UOPEN (SEGNAM ,SEGTYP) 
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UORIGN Creates a user coordinate system at the current beam/pen posi-
tion 11 1

CALL UORIGN

UOUTLN D raws a box arou nd the use r’s display area 11 2

CALL UOUTLN

UPAUSE Suspends execution until one character is entered from keyboard 114

CA LL UPAUSE

UPEN Draws a line from current pen position to given coordinates 115

CALL UPEN (X V )

UPEN1 Sets one ‘USET’ option for this call only before executing pen
movemen t 116

CALL UPEN1 (X ,Y,OPTION)

UP IE Draws a pie chart with appropriate numeric and alphameric labels 118

CALL UPIE (A RRAV ,PTS ,LABELS,SIZE)

UPLACE Applies 2-0 translation image transformation to ‘retain l’ frames!
segments 120

CALL (JPLACE (X ,Y,SEGNAM)

UPLOT General purpose multi-curve plotting routine 121

CALL UPLOT (X,V,CURVES,PARRAY ,OPT I ON )

UPLOT1 Plots a single curve 1 24

CALL UPLOTI (X ,Y ,PTS)

UPLYGN Draws a regular polygon 1 26

CALL UPLYGN (X ,V,PTSIN ,RADIUS)

UPOINT Defines point which , together with two end points of a giVen line,
defines the plane for the terminator and tic line 1 29

CALL UPO I NT (X ,Y ,Z)

UPOST I nsu res that only def i ned, visible frame/segments are displayed 130

CALL UPOST

UPRINT Prints information in hardware or software characters 131

CALL UPRINT (X ,Y,INPUT)

UPRNT1 Allows alphanumeric output at current position with specified
optIon 132

CALL UPRNT1 (DATA ,OPTION)

14
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UPSET Changes setting in the GSA which requires a parameter value to
be set 134

CALL UPSET (OPTION .VALUE)

UQUERY Obtains current value of specified variable in GSA 140

CALL UQUERV (OPTION ,VALUE )

URAXIS Obsolete axis routine 146

CALL URAXIS (XMIN ,X M A X ,VM IN ,YMAX )

UREAD Allows alphanumeric input from the graphic terminal 148

CALL UREAD (X ,Y .DATA ,COUNT ,FLAG)

URECT Draws a rectangle 1 50

CALL URECT (X ,Y)

UREPRO Post process pseudo display fi le to current graphics device 1 53

CALL UREPRO (FILENR,STATUS)

URESET Resets GSA variables to defau lt conditions 1 54

CALL URE SET

UROTAT Creates a user coordinate system at current position rotated as
specified 1 55

CALL ROTAT (ANGLE)

USAREA Changes device boundaries to maintain a one to one aspect ratio
with the current window boundaries 156

CALL USAREA

USAVE Saves all the variables of the Graphics Status Area 157

CALL USAVE (ARRAY )

USAXIS Draws a single axis in any of three coordinates 158

CALL LfSAX IS (AXIS ,XSTART ,YSTART ,ZSTART ,DIST)

USCALE Creates a user coordinate system at current position with
specified scale 161

CALL USCALE (SX ,SY)

USCATR Draws a scatter plot 163

CALL USCATR (X ,Y ,PTS)

USET Sets a graphics status area variable to a given value 165

CALL USET (OPTION)

~ 
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USHOW Causes the named frame/segment of graphical information to be
made visible 1 73

CALL USHOW (NAME)
USPLIN Fits a cubic spline interpolatory curve to the input data 184

CALL USPLIN (X ,Y ,PTS, RETX ,RETY ,RETPTS)

USTART Initializes the graphics status area 186

CALL USTART

USTRCT Defines the Start of a graphic data structure 187

CALL USTACT (NAME)

USTUD Returns limits of two dimensional virtual and display surfaces 1 88

CALL USTUD (ARRAY ) -

USVPN Saves all pen-related variables of the graphics status area 189

CALL USVPN (ARRAY )

USVTR Saves coordinate system related variables in the graphics status
area ‘ 190

CALL USVTR (ARRAY ) 
-

UTAXIS Draws a time series axis with , appropriate aiphameric and
numeric labels “ 191

CALL UTAXIS (BEG IN ,PERIOD,YMIN,YMAX)

UTERM Defines the end of a graphic data structure 193

CALL UTERM (NAME )

UTILTY Perform s data structure utility tunctions - 194

CALL UTILTY (OPTION,VALUE )

UTSFIT Fits an exponentially smoothed curve to time series data 195

CALL UTSFIT (ARRAY ,POINTS,FCST ,ALPHA )

UVIEW Defines position of viewer in relation to environment, and the
di rect ion of v iew 196

CALL UVIEW (XV IEW ,YVIEW ,ZVIEW ,XSITE ,YSITE,ZSITE)

UVWPLN Defines the location of the view (projection) plane 197

CALL UVWPLN (DISTAN)

UWA IT Waits a given number of seconds 200

CALL UWAIT (SECONDS)

16
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UWHERE Returns the coordinates of the current pen position in user units 201

CALL UWHERE (X ,Y)

UWINDO Sets the virtual window boundaries 202

CALL UWINDO (XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX )

UWLOOK - Adjusts both virtual window, and user display area to cover given
portion of virtual space 204

CALL UWLOOK (XMIN,YMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX )

UWRITE Prints information , then restores pen to location on input 206

CALL UWRITE (X ,Y ,DATA)

UWRIT1 Allows alphanumeric output at current position under one option 209

CALL UWRIT1 (DATA ,OPTION)

UZWNDO Sets the hither/yon window boundaries for Z-clipping 211

CALL UZWNDO (ZMIN,ZMAX)

U3AREA Defines screen parameters 212

CALL U3AREA (XMIN,XMAX .VMIN ,YMAX ,ZMIN,ZMAX )

U3AXIS Creates a set of axes in three space 213

CALL U3AXI S (XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX ,ZMIN ,ZMAX)

U3CALL Invokes an existing graphics data structure in three space 21 7

CALL U3CALL (X ,Y .Z.SX,SY ,SZ,RX ,RY ,RZ ,NAME)

U3CSYS Creates a new coordinate system in three space 219

CALL U3CSYS (X ,Y,Z,SX ,SY ,SZ,RX .RY ,RZ)

U3DRAW Draws a solid line in 3-D space 220

CALL U3DRAW(X ,Y ,Z)

U3GRIN Gets 3-D coordinates and a character from terminal and returns
them 222

CALL U3GRIN (X ,Y,Z,ICHAR)

U3IMAG Appl es general 3-D image transformations to ‘retained’ frames!
segment s 223

CALL U3IMAG (X ,Y ,Z,SX ,SY ,SZ,RX ,RY ,RZ ,SEGNAM)

U3LINE Connects 3-0 arrays of points (X ,Y,Z) with current line option 224

CALL U3LINE (X ,V ,Z,PTS)

17
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U3MOVE Moves pen invisibly in 3-0 space 
. 

225

CALL U3MOVE (X ,Y,Z)

U3PEN Draws a line from current pen position to given 3-D coordinates 226

CALL U3PEN (X ,Y2)

U3PEN1 Sets one ‘USET’ Option for thi s call only before executing 3-D penmovemen t 250

CALL U3PEN1 (X ,Y ,Z,OPTION)

U3PLAC Applies 3-D translation image transformation to ‘retained’ frames!
segments 252

CALL U3PLAC(X ,Y ,Z ,SEGNAM)

U3PLOT Draws a general purpose graph in 3-0 space 253

CALL U3PLOT (X ,Y ,Z,CURVES .PTS ,OPTS)

U3PRNT Displays textual data at pen position in 3-D space 255

CALL U3PRNT (X ,Y,Z,DATA)

U3ROTA Creats a user coordinate system in three space at current pen
position, rotated as specified 274

CALL U3ROTA (RX ,RV ,Rz)

U3SCAL Create s a user coordinate system in three space at current perposition , scaled as specified 276

CALL U3SCAL (SX ,SV ,SZ)

U3STUO Gives current setting of the 3-0 user display area and windows 277

CALL U3STUD (ARRAY )

U3WHER Returns current pen position in current units in 3-D space 278
CALL U3WHER (X ,Y ,Z)

U3WNDO Sets the virtual 3-D window boundaries 279
CALL U3WNDO (XM IN,XMAX .YM I N,YMAX ZMINZMAX)

U3WRIT Displays textual information in 3-0 space, returns pen to originalposition 280

CALL U3WRIT (X ,Y ,Z,DATA)

18
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Subroutine UAIN Interactive

FUNCTION:

This routine obtains one character as entered to signify the completion of a graphics
input operation. This is usually the result of a keyboard trike.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UAIN (CHAR)

Where

CHAR contains the cha racter obtained from the term inal in Holter ith format.

OPTIONS which may appLy:

‘KEYBOARD’, ‘FUNCT IONKEY’. ‘CURSOR’, ‘JOYSTICK’, ‘BALL’, ‘MOUSE’, ‘LIGHTPEN’,
‘TABLET’

COMMENTS:

The character requested will be obtained from the specified graphics input device. If no
explicit USET call has been used to specify an input device (see UGRIN), the character
will be obtained from the principal input device for the terminal being used.

The USET option ‘BALL ’ refers to ‘Trackb all input.

ProgrammIn g Notes:

19
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Subroutine UALP HA

FUNCTION:

This routine sets the terminal to alphanumeric mode so that character output will appear
on the control device.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UA LPHA

OPTIONS whi ch may apply

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

This routine should be called whenever th e user wants to insure that the terminal is in
alphanumeric mode and to flush any buffered graphics I/O (e g., before FORTRAN I/O).

Programming Notes:

20 
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Subroutin e UAOUT

FUNCTION:

This routine displays one character at the current beam position subject to the margins
or windows which are currently set. The beam is positioned ready to output an adjacent
character .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UAOUT (CHAR)

Where

CHAR is an alphanumeric character expressed in FORT RAN Hollerith (left-
j ust ified , blank-filled ) format.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Character Type: ‘HARDWA RECHARACTERS’
‘SOFT WA RECHARACTE RS’

Alphanumeric Margins
Window Settings

COMMENTS:

The character specified by CHAR will be displayed at the beam position subject to
margining if hardware characters are specified and subject to windowing if software
characters are specified. Strings of characters are more easily and efficiently displayed
using UPRINT or UWRITE. UAOUT should be used only when each character must be
processed individually before display. For a detailed description of margining and its
effects see the write-ups for UPRINT and UMARGN. For a detailed description of the
:concepts of w indowing see the write-up for UWINDO.

Progra mming Notes:

21
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DIMENSION X ( l t ) , . Y C l t ) ,. Z C I I )
DATA X/e..Ie ..20..30.,.48..,SS..6e..70...80..ae .lae ./
DATA V/a.. 10. ø.30.~40.,,SS. 6O.~ 70.,,8e.~ 99. 100.1DATA Z/0., I .4. 9., l6.,25.,.36,,49.,04.,81.. 100./
CALL. USTART
CALL UOUTLN
DO I I — 1, lt
CALL UPEN CX~I). VCI ))

I CALL UAOUT C ’A ’)
CALL USET (‘NOL INE ’)
CALL UIOVE (X C l ) , Z ( t ) )
P 0 2 1  I , I t
CALL UPEN (XC I) .Za))
CALL UAOUT c’SO

2 CONTI$JE
CALL UEND
STOP
END

22 
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Subroutine UAPEND

FUNCTION:

Thi s routine copies characters from th e input Hollerith character string placing them In
th e output character buffer. When the designated number of characters have been
moved , the GCS string terminator is append ed to the end of the str ing In the output
buffer.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UAPEND(COUNT,DATAIN ,DATOUT)

Where

COUNT is the number of characters in the input Hollerith character string.

DATAIN is the input Ho llerith charac ter string.

DATOUT is available or array lar ge enough to hold COUNT+l characters

OPTIONS wh ich may apply:

UPSET ( T ERM INATOR’ ,CHAR)

COMMENTS:

This routine is useful if a character string is being obtained from an input source and the
GCS string terminat or has not been included at the end of the string. It is assumed tha t
enou gh room is available in the output str ing buffer area to insert the GCS string
terminator character.

DATAIN , and DATOUT need not be distinct,

Programming Notes:

23
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SubroutIne UARC

FUNCTION:

This subroutine draws a part of a circle; i.e., an arc w i th a given cente r, radius, and
angular span starting at the current bean or pen position. The arc will be either treated
as a curvilinear line segment with the current line option (see UPEN for description of
line options) or treated as a collection of straight line segments, each of which is affected
by the current line option. Which method is used to draw the arc will depend on whether
‘CONTINUOUS’ or ‘SEGMENTED’ has been set.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UARC (X ,Y,ANGLE)

Where

X is the X or RADIUS of the center of the circle in current user units.

V is the Y or THETA coordinate of the center of the circle in current user
units.

ANGLE is the number of angula r units to be subtended by the arc.

OPTIONS whIch may apply:

Arc Type: ‘CONTINUOUS’ or ‘SEGMENTED’
Angle Units: ‘DEGREES’ , ‘RADIANS’ , PIRADIANS ’, ‘GRADS’ or ‘MILS’
Line Types: Any line option available under UPEN

COMMENTS:

The arc will be drawn counterclockwise if ANGLE is positive or clockwise if ANGLE is
negative. The arc will extend from the beam or pen position upon invoking UARC for the
angle specified in current angular units (Degrees, Rad ians , or Piradi ans) .

In three dimensional applications, the arc produced by a call to UARC will lie in the
current X -Y plane.
Programming Notes:

24
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CALL USTART
CALL (

~ UTLN
CALL IPENI C40.a ,,Se.a. ’NCOORDINATES’)
CALL UMOVE C40 .LSO.B)
CALL. UARC c4$.0,20.O., 90.8)
CALL UWHERE CX V)
CALL UPENI (X,V,’NCOORDINATES’)
CALL IFENI C40.9 . 20.0. ‘N~ )ORDINATES’)
CALL UENO
STOP
END
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Subroutin e UASPC T 
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine restricts the physical display surface boundaries to the largest area whichsatisf ies the provided aspect ratio.
CALLI NG SEQUENCE:

CALL UASPCT(RATIO)
Where

RATI O is a number representi ng the ratio of hori zonta l dimension to ver ticaldimension.

OPTIONS which may app ly:
No options apply

COMMENT S :

If UDIMEN is to be used, it should be called before UASPCT.
The aspect ratio provided may be computed as follows:

RATIO = HORIZONTAL SIZE/VERTICAL SIZE

The aspect ratio requested is now created on the formatted display surface (seeUFORMfl. USET options are provided which allow the ‘aspect-ratioed’ display surfaceto left
~adjusted/bottom adjusted (‘LADJUSTED’ or ‘BADJUSTED’) centered (‘CAD-JUSTED’) or ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (‘RADJUSTED’ or ‘TADJUSTED’) on theformatted display surfa ce. Note that left- and bottom~adju$(~~ are the same setting andright- and top-adjusted are the same setting. Whichever IS applied will depend on therelationship between the reques~e~ aspect ratio and that of the formatted displaysurface. The default aspect ratio is 0 (i.e., the entire formatted display surfa ce).

Prog ramming Not es:

26
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SubroutIne UAVERG

FUNCTION:

To compute a moving average forecast for time series data.

CAL LING SEQUENCE:

CALL UAVERG (ARRAY ,POINTS ,FCST ,TIME)

Where

ARRAY is a real arra y of size POINTS which is the input time series data.

POINTS is the number of inpu t points.

FCST is a real arra y of size POI NTS-TIME+ 1 which is the time series moving
average forecast for period s TIME+ 1 to PO INTS+ 1

TIME is the number of previous periods to be used for each average.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The number of input data points must be gre ater than one. The number of previous
periods which are used to compute the moving average must be greater than zero and
not greater than the number of input data points.

Note that this routine represents one of the basic tools for time series analysis. The user
is urged to consult a qualified reference on time series analysis for a complete
description of the methods involved in this routine. Other techniques such as base
series correction, cyclic analysis, and exponential smoothing are necessary to
synthesize a meaningful , composite forecast.

ProgrammIng Notes:

27



Subrout ine U AXIS

FUNCTION:

This routine creates axes of the type specified by the user. Also provided are numer ic
scaling and labeling and alphanumeric labeling. The axes are created in the UDAREA
which is set prior to entering UAXIS. The user window may also be modifIed to reflect the
actual scaling used, Upon return from UAXIS, the user window will be set to the scaling
used to draw the axes. The device area will be reduced ii ‘EDGEAXES’ are specified to
accommodate the labeling requested. If ‘ZEROAXES’ or PENAXES ’ are specified, the
device area will not be changed since the labeling will appear in the device area setting.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UAXIS (XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMA X )

Wh ere

XMIN is the minimum X-value to be contained on the axis in virtual units .

XMAX is the maximum X-va lue to be contained on the axis in virtu al units .

YMIN is the minimum V-value to be contained on the axis in virtual units .

YMAX is the maximum V-value to be contained on the axis in virtual uni ts.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Axis Existence: ‘NOAX ES’, ‘XAXIS’ , ‘YAXIS’ , ‘XYAXIS ’
Axis Format: PLAINAXES’, ‘TICAXES’, GRIDAXES ’ -

X-Ax is Labeling: XNUMERIC’, ‘XALPHALABEL’ , ‘XBOTH’ , ‘NOXLABEL’
V-Axi s Labeling: ‘YNUMER1C’,’VALPHALBEL’ , ‘Y BOTH’, ‘NOYLABEL’
Axis Positioning: ‘ZEROAXES’ , ‘XZ EROYEDGE’ , ‘YEDGEXZERO’ , ‘XEDGEVZERO’ ,

YZEROXEDGE’, ‘EDGEAXES’ , ‘PENAXES’

Numeric Label
Form at: ‘IFORMAT’, ‘GFORMAT’ , ‘BESTFORMAT’, ‘EFORMAT’
Scaling Type: ‘AUTOSCALE’, ‘FULLSCALE’, ‘OWNSCALE’
X-Axi s Type: ‘NOLOGARITHMS’ , ‘LOGXAX IS’
V-Axi s Type: ‘NOLOGARITHMS’, ‘LOGAXIS’
Log Base: UPSET(’BASE’,base) where base is either a number or the

character string IHE
Coordinate Type: ‘POLAR’, ‘RECTANGULAR’

COMMENTS:

UAXIS Is a general purpose axis drawing and/or plot labeling routine. The options
Indicated above are independent of each other type designations so that several
dIffer ent options might appropriately be chosen. The UAXIS subroutine is also used by
th e high-level graphing routInes (see UPLOT) to create their axes.

Each of the USET options wh ich effect the UAXIS routine is described below. These
same options apply when subroutine UPLOT or subroutine UPLOT1 is called.

Programming Notes:

28 
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Axis Existence :

NOAXES — Neither the X-a x is nor the ‘f -ax is will be displayed.
XAX I S  — Only  the X axis w ill ue displayed
YAXIS — Only the V-ax is will be c~ispl ayed
XYAXES —. both the X- ~nd Y -  ax :s w i 1  be displayed

Axis Form at :

PLAINAXE S — The axis specified wil l appear as a solid line.

TICAXES — The axis spec fie~ wil l appear as a ticced line. The tic
intervals will be netermined from the current setting of the
UPSET parameters T ICX and TICY which should be
specified in the same units to he used in plotting the
functions If a tic interval ot zero is specified. a suitable tic
interva l w i l l  be chosen by UAXIS.

GRIDAXES — A grid will be formed in the display area. The interval
between grid lines is determined in the same way as for
T ICAXES. In the case of log axes , the tic interval refers to
the cycle interva i. In the case of polar axes , the tic interval
refers to the radial distance between the concentric
circles of the grid. This radial distance is obtained from
the value of T ICX.

Axis Positioning:

The user is expected to establish the UDAREA he desires before calling UAXIS. For all
the options indicated below , no part of the axes or the associated labels will appear
outside the UOAREA which ~s set prior to entry to UAXIS,

EDGEAXES — The room needed for the ‘axes ’ specified labeling is
reserved from the UDAREA set on input and a new
UDAREA is established which describes the remaining
plotting area. The axes will be wawn along the edge of
this new UDAREA.

ZEROAXES — If the zero point falls between the minimum and maximum
input values for either X or V . the axes are drawn along the
zero value from border ,to border of the UDAREA. Numeric
labels will appear directly below the X-axis and to th e left
of the V-axis. Alphanumeric X- labels will appear along
the bottom edge of the UDAREA and the alphanumeric Y-
labels will appear along the left edge of the UDAREA. If
the zero point for either axes is not between the minimum
input values , the axis will default to EDGEAXIS format.

PENAXES — The intersection of the axes is defined to be at the beam
position upon entry to UAXIS. if the beam position is out-
side the range of values furnished as input , the axis which
is outside the range will default to EDGEAXIS format.

VEDGEXZERO — The X- axis will be in ZEROAXIS format and
XZEROYEDGE the V-axis will be in EDGEAX 1S for mat.

XEDGEYZERO — The X-axis will be EDGEAXIS format and
YZEROXEDGE V-axis will be in ZEROAXIS format.

29
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AxIs Type:

NOLOOARITHMS — The X and V axes are both linear

XLOGARITHM — The X axis is a logarithm based axis while the V axis is
linear

VLOGARITHM — The V axis is a logarithm based axis while the X axis is
l inear

XYLOGARITHM -- Both the X and V axes are logarithm axes
LOGARITHMIC

Note: The base of the logarithms used in the axes is set by a call to UPSET, i.e., CALL
UPSET (‘BASE’, base) where base is either a numeric value or the character string
IHE.

Coordinate Type:

RECTANGULAR — The input coordinates are rectangular. Logarithmic or
linear axes can be specified.

POLAR — Input coordinates are polar. Only polar axes will be cre-
ated by UAXIS.

X -Axl s LabelIng :

NOXLABEL — No labeling should appear along the X-axis.

XNUMER1C — Numeric labels should be created along the X-axi s at the
ti c- inte~vals specified by TICX (see Axis Format above).
The values for the numeric labels will be derived as
specified in the scaling options described below.

XALPHANUMERIC — Alphanumeric labels wil l appear in the location specified
in the Axi s Position Option (see above). The contents of
the label can be specified by calling UPSET with argu-
ments  ‘XLABEL’ and a GCS character string as the value
(for a description of GCS character strings see UPRINT) .

XBOTHLABELS — Both the alphanumeric and numeric labels will appear
alo~ig the X-axis.

Y-Axis Labeling :

NOYLABEL — No labeling should appear along the V-axis.

YNUMERIC — labels should be created along the V-axis at the tic inter-
vals specified by TICY (see Axis Format above). The
values for the numeric labels will be derived as specified
in the scaling options described below.

VALPHANUMERIC — Alphanumeric labels will appear in the location specified
by the Axi s Positioning Option (see above). The contents
of the label can be specified by calling UPSET with argu-
ment s ‘YL A BEL’ and a GCS character string as the value
(for a description of GCS character strings see UPRINT).

30 
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YBOTHLABELS — Both the alphanumeric and numeric labels will appear
along the V-axis.

Scaling Type:

AUTOSCALE — The range of values to be plotted is examined and scaling
occurs so that ‘nice’ numbers will appear at the tic marks.
A slight expansion of the range may be necessitated to
incorporate this feature. The UWINDO is set to the
expanded range as identified.

FULLSCALE — The full range of values specified in the input arguments
are examined. If zero is not withi n the range of X values ,
the appropriate limit is extended to zero. The UWINDO is
set to this resulting range.

OWNSCALE — The UWINDO setting upon entry to UAXIS is used to deter-
mine the scale limits. No change is made to the UWINDO
and a zero value is not forced to the X -scale. ‘Nice ’ num-
bers may not necessarily appear as numeric labels.

Numeric Label Format:

IFORMAT — All numeric labels will appear as integers. Truncation of
fraction al values may occur .

GFORMAT — All numeric labels will appear in either FORTRAN F or E
format depending on the value.

SESTFORMAT — The numeric labels will appear in the format which is most
appropriate to the value. If the value is an integer , it will
appear as IFORMAT. Otherwise , it will appear as GFOR-

L 

MAT.

EFORMAT — The numeric labels will appear in the FORTRAN E format.
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~~CEAXES

CALL USTART
CALl. UPSET ~‘TERI4XNATOR’.’,’)
CALl. USE’r C ‘X$OThLAJELS’)
CALL U PSET (i~~~~~$~~~~I I EDOCAXES, I)
CALL UAXES C—S .32.4.SL—e3 .4.tEe .450)
CALL UEND
STOP
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ZEROAXES —l

—2

-3

—4

-5

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C’TERt4XNATOR’.,’,’)
CALL USET (‘ZEROAXES’)
CALL USET C’ )CSOTHLA$EL.S’)
CALL UPSET C”XLABEL’.’ZEROAXES,’)
CALL UAXIC C—e.,2.,. —6.~ 4.)
~ALL UENP
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CALL. USTART
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR ’, I, ’)
CALL USE’I (‘PENAXES’)
CALL USET C ‘XOOThLASELS’
CALL UPSET C’XLA~EL’. ‘PENAXES,’)
CALL UMOVE C—3.. 2.)
CALL UAXIS C—6 .,.2., —E. ,.4 .)
CALL UENP
STOP
END
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CALL USTART
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR ’ ‘ .s ’)
CALL UPSET C ‘XLASEL ’ ‘POLAR I3RID, ’)
CALL USET (‘POLAR’)
CALL USET (‘gRID’)
CALL USE? C ’XBOT’)
CALL USE? (‘ZEROAXIS’)
CALL UAXIS C—0., 6., 0. ,, 360,)
CALL UEND
STOP
END

/
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Subr outine UBAR

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a general purpose bar graph. The current user display area will be
used and the bar graph will be drawn and scaled according to user specifications.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UBAR (ARRAY ,PTS,LABELS,XMAXL )

Where

ARRAY is a real array of data points from which the bar grap h is drawn.

PTS is a real constant or variable which is the number of elements in ARRAY.

LABELS is an array of labels for the elements withi n the bar graph.

XMAXL is a real constan t or variable which is the maximum length of a label or
longest label in the LABELS array.

OPTIONS which may apply :

X-Axis Labeling: ‘XNUMERIC ’ ‘XALPHANUMERIC’ XBOTH’ ‘NOXLABEL’
V-Axis Labeling: ‘YNUM ERIC’ ‘YALPHANUMERIC’ ‘VBOTH’ ‘NOYLABEL’
Display Area: ‘NEWSCALE’ OLDSCALE’
Axis Existence: ‘NOAXES’
Axis Format: ‘TICAX ES’

COMMENTS:

UBAR will place the labels from the label array on the individual bars starting from the
bottom up. All input data is normalized so that each input value will appear as a
percentage of the total of the data array. The specification of anything other than
‘TICAXES’ will cause plain axe s to be drawn. The specification of ‘NOAXES’ will cause
suppression of graphic output so that only the labels and values will appear.

Progr amming Notes:
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2. SIPISCRIPT

2. JOVIAL

Ia, 
J

PASCAL

F’ORTRAN 
I

COBOL

‘~~

I 1 1 I I I I T I

9% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 60% 90% I 00%

TYPICAL LANGUAGE UTILIZATION

DIMENSION DATAC7)
- . CHARACTER LADO...sat$C7)

DATA DATA/4., 3a. ,,4$., Ia.,2..2., 4 ./
DATA LADELS/’AL OOL,’. ‘COBOL, ’, ‘FORTRAN, ’, ‘~ASCALI ’. ‘J0VZAL~ ~~,

CALL t*TART
CALL UPSET C~T~~ 4Dh4A’rOR .s ,#)
CALL L$ET C’~~~~TPLABELS’)
CALL UPSET C ‘XLAOEL’ • ‘T YPICAL LANGUAGE UTL.UATXON,’)
CALL LEAR CDATA,7..LADELS.II. )
CALL LC~STOP

Li: 
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Subr outIn e U BELL Interactive
FUNCTION:

This routine causes an audible alarm (bell) to Sound at the terminal.
CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UBELL

OPTIONS which may app ly:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

Terminals which have no audible device may simulate the alarm by sending a visualmessage to the terminal.

Progr amming Notes:

4.
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Subroutin e UCALL 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine invokes an already constructed data structure. The request coordinate
system transformation is established and then each element of the structure is
executed.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCALL(X ,Y ,SX ,SY ,R,NAME)

Where

X,Y are the coordinates of the origin of the structure coordinate system in
current coordinate system units.

SX, SY are the scale factors of the structure coordinate system.

R is the rotation of the structure coordina te system in relation to the current
reference system.

NAME is the eight character name of the structure being invoked. This structure
must be defined in the current ‘LIBRARY’ file.

COMMENTS:

The current coordinate system is saved prior to applying the structure coordinate
transformation. Up to three levels of recursive calls to UCALL can be handled.

This subroutine can be used in a 3-D environment if the transformation so specified is to
be applied only in the XV plane of the current coordinate system.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine UCHART

FUNCTION :

This routine draws a grouped bar chart for multi-valued data. The current user display
area will be used and the chart will be drawn and scaled according to user
specifications. 

-

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCHART(ARRAY ,GROUPS ,BARS ,LABELS,YMAXL )

- . - Where

ARRAY is a real arr ay of data points from which the chart is drawn -

GROUPS is a real constant or variabl e which is the number of groups

BARS is a real constan t or variable which is the number of bar grap hs in each
group

LABELS is an array of labels for each group

YMAXL is a real constant or variable which is the maximum length of a label or the
length of the longest label in the array LABELS

OPTIONS which may apply:

X-A x i s Labeling: ‘XNUMERI C ’, ‘XALPHABETIC’ , XBOTH’ , ‘NOXLABEL’

V-Axis Labeling: ‘YNUMERIC’ , YALPHABETIC’, ‘YBOTH’ , ‘NOYLABEL’
Display Area: ‘NEWSCAL E’, ‘OLDSCALE’
Axis Existence: ‘NOAXES’
Axis Format ‘TICAXES’

COMMENTS:

The specification of anything other than TICAXES’ wi ll cause plain axes to be drawn.
The specification of ‘NOAXES’ will cause suppression of graphic output so tht only the
labels and values will appear. The X-axi s and V-axis labeling options will not affect the
output of the group labels. If group labels are not desired, then YMAXL should be set to
zero.

Progr amming Notes:
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WIDGIT MPG CORBALMITE TGIP INC.

YEARS 1075, 1976 APV CPROJECT~
)) 1077

DIMENSION YEARS (9)
CHARACTER LABELS.. 13(3)
DATA YEARS/0a.,eE.,00.,Sa.,09. ,79.,,75..ea.,es,/
DATA LAB~~S/ ’WXDGIT MPG, ‘, ‘CORDALI4ITE, ‘. ‘TGIP INC., ’/
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR ’ •
CALL USE? C’ XALPHABETIC’)
CALL UPSET C’XLABEL’,’YEARS 1075. 1976 AND (PROJECTED) Ia77~ ’)
CALL USET C ‘YBOThLABELS’)
CALL UPSET C’YLABEL.S’. ‘PROFITS IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS,’)
CALL UCHART CYEA*S,3.~ 3. . LADELS. lB.)
CALL. UEND
STOP
END
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SubroutIne UCLIP

FUNCTION:

This routine tests the validity of the clipping parameters and stores them Int o the GCS
COMMON area if they are v alid.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCLIP (XM IN ,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX )

Where

XMIN is the leftmost edge of the window .

XMAX is the rightmost edge of the window.

YMIN is the lower edge of the window .

YMAX is the upper edge of the window.

OPTIONS which may apply

No options apply

COMMENTS:

This routine will test window edge parameters for validity and return an error condition to
the caller if they are incorrect. If they are correct, th en th e arguments will be conv erted to
the device basic units and wiSi post then into the GSA subject to the limitation of the
device space. A flag is also set to indicate that the window has been changed.

Programming Note s:

42
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Subr outine UCLOSE -

3D

FUNCTION:

This routine causes the currently open segment/frame to cease to be open.

CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL UCLOSE(SEOID)

Where

SEGID is the segment identifier of the currently open segment (see UOPEN for
descript ion of SEGID). -

OPTIONS which may apply :

Segment/Frame Identifier Mode: ‘FNAM E’, FNUMBER’

COMMENTS:

The currently open segment is closed irrelevant of the type of segment or the existence
of image transformations. The closed frame will replace an existing segment with the
same identifier thus insuring that a complete image is always visible.

An error will be generated if SEGID does not agree with that of the currently open
segment. However , the segment will still be closed.

ProgrammIng Notes :

43
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Subroutine UCOLOR

Function:

This routine defines entries in a program modifiable table of colors.

C.iHr~g sequence:

CALL UCOLOR(CLR$DX,CLRCNT,CLRNAM,CLRVAL)

Where

CLR IDX is the index number of the color table entry to be redefined. Note that this is
the same number used when setting the color using UPSET or USET

CLRCNT specifies the number of components In the color definition vector. At least
one component and a maximum of seven components may be specified

CLRNAM is an arra y containing the names of the color components. Valid names are
‘RED ’, ‘GREEN’ , ‘YELLOW’ , ‘BLUE’ . ‘MAGENTA’ ‘CYAN’ , AND
‘WHITE’ . Only the first four characters of each name are significant. The
names must occupy no more than one word in the array.

CLRVAL is an arra y containing the percentages of intensity for each componc-n t
specified in the CLRNAM array. Percentage values may range from 0 to 100
and indicate the proportion of maximum application of the specified color
component.

OPTIONS which may apply :

No options apply 
-

COMMENTS:

This routine will verify correct color definitions for devices which have no modifiable col-
or tables.

If duplicate color component names are provided, an error will be generated and the col-
or will not be defined.

This routine uses the Red/Green/Blue (ROB) or Magenta/Yellow/Cyan method of color
definition. it should be noted that the intensity attribute (UPSET,’BRIGHTNESS’) serves
as a master intensity control to modulate the colors. 

-

Programming Notes:
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Subro utine UCONIC

FUNCTiON:

This routine allows the user to draw a generalized conic section having a given focus,
directrix , eccentricity, and starting and ending sweep positions. The conic sections that
may be drawn are the circular arc , ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, and , if the distance bet-
ween the focus and the directrix is zero, point.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCONIC (X ,Y ,P,E,TH1 ,TH2)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coor dinate of the focus of the conic section.

Y is the Y- or THETA coordinate of th e focus of the conic section.

P is the distance from the focus to the directrix.

E is the eccentr icity.

THI is t he initial sweep position in curren t angular units.

TH2 is t he ter minal sweep position in current an gular units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

‘CONTINUOUS’, ‘SEGMENTED’ (see UARC write up)
Line options (see UPEN write up)
‘RADIANS’, ‘DEGREES’ , ‘P!RA DIANS~ ‘GRADS’ or ‘MILS’ Isee UARC write up)
Pen Coordinate Options (see UPEN write up)
UPSET Option: ‘ORIENTATION’

COMMENTS:

The basis for UCONIC is the generalized conic equation:

R= (E P)/(1 ~E COS(THETA))

By suitably modifying the values of the parameters P and E, all types of conic sections
can be created. The following describes the effects induced by different values of P of E.

P.GT.0 the focus is to the right (below the directrix).

P.LT.0 the focus is to the left (above the directrix).

P 0 the conic will be a point at X V .

E = 0 the conic is a circular arc with center at X,Y and RADIUS P/2 subtending
the angular range from the TH1 to 1H2.

0.LT.ABS
(E).LT.1 the conic is an ellipse.

A BS(E) = I the conic is a parabola.

45 
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ABS(E).GT,1 the conic is a hyperbola.

E.GT.0 the conic is oriented along the X-axis

E.LT.0 the conic is oriented along the V-axis

All of the line options and coordinate options which apply to UPEN will also apply toUCONIC. Thus , conic sections may be rotated to any angle by defining a suitable usercoordinate system.

If a conic section of 360 degree sweep is specified, the line terminator will not be drawn
when ‘CONTINUOUS’ mode has been specified. See the UARC write up for mo-einformation on the use of ‘CONTINUOUS’ and SEGMENTED’. The circle is a degeneratecase not fully handled by the generalized conic equation. For completeness a circle witharbitrarily assigned RADIUS of P/2 will be generated when E has a value of zero.
If an angle of orientation of the conic is specified via UPSET, then the conic section willbe oriented as specified around the point of intersection of the directrix and the semi-major axis.

In three dimensional applications, the conic sectiOn dra wn by UCONIC will lie in thecurrent XV plane.

Progr amming Notes:

- 46 
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DIMENSION X~4).Y(4) ,.PC4) .E(4)
DATA INDEX,,YB.X.Y ,,P,,E/B .73.12. ,.Ea.. aB. ..EG.,, Ea.,, lB .. S2.,,9G..

& l3.,,—l3., — l3.,,  13. ,, I .,— l . , ,  I .,— l .1
1~~ CAL.L. USTART

D O 1 I — l ,, 2

Ye - Y B — Z . S O
DO, l d — l , 2
XB — X B+ 2 .S6
INDEX — D I O E X . l
CALl. UPA~~A (XS,, (XBl-2.57), YB. (YB’,’2.57))
CALL UOUT’LN
CALL. UCO1CC (X(INDEX) • YCINDEX) ,P (INDEX),, ECINDEX),, B. B,. 360.0)

I CONTINUE
CALL UEND
STOP
END

~~~~~~ -
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Subroutin e UCONTR

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a set of user specified contours on a set of data Z = Z(X , Y) , wh ere Z is
defined on a regular rectangular array.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCONTR(Z ,X,Y ,A ,FX ,FY ,CURVE ,FN)

Where

Z is a real arra y having dimensions IF IX(FX ) by IFIX (FY) containing the
funct ion values.

X is a real array of length IFIX (FX) containing the X axis values

Y is a real array of length IF IX(FY ) containiq g the Y axis values

FX fioatii~~ point representation of the length of the X array, also the leading
dimension of the Z array in floating point format

FY floating point representation of the length of the Y array, also the second
dimension of Z- in floating point format

CURVE arra y coatai ning the values of the contours whic h are to be drawn

FN number of contours to be drawn. Also, the length (in floating point forma t)
of CUR VE

A working array of same size and dimensions as Z.

L 

OPTIONS which may apply:

Coordinate Type Options: ‘RECTANGULAR’ , ‘POLAR’, ‘LOGARITHMIC’ .
UAXIS Options, (see UAXIS write up)

Scaling Type Options: ‘AUTOSCALE’, FULLSCALE’, ‘OWNSCALE’
Scale Availability Options-: ‘NEWSCALE’, ‘OLDSCALE’
Pen Options: See UPEN write up

COMMENTS:

The algorithm used in UCONTR is based on linear interpolation between the grid points.

Programming Notes:

I-
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Subroutine UCOSYS

FUNCTION:

The specified user coordinate system is created using the position, scale, and rotation
specified in the argument s, and plotting in the new coordinate system is automatically
activated.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCOSYS (X ,Y,SCLX ,SCLY ,ANGLE)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate (in the current coordinate system) of the
ori gin of the coordi nate system.

Y is the Y- or THETA coordinate (in the current coordinate system) of the
origin of the new coordinate system.

SCLX is the ratio of the unit length in the new X direction to the unit length in the
current X direction.

SCLY is the ratio of a unit length in the new Y direction to the unit length in the
current Y direction ,

ANGLE is the rotation factor which is applied to the new coordinate system ~ncurrent angular units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

‘WORKI NGAXIS’
‘RE FE RE NCE AX IS’
UPSET option ‘ZVALUE’

COMMENTS:

The execution of this subroutine causes the creation of a new origin (0 ,0.) at the
specified position with respect to the current origin. The new coordinate system is
rotated about the new origin by the specified angle and has unit scales in the X and V
direction as specified. If GCS is in ‘WORKINGAXIS’ mode, the coordinate system is
created on a temporary basis. The coordinate system composition has no effect on
subsequent coordinate system composition. If GCS is in ‘REFERENCEAXIS’ mode , the
coordinat e system composition is based upon the current coordinate system. All
coordinate system or ‘SYSTEM’ coordinate system. At any time the user can ensure that
his secondary coordinate system is composed with respect to the system coordinate
system by the use of the following GCS subroutine call:

CALL USET(’SYSTEM’)

In addition, the above call may be used at any time to ignore the current user coordinate
system. To restore the current user coordinate system, the following GCS subroutine
call is used:

CALL USET (‘USERAXIS’)

In a sen se, a user always has two user coordinate systems, a permanent or reference
system, and a temporary or working system. In ‘WORK INGAXIS’ mode, the work ing
system is always ‘ahead of’ the reference system In a mathematical sense. In

49
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‘REFER ENCEAXIS’ mode , the working system Is mathematica lly Ident ical to the
reference system. thus no new coordInate system is invoked In switching from reference
system mode to working system mode. However , by switching in the opposite direction,
the last reference syst em becomes the curr ent system. -

Cons~derabIe care should be exercised when utilizing the ‘REFERENCEAXIS’ ofcumulative mode , especially in conjunction with non-uniform axis scaling. A coordinate
system which Is superimp osed upon a nonunif orm coord inate system and rotated by a
non-zero angle will contain a skew factor resulting in axes which are not normal to each
other. Graphic output drawn in such a system , alth ough ma th ematically correc t , may bedifficult to underst and and v lsua llzo.

In thr ee dimension applications, the invocation of UCOSVS performs a three
dimensional transformatio n in the current X- Yplane, specified by the UPSET parameter
‘2 VALUE with a scale factor oi l, in the Z direction, and rotation factors of 0. around the
X and V axis .

Programm ing Notes:
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CALL USTART
CALL UOUTL.N
CALL UCOSYS C~~ 0. , ,6B.. l . , ,I . .. 0. )

I — I
I 00 CALL UNOVE CO. — IS.)

CALL UPEN (20. —I S .)
CALL UPEN C20.,,lO.)
CALL UtIOVE (22. 0.)
CALL. UPEN (0. • 20.)
CALL UNOVE (

~~. • —E.)
CALl. URECT Ce ., ,  I . )

IF (I .EQ . 2) 00 TO 900

CALL UCOSYS (ES.,,E0., — l . . , L .B.)
1 — 2
90 ‘TO IU

900 CONTINUE
CALL UENP
STOP

_________ 4
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CALL USTART
CALL. UWIPC0 C— t . , t S . ,— t . , IB.)

CALL. UCUrLN
CALL. AXIS
CALL. UNOVE Ca., S.)
CALL. USET (‘REFERENCE’)
CALL UCOSYS (2. 5. , .5 ,1. 0.)
CALL. UPENI CL ,S..,’DARROW ’)
CALl. AXIS
CALL. UNDVE CL ,,0.)
CALL UCOSYS CE., I. $ . , ,$.,3e.)
CALl. UPENI CS. P S. ’DARROW’)
CALL AXIS
CALL UEND

• STOP

SUSROU’TThE AXIS
CALL I.*tOVE (— 1 ,0.)
CAl_I. UPENI (1 ,0.,, ‘LARROV’)
CALL. UIICVE CS. — I . )
CALL UPEN C$. , . l .)
RETURN
END
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SubroutIne UCOUNT

FUNCTION:

This routine returns the length of the input data as the number of characters required
when displaying the data using UPRINT.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCOUNTtDATA ,COUNT)

Where

DATA contains input information ready for display by UPRINT.

COUNT returns the number of characte rs which will be disp layed when printing
DATA on t he display surface.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Alphameric Output Option: ‘TEXT’ , ‘REALNUMBER’ , ‘INTERGERNUMBE R’ ,
‘XYCOORDINATES’, ‘X VZCOORDINA TES ’

Numeric Precision Option: UPSET option ‘PRECISION’

COMMENTS:

More information about the option which apply may be found under UPRINT. In
conjunction with UQUERY to determine current character size, this routine can be used
to provide special character string positioning.

Programming Notes:
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Subro utine UCACL E

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a circle whose center is at the point specified. The current beamposition is not affected.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UCRCLE (X ,Y,RADIUS)
Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate in current user units
Y is the V. or THETA coordinate in current user units.
RADIUS is the radiu s of the circ le in curre nt user units.

OPTIONS w hich may app ly

‘CONTINUOUS’ or ‘SEGMENTED’
Pen Options (See UPEN write up)
UPSET ‘Z VALUE’ option

COMMENTS:

The circle created by UCACLE will appear as either a continuous line or a collection ofline segments depending on whether the user has specified ‘CONTINUOUS’ or‘SEGMENTED.’ if ‘CONTINUOUS’ has been specified, the circle will appear as a singlecircular line segment of the l~ne type of which is obtained from the current pen option.There will not be any type of line terminator generated. However , if ‘SEGMENTED’ isspecified , then the circle will appear as an approximation with each line segment of theapproximation taking on the character istic defined by the current pen Option. Theterminator indicated wil l appear at the end of each line segment in the approximation,
A ca/I to IJCACLE in a three dimensional graphic s application progra m will result in acircle being dra wn in the current X-V plane, specified by the UPSET option ZVALUE~
Progra mming Notes:

54
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CALL USTART
CALL UOUTLN
CALL UCRCLE C0.,,0. Sa.)
CALL UCRCL.E C50..S.,,50.)
CALL UCRCLE CIaa.. 0..50.)
CALL UCRCLE (lS0.,60.,62.)
CALL UCRCLE (lOS., lOB . .60.)

CALL. UCRCLE (50., tOO . .60.)
CALL UCRCL.E (0.. $00.. 50.)

CALL. U~R~LE (0., 60.,S0.)
CALL U~R~LE C6O.,.S0..Za.7)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutin e UDAREA

FUN CTION:

This routine defines the boundaries of the device display area into which the output
appearing in the user window into virtual space will appear .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDAREA (XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX )

Where

XM IN is the minimum X-va lue in device absolute rectangular units in the
SYSTEM coordinate system.

XMAX is the maximum X-va lue in device absolute rectangular units in the
SYSTEM coordinate system.

YM IN is the minimum Y-value in device absolute rectangular units in the
SYSTEM coordinate system.

YMAX is the maximum Y-valu e in device absolute rectangular units in the
SYSTEM coordinate system.

OPTIONS which may apply :

‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’, ‘PERCENTAGEUNIT’. ‘RASTER’, ‘FONT’

COMMENTS: - .

This routine works in conjunction with UWINDO to define the mapping that takes place
between virtual space and device space. UDAREA should be used for setting aside a
specific region of the device display area for displaying graphical Output created in the
virtual space defined by UWINDO. While -performing pen or beam movements in virtual
space, any output which intersects the UWINDO boundaries will be truncated at that
point. For a complete description of the windowing concept, see UWINDO.

The units used to describe the desired region of the display surface should be device,
rectangular , and absolute. Any of the device unts may be used (e.g., ‘INCHES’,
‘CENTIMETERS ,’ etc.). If either the maximum X or maximum V specification are less than
the minimum X or minimum V respectively, an error message will be generated (see Error

• Appendix for details) and the UDAREA specification in effect prior to entry to UDAREA
will be retained.

Progr amming Notes:
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CALL USTART
CALL UDAREA C2., t0. .2.,, B .)
CALL USEr (‘SOFTWARE’)
CALL. UPSET (‘HORIZONTAL SIZE’ 70.)
CALL. UPSET (‘VERTICAL SIZE’,90.)
CALL USET C’L*’)
CALL UOUTLN
CALL UNOVE CIOO.. S0.)
CALL UPEN CSO.,,S0.)
CALL UDAREA (O.. l.O.B.,3.)
CALL USWHER CX.Y.Z)
CALL UOU TLN
CALL UMOVE (tOS.. 50.)
CALL UPEN C50.,,60.)
CALL UDAREA C0., l .6 ,,4., 4.5)
CALL UOUTLN
CALL UNOVE (tOO.,,504)
CALL UPEN (60..S0.)

CALL. UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine UDELAL

FUNCTION:

This routin e deletes all currently defined segments (or frames).

CALLIN G SEQUEN CE:

CALL UD ELA L

OPTIONS which may apply:

Segment Posting Mode: ‘DELAYED’ , IMMEDIATE’

COMMENTS:

UERASE automatically performs a deletion on all segments.

If a segment is open, an error message is generated and no deletions occur.

Progra mming Note.:
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Subroutine UDELET
3D

FU NCTION:

This routine deletes an existing retained segment and removes its image from display
surface.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDELET(SEGID)

Where

SEGID is the segment identifier of the segment to be deleted (see UOPEN for a
descri ption of SEGID).

OPTIONS wh ich may apply:

Segment /Frame Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’ , ‘FNUMBER’
Segm ent Postin g Mode: ‘DELAYED’ , ‘IMMEDIAT E’

COMMENTS:

The image of the deleted segment will be immediately removed, if vi sible , fr om the
display surface if the segment posting made is ‘IMMEDIATE’. Otherwi se, the image will
not be removed until the next required screen erase. Th is will occur when UPOST or
UERASE is executed or if UDELET or UMODFY (to change a segment attribute to
‘INVISIBLE’) is called with the segment posting mode as ‘IMMEDIATE ’ .

ProgrammIng N otes :
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SubroutIne UDIMEN

FUNCTION:

This routine adjusts the physical boundaries of the display surface. It may also be used
to provide a display surface of a specific size.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDIMEN (XSIZE ,YSIZE)

Where

XSIZE is the physical size in the X-direction in current device units.

YSIZE is the physical size in the Y-direction in current device units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Device Unit Type: ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’, ‘FONTUNITS’, ‘PER-
CENTUNITS’ , ‘RASTERUNITS’ , ‘SPECIFICATION
UNITS’ , ‘NOCUNITS’

Specification Unit Size: ‘XSPEC IFICAT ION UNIT’ , ‘YSPECIFICAT ION
UNIT’, ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’

COMMENTS:

This routine is an alternative method to UFORMT for specifying the size of the display
surface. The actions of this routine will replace any settings performed by previous calls
to UFORMT or UDIMEN.

For those deviäes which have a variable size display surface (e.g., drum plotters or dot-
matrix printers), this routine provides that the appropriate size display surface is availa-
ble. For devices with a fixed size display surface , this routine may be used to reduce the
available size of the display surface. A display surface which exceeds the maximum
available display surface cannot be specified. Attempts to do so will generate an error ,
and the display surfa ce size will not be changed.

The currently set aspect ratio (provided by UASPCT) will apply to the newly formatted
display surface. The UDAREA will be set to the entire resulting virtual display surface.

CAUTION:

This routine may change the size of PERCENTUNITS . SPECIFICA TIONUNITS. or
NDCUNITS.

To reduce the side eff ects of redefining the display surface , it is recommended that UDI-
MEN be called immediately following a call to UERASE, USTART , or URESET.

Programm ing Not es:
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Subroutin e UDOIT
Intera ctive

FUNCTION:

This subroutine enables the user to do various page layouts and control a cassette
recorder such as the Tektronix 4923.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDOIT (ACTION)

Where

ACTION is a Holleri th string that indicates sorn e function to perform

ACTIONS

Must have called USET (‘DEVICE’)

‘ALARM’ — Sounds the audible alarm
‘ALPHAMOOE’ — Sets alphamode
‘A UDIBLE’ — Sounds the audible alarm
‘BACKSPACE’ — Move back one character space
‘BEEP’ — Sounds the audible alarm
‘BELL’ — Sounds the audible alarm
‘BLIP ’ — Sounds the audible alarm
‘BOTTOM’ — Move to bottom ma,gin
‘BSPb’ — Same as backspace
‘CARR’ — Do a carriage-return
‘CR’ — Do a carriage-return
‘CRLF’ — Do a carriage-return then a line-feed
‘DOWN ’ — Do a line-feed
‘ERAS’ — Erase the screen
‘HDOWN ’ — Home to the bottom
‘HOME’ — Home to the top
‘LEFT’ — Move to the left margin
‘LFbb’ — Do a line-feed
‘LINEFEED’ — Do a line-feed
‘NEWLINE’ — Do a carriage-return then a line-feed
‘NEWPAGE’ — Erase the screen
‘PAGE’ — Erase the screen
‘RIGHT’ — Move to right margin
‘SPbb’ — Move over one hardware character space
‘SPACE’ — Move over one hardware characte r space
‘TABb’ — Tab to next horizonta l tab setting
‘TABH’ — Tab to next horizontal tab setting
‘TOPb ’ — Move to top margin
‘UPbb’ — Move to top margin
‘TABV’ — Tab to next vertical tab setting
‘TABX’
‘TBHX ’ — Tab to designated setting (example: ‘TBH8’)
‘TB VX ’ (see UPSET)
WHERE X 0-9
‘UP’ — Move up one vertical hardware chara cter position
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CASSETTE CONTROL Not neces sary to call USET ( DEVICE ) 

—

~~~

‘RSTART’ — Start read
‘AS TOP’ — Stop read
‘WS TART’ — Start write
‘WS TOP’ — Stop write -

Programming Notes :
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Subr outine UDRAW

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a solid line vector from the current position to that specified by the -

input arguments. All lines are drawn on the XY-plane specified by the current set Z-
value.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDRAW(X ,Y)

Where

X,Y are the coordinates of the end point of the line in curreny units

OPTION S:

Pen Coordinate Options:

Type: ‘RECTANGULAR’ , ‘POLAR’

Log: ‘XLOG’, ‘YLOG’, ‘ZLOG’, ‘XYLOG’, ‘XZLOG’. ‘YZLOG’~ ‘XV ZLOG ’~‘LOGARITHMIC’,

MODE: ‘ABSOLUTE’, ‘RELATIVE’

SPACE: ‘VIRTUAL’, ‘DEVICE ’

DEVICE SPACE UNITS: ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS ’ , ‘RASTERUNITS’, ‘FONTUNITS’,
‘PERCENTUN1TS’, ‘SPECIFICA TIONUITS ’

COORDINATE SYSTEM: ‘SYSTEM’ , ‘USER’, ‘REFERENCE’, ‘WORKIN G’

COMMENTS:

This routine is equivalent to UPEN with tine option ‘LNULL’ . The current setting of the
line option has no effect on this routine. The current Z-value will be used to dra w the line
in three-spac e.

Programming Notes :
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Subroutine UDRIN Interac tive

FUNCTION: 
-

This routine provides a flexible drafting operation which obtains the end of the next
beam/pen movement and the type of movement via graphics input, and then performs
the operation requested. Only one operation will be performed by a single call to UDR~N.
If the operation requested is not a valid UDRIN operation, then the input values are
simply passed back to the calling program.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UDRI N(X ,Y ,CIIAR)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the graphics inpu t cursors in user units
entered by the user during the graphics input operation.

V is the Y- or THETA coordinate of the graphics input cursors in user units
entere d by the user during the graphics input operation.

CHAR is the character enteted which identifies the type of operation performed. It
will be returned in Hollerith (left justified , blank-fill ) format.

OPTIONS whIch may apply:

Any option whi ch effects pen/beam.
Input Device Selection Options: ‘LIGHTPE N’, ‘CURSORS’, etc. (see UGRIN)

COMMENTS:

UDRIN support s the most basic line options for interactive drafting. When UDRIN is
called , the current graphics input device (see UGRIN) is enabled. The user positions the
cursor or tracking cross at the position he desires and strikes the particular keyboard
key which indicates the option he desires. The following table indicates the UDRIN
Options available:

A — draws an arrow from current beam location to current cursor postion.

C — outputs the current system character at the current cursor location.

D — draws a double arrow from current beam location to cursor position.

E — erases the screen.

H — sets Graphic Sta tus Area to hardware character type.

K — sets the system character to that character entered at next appearance of cursors.

L — draws a line from current beam position to cursor position.

M — moves the beam invisibly to the cursor position.

P — plots a point at cursor position.

S — sets Graphics Status Area to software character type.
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T — draws a ticked line from current beam location to cu rsor position.

X — prints coordinates at cursor position.

Z — draws a dashed line according to the current dash specIfIcation from the current
beam posit ~n to the cur sor position.

All unused characters may be assigned special meanings by the user to support options
not ava ilable In UDRIN. The char acters Indicated above are all upper case, thus all lower
case characters are available to the user.

Programming Notes:



Subroutine UEND

FUNCTION:

The rout ine shoul d be call ed to termina te graphi cs operation s, Its effec t is to f lush anyoutput buffers which may be used Internally in GCS, take the terminal out of graphic smode, display any error messages whose output has been deferred, position the beam orpen at the home positi on , and return to the user’s program.
CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UEND

OPTIONS which may apply :

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

Designed as the means of terminating graphics operations in a program, UEND is theantithesis of USTART. Depending on the type of graphics device being used, differentoperations will take place which flush any buffers which are partially filled (seeUFLUSH), disenable the graphics operations at the terminal, position the pen or beam inthe hom e position, and dump any GCS error messages (see Error Appendix) which havebeen deferred. UEND then returns control to the user ’s program. The user, it he wishesto perform additional graphics operations, should Call USTART in order to reentergraphics mode (see USTART).

Progr am ming Notes:
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SubroutIne UERA SE

FUNCTION:

This routine causes the graphics display device plotting area to be cleared of any
previous output. The pen or beam position is not affected.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UERA SE

OPTIONS whi ch may apply :

Security Bann ers: ‘UNSEQURED’ , ‘UNCLASSIFIED’ , ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ , ‘SECRET’ ,
‘TOP SECRET’

COMMENTS:

The currently specified display surface(s) will be cleared. The pen or beam posidon at
the time of the erasure will not be changed and the graphics status area will not be
affected.

If a security banner other than ‘UNSECURED’ is selected, the banner will be displayed at
the top and bottom of each frame in the largest hardware character size.

Any segments which are defined at the time of an invocation of UERASE will be deleted.
If this is not desired , UPOST should be called instead.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UERROR

FUNCTION:

This routine returns the identifier of the last GCS error which occurred and a count of thetotal number of GCS errors which have occurred.
CALLING SEQUENCE:

CA LL UERROR( ERLA ST,TOTAL)

W here

ERLAST is the GCS error number of the last GCS error which occurred . Zero isretur ned if no err ors have occurred.
TOTAL is the number of GCS errors which have occurred since the last GSAinitializati on (IJSTART or URESET) or the last call to UERROR whicheveroccurred most recently.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

No optio ns apply

COMMENTS:

The error total is reset to zero whenever UERROR is call ed.

There are three modes of error prOcessing in GCS: ‘ERRORS’, ‘SUPPRESSED ERRORS’ ,and ‘DEFERRED ERRORS’ . The default mode is ‘ERRORS’ which indicates that errormessages are to be generated as they occur. ‘SUPPRESSED ERRORS’ will not begenerated at all. The first 10 ‘DEFERRED ERRORS’ will be generated when UEND iscalled. The GCS Error Mode does not effect the execution of UERROR. Regardless oferror mode, errors will be counted and the last error to occur will be saved.
Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine UFLUSH

FUNCTION:

This routine terminates the frame.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UFLUSH

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

This routine must be called to terminate each frame. If not then plot data may be lost.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine UFONT

FUNCTION:

This routine changes the text font to that requested by the calling program.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UFONT (NA MFNT)

Where

NAMENT is the Ho lleri th string containing the name of the font to be used by subse-
quent text opera t ions. -.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply

COMMENTS:

The font name provided will be converted to standard GCS format (first four characters)
and compared to the table of available fonts. The font will not be changed if an invalid
font name if provided. The fonts are grouped by style and are listed below. Each font is
shown in Table UFONT-1 with its corresponding ASCII ref erence symbol (the ASCII
RUBOUT ’ character is represented by c ) .  With the exception of the Simplex GCS font ,
all fonts are derived from the characters digitized by Allan Hershey of the U.S. Naval
Weapons Laboratory, Dahlgren , VA.

More information on these fonts may be found in National Bureau of Standards Publica-
tion 424 entitled “A Contribution to Computer Typesetting Techniques: Table of Coordi-
nates for Hershey ’s Repetory of Occidental Type Fonts and Graphic Symbols.”
Fonts may also be changed from within GCS text strings by including the font change
symbol (default is the ‘at’ symbol) followed by the first four characters of the font name.

Fonts wilt be changed for both hardware and software characters , if possible. However,
should a hardware character generator not support a particular font, a substitute (usual-
ly the basic font) will be provided.

AVAILABLE FONTS:

Simplex:

This style is a very simple style and uses the fewest strokes. The fonts available in this
style are:

SGCS Simplex GCS (default)
SGRE Simplex Greek
SROM Simplex Roman
SSCR Simplex Script

Complex :

As the name implies, this style provides more complicated characters. The fonts availa-
ble in the complex style are:
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CCYR Complex Cyrillic
CGRE Complex Greek -

CITA Com plex Ita li c
CSCR Complex Script

Duplex:

This style is a less ornated representation of complicated characters. Only one font is
available:

DROM Du plex Roman

Tripl ex:

This style is similar to the complex style. By using three lines for each stroke , the
characters appear more bold. Two fonts are available.

TITA Triplex Italic
TROM Triplex Roman

Gothic:

This is the most ornate sty le available. This ornateness comes at a severe penalty in
generation time due to the large number of strokes in each character. The fonts availa-
ble are:

GENG Gothic Engl ish
GGER Gothic German
GITA Gothic Italian

Specia l:

The following font s support applications areas where special symbols are frequently
used. The SYMBOL font consists entirely of symbols. The other fonts incorporate all or
portions of the roman alphabet and the ten numeric digits. The fonts available are:

ASTR Astrology—This font incorporates the signs of the zodiac and of the
planets. included are a full triplex Italic alphabet and numerals.

LMAT Lower Case Mathematics—This font includes a comp’ete set of mathe-
matical symbols. A lower case Simplex Roman alphabet is provided and
it is referenced using upper case characters.

UMAT Upper Case Mathematic s—This font includes a complete set of mathe-
matical symbols. Only an upper case Simplex Roman alphabet is pro-
vided and it is referenced using upper case characters.

METE Meteorological—This font incorporates the standard set of meteorologi-
cal symbols. Included are a full Simplex Roman alphabet and numerals.

MIJSI Music—This font provides symbols commonly used when writing music
including symbols for clefts , rests, and notes. A full Complex Italic
alphabet and numberals are provided.

SYMB Symbols—O nly symbols will be found in this font. No alphabet or
nu merals are provided.

Program ming Notes:
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Subroutine UFORMT

FUNCTION:

This routine configures the display surface for generation of the requested standard
format.

CALLING SEQUENCE:
- 

CALL UFORMT (FORMAT)

Where

FORMAT is the name of the desired format. A list of va lid names is provided below.

OPTIONS Wtbich may apply:

No options apply

COMMENTS:

The following table lists the supported standard formats grouped by media.

Publication:

‘PAGE’ 8-1/2 x 11 inch vertical page.
HPAGE’ 11 x 8-1/2 inch horizontal page.
‘LEGAL’ 8-1/2 x 14 inch vertical legal page.
‘HLEGAL’ 14 x 8-1/2 inch horizontal legal page.

16 mm Film:

‘16CINE’ 16 mm motion picture.
‘16COMIC’ 16 mm microfilm.

35 mm Film:

‘35CINE’ 35 mm motion picture.
‘35COMIC’ 35 mm slides.
‘35APERT LJRE CARD’ 35 mm non-sprocketed aperture cards.

70 mm Film:

‘7OCINE’ 70 mm wide screen motion picture.
‘7OCOMIC’ 70 mm square comic orientation.

105 mm Film:

‘105’ 105 mm square full frame comic.

Microfiche:

‘24XNARROW’ Vertically oriented narrow page 24X reduction.
‘24XW IDE’ Horizontally oriented wide page 24X reduction.
‘42XNARROW’ Vertically oriented narrow page 42X reduction.
‘42XW IDE’ Horizontally oriented wide page 42X reduction.
‘48XNARROW ’ Vertically oriented narrow page 48X reduction.
‘48XW IDE’ Horizontally oriented wide page 48X reduction.
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EngineerIng Drawings :

‘AVSIZE’ Vertical A-size 8-1/2 x 11 Inches.
‘AHSIZE’ Horizontal A-size 11 x 8-1/2 inches.
‘BSIZE’ B-size 11 x 1 7 inches.
‘CSIZE’ C-size 17 x 22 inches.
‘DSIZE D-size 22 x 34 inches.
‘ESIZE’ E-size 34 x 44 inches.

MI scellaneous :

‘SHEETFILM’ 4 x 5 inch sheet film.
‘TELEVISION’ Television safe area.
‘STRIPCHART’ Frame-abutted.
‘SQUARE’ Square (10 inches).
‘MAXIMUM’ Entire physical surface.

If the physical display surface cannot directly produce the requested format , a display
surface will be created which simulates the requested format using the maximum
available portion of the physical display surface which accepts the aspect ratio of the
form at requested. When the format is simulated , the formatted display surface will be
centered on the physical display surface if practicable.

This routine is an alternative method to UDIMEN for specifying the size of the display
surface. The actions of this routine will replace any settings performed by previous calls
to UFORMT or UDIMEN.

The currentl y set aspect ratio (provided by UASPCT) will apply to the newly formatted
display surface. The UDAREA will be set to occupy entirely the resulting virtual display
surface.

CAUTION:

This routine may change the size of PERCENTUNITS , SPECIFICATIONUNITS, or
NDCUN ITS. If a simulated formatted display surface is provided, the size of INCHES and
CENTIMETERS will be as if the format were actually being produced.

To reduce the side effects of redefining the display surface , it is recommended that
UFORMT be called immediately following a call to UERASE , USTART , or URESET.

Programmin g Notes:
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Subroutine UFRAME

FUNCTION:

This routine indicates to GCS that all graphic commands generated subsequent to theinvocation of this subroutine and prior to the invocation of the matching subroutine
UFREND are a named entity which replaces any previous occurrence of the same named
entity.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UFRAME (NAME)

Where

NAME is the eight character al phanumeric constant or variable.

OPTIONS which may apply:

‘INVISIBLE’
‘VISIBLE’ -

COMMENTS:

The execution of this subroutine causes all subsequent graphic commands to beassociated with the argument NAME. The association continues until the matchingsubroutine UFREND is executed. For refresh graphic terminals , the framed informationreplaces the previous occurrence of the frame on the display screen. If GCS is inIN VISIBLE build mode (default ) the previous occurrence is deleted only when the newoccurrence is completely defined. That is, when the matching subroutine IJFREND isexecuted. If GCS is in visible build mode, the previous frame is deleted when UFRAME isexecuted and the new frame is displayed as each graphic command is generated.Multiple frames can be defined , but Only one frame may be open or active at a time. Thismeans that frame definitions may not overlap or be nested.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UFREND

FUNCTION:

This routine Indicates to GCS that the named set of graph ic commands currently being
def ined (the active frame ) Is terminated.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UFREND (NAME)

Where

NAME is an eight character aIpl~ numerw constant or variable.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The execution of this subroutine discontinues the association of the current frame
NAME with graphic commands which are being generated. Since frame definitions may
not overlap or be nested, the argument NAME in the call to this subroutine must agree
with that in the immediately preceding call to UFRAME. Any other name indicates an
error condition.

ProgrammIng Notes:
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x — ta.a
V —
CALl.. USTART
CALL. UPSET C ‘LIBRARY’ I . )
CALL UOUTLt’l

DO $ I — I. C
CALL UFRANE C TRXAN~~E’)
CALL. UNOVE CX .X)
CALL UPEN CX CX+E.S))
CALL UPEN CdC.s’g.S).X)
CALL UPEN CX. X)
CALL UFRO~ C ‘TRIANGLE’)
CALL UFRAi4E C ‘SQUARE’)
CALL UNOVE CX .Y)x — x + , s • a
V — V — $5.0
CALL URECT CCX—E .0) ,,CY+IS.0))
CALL UFROID C ‘SQUARE’)

I CO~(TIMJE
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine UGRIN Interacti ve

FUNCTION:

This routine activates a graphics input device at the terminal and returns to the user the
coordinates specified and an alphanumeric character which may be specified by the
user or derived from the actions of the input device.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UGRIN (X , Y ,ICHAR)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the point specified by the input device in
user units.

is the ‘Y- or THETA coor dinate of the point specified by the input device in
user units.

ICHAR is the a lphanumeric entered by the user or provided by the device in
Hollerit h (left-justified , blank-filled ) format.

OPTIONS which may apply:

‘CURSOR’ , ‘JOYSTICK’ , ‘LIGHTPEN’ , ‘TABLET’ , ‘KEYBOARD’ , ‘FUNCTIONKEY’ ,
‘MOUSE’ , BALL’ .

Graphic Input Device Options

COMMENTS:

UGRIN is the user’s general purpose graphics input routine. It is des ~ned to support any
of the input devices which may be available on any particular terminal. For terminals
with more than one graphics input device, each type of device can be supported
separately. Should the user request a device which is not available , the pr incipal
graphic input device will be enabled. Terminals with no graphics input device simulate
graphics input by reading the coordinates and the character from the keyboard. In this
case , the coordinates must be entered in absolute, rectangular , raster unit s.

The graphics input device which the user wishes enabled should be requested prior to
calling UGRIN by setting the USET option for the device. A list of devices is indicated
under  ‘Options which may apply’ above. USTART wil l initialize the device selection to
the primary graphics input device for the terminal.

When UGRIN is called, an indication that the graphics input device has been enabled
will appear. This indication may be a tracking cross or cursors which appear on the
screen , a ready light which turns on, or some other recognizable object. At this point, the
user should position the cur sor or tracking cross to the desired location and signal the
end of the operation in the manner required by the device. This may consist of striking a
keyboard character , removing the input device (pencil) from the input surface, applying
pressure to the input device pencil , or some other means. For exa ct details for a
particular device, see the System Manual. If graphic s input is being simulated, enter the
coordinates and the character from the keyboard upon request from the program. When
the end of graphics input has been signaled, the graphics input enabled indicator will
disappear.
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The coordinates returned to the user ’s program in arguments X and Y will be in the unitswhich are currently set in the Graphics Status Area. These values a e  suitable for directentry as UPEN arguments. The character which has been entered will be in st andardFORTRAN hollerith fo~’mat (Ieft-ju st fied, blank-filled) and is suitable for use inFORTRAN LOGICAL IF statements for interrogation or as input to USET or UAOUT.
Programming Notes:
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CHARACTER CHAR..$
CALL USTART
CALL UOU’TU4

$ CALL UGRTh CX~~~Y .,CHAR)

IF (CHAR .EQ . ‘6’) CALL UPEN I CX~V.’LINE’)
IF (CHAR .EO . ‘I’) CALL UIIOVE CX V)
IF (CHAR .E0 . #P~) CALL UPENI CX. Y.’PASH’)
IF (CHAR .EO . ‘E’) IX) TO 2
GO TO I

2 CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine UHD CPY

FUNCTION:

This routine causes a hard copy to be generated if the device has an on-line immediate
hard copy capability.

- 
— 

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CA LL UHDCPY

OPTIONS which may apply:

Hard copy delay time: UPSET(COPYDELAY’,TIME )

COMMENT S

This routine performs no action if a hard copy capability is not available. The copy delay
time has been set to that required by the device hard copy unit. This time may be
adjusted by calling UPSET(’COPYDELAY’ ,TIME) where TIME is in seconds.

Programming Notes:
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Subr outine UHISTO

FUNCTION:

To draw a histogram of the specified number of bars from the user data array. The
histogram will be drawn in the current user display area and will be scaled and labeled
as the user has specified. The display area will be reduced by the size of the labels, if
any.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UHISTO (ARRAY ,POINTS ,BA RS)

Where

AR RAY is a rea l array of data .

POI NTS is a real constant or variable which is the number of elements in ARRAY.

BARS is a rea l constant or variable which is the number of bars in the histogram.

OPTIONS which may app ly:

AXIS EXISTENCE: NOAXES’ , ’XAX IS’ , YAX IS’ , ’XYAX IS’
AXIS FORMAT: PLAINAXIS’ , ‘TICAXIS’
X-AX IS LABELING: ‘XNUMER IC’ , XALPHABET IC’ , XBOTH’ , NOXLABEL’
V-AXIS LABELING: ‘YNUMERIC’ , ‘XALPHABETIC ’ , YBOTH’ . NOXLABEL’
SCALING TYPE: ‘AUTOSCALE ’ , ‘FULLSCALE’ , OW NSCALE’
DISPLAY AREA: ‘NEWSCALE’ , ‘OLOSCALE’

COMMENTS:

UHISTO is a general purpose histogram drawing and labeling routine. The options
indicated above are independent of each other so that several different options may
appropriately be chosen. When the statistics for the histogram are developed, each
interval is assumed to be closed on the lower end and open on the upper end. The last
interval is closed on the upper end. That is. for example , the value of 2.0 will fall in the
range of 2.0 to 3.0 rather than 1.0 to 2.0.

SUMMARY OF OPTIONS:

Axis Existence:

NOAXIS — Neither the X-axis of the V-axis nor the histogram w ill be
displayed.

XAX IS — Only the X-axi s will be displayed.

YAX IS — Only the Y-axis will be displayed.

XYAX I S — Both the X- and the V-axis will be displayed.

Axis Format:

PLAINAXIS — The X-ax is will appear as a solid fine.
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TICAXI S — The X-axis will appear as a ticked line. The tic interval will be
one unit. Note that only the X-axis format is involved. The Y-
axi s will always remain plain. The GRIDAXIS option is not sup-
ported. If GRIDAXIS is selected, the option will revert to
PLAINAXIS.

X-Ax is Labeling :

NOXLAB EL — No labeling should appear along the X-axis

XNUMERIC — Numeric labels should be created along the X-axis. The tic
interval will be determined by UHISTO so that the number of
labels which appear on the X-axis will be maximized.

XALPHANUMER IC — Alphanumeric labels will appear at the lower edge of the dis-
play area in which the histogram is drawn. The contents of the
label can be specified by calling subroutine UPSET with argu-
ments XLA BEL’ and a GCS character string as a value (for a
description of GCS character strings , see UPRINT).

XBOTHLABELS — Both the alphanumeric and numeric labels will appear along
the X-axis.

V-Axi s Labeling :

NOYLABEL — No labeling should appear along the Y-axis.

YNUME RIC — Numeric labels should be created along the V-axis. One label
will be created for each bar of the histogram. The numeric
labels consist of the range of values represented by a
histogram bar , and the count of the number of items in the
range (the length of the bar).

YALPHAMERIC — A lphameric labels should be created along the V-axis , at the
left edge of the display area in which the histogram is drawn.
The contents of the label ca n be specified by calling subroutine
UPSET with arguments YLABEL’ and a GCS character string
as a value (for a description of GCS character strings , see
UPRINT).

Scaling Typ e:

AUTOSCALE — For the X-axis , the range of values for the histogram will be from
zero to a number larger than the size of the largest bar. For the
V-axis , the range of values to be histogrammed is examined so
that  nice ’ numbers will appear at the bar intervals. The range
may be expanded to include these values. The UWINDO is set
to the expanded range as identified.
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FULL SCALE — For the X-axis, the range of values for the histogram will be from
zero to a number larger than the size of the largest bar. For the
V-axis, the limits of the histogram will be the minimum and
maximum values of the data. The UWINDO setting is modified
to reflect the limits of the X-axis.

OWNSCALE — For the X-axis , the left edge of the window setting is used to
determine the lower limit of the histogram. The upper limit is
set to be larger than the lower limit and larger than the size of
the largest bar. The UWINDO setting is modified to reflect the
limits of the X-axis. For the V-axis, the limits of the histogram
will be the upper and lower V limits of the window. Histogram
bars outside of the limit are windowed.

Display Area:

NEWSCALE — The histogram is considered to be drawn in a ‘ new ’ area. The
appropriate scaling is performed and the specified labels are
produced.

OLDSCALE — The histogram is considered to be drawn in an existing ’ display
area in which another histogram or plot may exist. No labels
are produced and no rescaling occurs. This option is an
override option over the previous alternatives.

Programming Notes:

- 
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.3 10 1. 116

.1 10 .2 67 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

.7 10 .1 46

.6 10 .7 44 I

.1 70 .6 36
4 TO SI 34
.3 1 0 .4 44
.2 TO SS 47
.1 10 .2 46
2. 10 .1 46
— .1 70 2. 31
— .2 13 — .t  32

— .3 70 — .2 11 
-

-.4 70 —.3 32
— .1 70 — .4 34
-.e T O — .6 36
— .7 T0 — .6 3$ 

I

— .1 ‘TO — .7 46 
—

— .2 70 — .4 61
— I • TO — SE 

, U . I ~ I V

S 1* 36 14 72 32 161 126 144

DIS’Tg1t$IJT~ON OP VALUES OF SXNE

DIMENSION DATA CI 202)
DATA XN/I000./
DO 2 I — I ,. 1000

2 DATACI) — SXNCFLOATCI)/I6$.)
CALL. USTART
CALL. UASPCT LI.)
CALL USET C - LARGE’)
CALL USET C ‘PERCENTL*IXTS’)
CALL UDAREA CO.. $02..,O. $02.)
CALL USET (‘F’UL.LSCAL E’)
CALL. USEr C ‘XDOThLADCLS’)
CALL UPSET C’XL.A8EL.’, ‘DISTRIOUTION OF VALUES OF SXNE\’)
CALL. UHISTO (DATA. XN. 2$.)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine UHOME

FUNCTION:

This routine moves the beam to the home position.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

— . CALL UHOME

OPTIONS whIch may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The home position is maintained in the Graphics Status Area. This position is normally
the lower left corner of the display surface. The beam is moved to the home position with
no visible Output on the display surface.

Programming Note s:
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Subroutine UIMAGE 
- 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine applies a general two-dimensional image transformation to the indicated
segment/frame.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UIMAGE(X ,V ,SX ,SY ,R,SEGID)

Where

X,Y is the new position of the segment in current 2D device units

SX,SY is the scale factor to be applied along each axis of the display surface

R is the rotation in current angular units to be app lied around the Z-axis of
the display surface

SEGID is the identifier of a ‘retained’ segment /f rame wh ich was UOPENed for at
least general 2D image transf ormations

OPTIONS which may apply:

Device Units: ‘INCHES’, CENTIMETERS ,’ ‘RASTER UNITS.’ FONT
UNITS ,’ SPECIFICATION UNITS,’ ‘PERCENT UNITS’

Specification Units (UPSET) : ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS ,’ ‘XSPECIFICATION UNITS’,
YSPECIFICATION UNITS’ , ZSPECIFICATION UNITS’

Angular Units: ‘DEGREES’ , RADIANS’ , PIRADIANS’, GRADS’, ‘MILS’

Segment Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’ , FNUMBER’, ‘SNAME’ , ‘SNUMBER’

COMMENTS:

The image transformation is applied in the order: rotation scaling, and translation. If the
resulting image should exceed the display surface address space , the result is
undetermined.

Image transformations are only applied if supported on the current display surface.
Requests for image transformations will be ignored if the display device does not
support this facility. 2D transformations will be applied if 3D transformations are
supported.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UINPUT interactive
FUNCTION:

This routine enables the user to read character data entered from the alphanumeric key
board of the terminal. The data w ill be formatted and returned to the user in one of five
options. The options are: ‘TEXT’ . ‘REALNUMBER’ . ‘INTEGER’ , OR ‘XYCOORD INATE’ ,
‘XV Z COORDINATE’ .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UINPU 1 (DATA ,COUN T ,FLAG ,OPTION)

Where

DATA is a sing le variable or array to contain either real number or a GCS text
string. The size of DATA is varia ble: it is a sing le varia ble if ‘REAL’ or
‘INTEGER’ is specified; it is a two word array if ‘XYCOOR DINATES ’ is
specifie d; and it is of variabl e length if ‘TEXT’ is specified.

COUNT is a single variable or constant. I f the user has specified ‘TEXT’ input , then
COUN1’ is the maximum num ber of characters returned in DATA. The size
of DATA must be larg e enough to contain COUNT characters. The
characters are returned in Hollerit’n format; left justified and bla nk fil led . If
t he terminal operator inputs fewer chara cters than requested in COUNT ,
then DATA wi ll be blank filled to the required size . I f the user has specified
‘RE AL’ , ‘IN TEGER’ , ‘XYCOORD I NATE’ or ‘XYZCOORD INATE ’ then the
va lue of COUNT upon entry to UI NPUT is the number of varia bles to be
input. The size of DATA must be large enough to contain COUNT
variables.

FLAG - is a sing le varia ble. The value of FLAG , upon exit from UINPUT , will be
negative i f the terminal operator has made an error in entering the numeric
data. In this case , the value of DATA is undefined. I f the requ ired input
was correct, t hen the value of FLAG is the number of elements returned in
Data. The value of FLAG is alway s less than or equal to COUNT.

OPTION is a character consta nt or variable which specifies the forma t into which the
input string will be mapped. The format options are : ‘TEX T’, ‘REA L’ ,
‘INTEGE R’ , ‘XYCOO RD INATE ’ or ‘XYZCOORDINATE’.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Device Switching Options: MESSAGEDEVICE’ , ‘PLOTDEVICE’

COMMENTS:

The input begins at the current beam or alphanumeric cursor position. Upon termination
of U I N P U T , the beam position in effect prior to its invocation is restored. For a full
explanation of the GCS alphanumeric input facility, see SUBROUTINE UREAD.

Progr amming Notes:
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DITER’ Hello

ENTER. l.234E.IS

ENTER. —tZ34~S7SS

ENTERs 1.2.3.4

HQLO .I234Ei$l —$23456700 C$ . 2.S.4)

~t4ARACTER ~~‘TL~ 4e4C4)
PDIOI$ZOW cCI1ITC4 , DATACO . D$DEXC4)
DATA C JNT.IND~~.X.’Y/5.. I..$.. $.. l.3.4.5.5.~ g . /
PATA CPTWN/ ’TEXl”. ‘REAL’. ‘flfl’E ’. ‘XYCO’/
CALL USTART
CALL. UPSET C’TE~ $fl4ATOR’. ‘s ’)
CALL UOUTLN
P O l l — I  4

• XNDE5CCX)
CALL (1~ VE CX V)
CALL. t.~~~4T$ C’ENTERs ,‘~ “TEXT’)
CALL. UD~ $JT CDATACZPX) • CO1.RITCZ) • FLAO, OPTIONCZ))
UCI.EO.I)CALL UAF CCOU4TCI).DATACRIDEXC1)) J PATAC~~CEXCI)))
CALL U$ET COPTIONCI))
CALL tWR~~~4T CX, I$. DATACIDX))

X X • 025
Y Y — 2 0 .

I ~~~~~~~~~CALL U~~~ST~~
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Subroutine UINV OK

FUNCTION:

This invokes an already constructed GCS data structure. The current beam/penposition becomes the origin of the structure ’s coordinate system.
CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL UINVOK (NAME)

Where

NAME is an eight-c haracter GCS structure name of an alread y defined structure ,
OPTIONS which may appfy :

Invocation Scaling Options (UPSET): ‘XSCALE’ , ‘YSCALE’ , ‘ZSCALE’
Invocation Rotation Options (UPSET) : ‘XROTATI ON’, ‘YROTATION’ , ‘ZROTATION’

COMMENTS:

The scaling and rotation values for each axis of the structure ’s coordinate system areobtained from the current settings of the Invocation Scaling and Rotation Options. Theorigin of the structure’s coordinate system is set to the current beam/pen position. A callto UINVOK is equivalent to a call using relative coordinates to U3CALL (0. 0.,-O.,SX ,SY ,SZ ,RX ,RV ,RZ,NAME)

Progr amming Notes:
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CALL ATTACH (2, ‘/TEKSDEIC/SAVE, ‘, 3,,, 0. 1ST,)
CALL USTART
CALL UASPCT CI.)
CALL. UWINPO C—ISO., ISS., — IS0., IU .)
CALL LWSET C ‘LIBRARY PILE’ • I .)
CALL UTILTY C’LOAP’,2.)
CALL U3NOVE C—0S., S. 0.)
CALL UINVOK (‘BOX ‘)
CALL. LPSET C’XSCAL.E’,,Z.)
CALL U3IIOYE C5. ..~~..L)
CALL UINVOIC C ‘BOX ‘)
CALL UPSET C’ ~~~~~~TATXOt4’ • 45.3
CALL L~ NOVE C-60. —0e. L)
CALL. UINVOK C ‘BOX ‘)
CALL UPSET C ‘XROTATION’ ,25.)
CALL UPSET C ‘YROTATION’ • 25.)
CALL UPSET C ‘YSCALE’. .5)
CALL USNOVE CSe.,—0S.0.)
CALL UINVOK C ‘BOX ‘)
CALL UD~STOP
END
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-Subroutine ULINE

FUNCTION:

This routine creates a line string on the current XY-piane by connecting an array ofcoordinates with lines drawn with the current line option.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL ULINE (X ,Y ,PTS)

Where

X is an array of length PTS containing the X-components of the coordinates of
the points to be connected.

V is an arr ay of length PTS containing the V-components of the coor dinates of
the points to be connected.

PTS is a real variable which specifies the number of points to be connected.
OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

All pen-related options (see UPEN)

COMMENTS:

This routine will move to the first point specified and then draw a line to succeedingpoints until the last point is reached. The pen or beam will be left at the last point,

This routine is the complement of the UAXIS routine. UAXIS may be used to create an 
- , 

-

axi s and a plotting environment, ULINE can then be used to piot within this environment.
In three-dimension applications, the line dra wn by ULINE will lie in the current X V plane.
Programmi ng Notes:
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DD4E~I0X0$ XCS),VCB)
DATA X/3a..S$.,7$..30 .70.,3S./
DATA V/SO. 71.,3O..eS..eS.. 33./
CALL USTAR+
CALL ULINE CX.Y.L)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine ULINFT

FUNCTION:

This routine fits a linear equation to the specified input data in the least squares sense
and returns the slope and intercept of the equation,
CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL ULINFT (X ,Y,XN S YI)

Where
X are an array of XN elements which is the X component of the data points to

be fitted.

V are an array of XN elements which is the V component of the data points to
be fitted.

XN is the number of poin ts to be fitted

S is the slope of the line which is fitted to the data points.

VI is the intercept of the line which is fitted to the data points.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The number of points to be fitted must be greater than one.

ProgrammIng Notes:
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PII4ENSION XC20) . YC20
DO 10 I — 1, 20
XCI) — PLOATCI—l) / 20.

*0 YCI) — XCI)e*3 — XCI)IH.2 • XCI) + .2
CALL USTART
CALL USET C”PERCENT UNXTS’~CALL USET C ‘SOFNARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL UPSET C ‘HORIZONTAl..’, .03)
CALL UPSET C ‘VERTICAL’. . IE)
CALL. UPLOT X. V. I . ,22., ‘LINE’)
CALL. ULxurr CX.Y.20..SLOPE.VX)
CALL UNOVE CL , YI)
XI - IS. / 22.
CALL USET (‘DASHED LINES’)
CALL L$PEN CXI. SLOPEeXZ.VX)
CALL UENP
STOP
END
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Subroutine ULOOK 30

FUNCTION:

This routine allows the user to specify a position on the display surfac3 in which will be
mapped the corresponding portion of the current virtual space.

CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL ULOOK(XMIN XMAX ,YMIN ,YM AX )

Where

XMIN ,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX are the boundaries of the desired display area in current
device units.

OPTIONS:

Dcvice Coordinate Units — ‘INCHES’,CENTIMETERS’,’PERCENTUNITS’ ,
‘FONTUNITS’, RASTERUNITS’ 

-

COMMENTS: 
-

This routine first sets the UDAREA to the input argument boundary area. It then calcu-
lates the location of these boundaries using the current UWINDO setting to obtain a new
UWINDO setting which represents the corresponding portion of the virtual space.

Programmin g Notes:
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CALL. A rTACH C2, ‘/TDCSDEI4O/$AVE,’ • 3,0, lIT ,)
CALL. USTART
CALL UPSET C’LIORARY’.. I .)
CALL UTILTY C ‘LOAD’ 2.)
CALL UWItØO C—ISO. ,  102., —l00. . ISO. )
CALL UVIEW Ct$$., —~~~~., U.,2.. 100 .0.)
CALi.. ULOOK C3.S.,O.S..l.,,4.)
CALL UOUTLN
CALL U3CAL.L C0..L . L , I . . I . . I . . L. 2..0.. ’ROAD ‘)
CALL ULOOK CL .3 .. t . , 4.)
CALL UOUTLN
CALL USCALL. C0..2..L, I . . I. . I . .S., $., 0., ’ROAD ‘)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subr outine LILSTSQ

FUNCTION:

This routine fits a polynomial equation to the input data by the method of least squares
and returns the coefficients of the fitted equation.

CA LLING SEQUENCE:

CALL ULSTSO (X ,Y,XN ,COEFF)

Where

X is an arra y of XN elements which are the X components of the points to be
fitted.

Y is an array of XN elements which are the V components of the points to be
fitted.

XN is the number of data points.

COEFF is the arra y of polynomial coefficients in ascending order, (i.e., COEFF(1)) is
the coefficient ~or the polynomial factor raised to ‘DEGREE’). The number
of coeffi cients retu rned is equal to the degree of the polynomial fit plus one.

OPTIONS w hich m a y  app ly:

UPSET (‘POLYNOMIAL’, degree)

Where

degree is the degree of the desired polynomial fit.

COMMENTS:

A request for a polynomial fit of degree less than or one degree, or greater than ten is an
error. The points to be fitted must be in ascending order. Least squares computations
within the subroutine are carried out in double precision arithmetic. Users are cautioned
againGt attempting to perform a high degree fit with a small number of data points.

Programming Notes:
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PARAHE VER IDESOE—7
DIMENSION ACIDEGRE). XC20). YC22)
DATA X/a.,.S., IL .,*E .,20.,2S..30.,36. 4$., 45.,S0..SE., 00..

1. OE.,70.,1S., 00.,SS. aS.,06./
DATA Y/a..e..2a..32..46..SS..ee. ,22,..Se..42..40..37.,31..

1.
CALL USTART
CALL UOUTLN
CALL UPSET (‘POLYNOMIAL’, FLOA1 CXDEGRE— I))
DO 2 I —t . 22
XN — FLOATCI)
CALL USET (‘N.’)
CALL UPEN CXCI).VCI))
CALL IJSET (‘LINE’)

2 CONTINUE
CALL UNOVE (0.0,0.0)
CALL ULSTS~ CX.Y,.XN.A)DO S I —I , 100
Ye — AC t )
X0 — PLOATCI)
XIC —
0 04 .J — 2 , IDEORE
VO — Md) n XK + VO
XlC — XX ~ X04 CONTINUE
CALL UPEN (X0.V0)

5 CONTINUE
CALL UQC
STOP
END
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Subroutine UMARON

FUNCTION:

This routine sets the left, right , top, and bottom alphanumeric margins for hardware
characters to the device dimensions specified.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UMARGN (XLEFT ,XR~GHT ,YBOTTM ,YTOP)

Where

XLEFT is the X-coordinate of the location of the left margin in device , rectangular ,
absolute user unit~.

XRIGHT is th X-coordinate of the right margin in device , rectangul ar , absolute use;
units.

YBOTTM is the Y-coordinate of the bottom margin device , rectangular , absolute user
units

YTOP is the V-coordi nate of the top margin in device, rectangular , absolute user
units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

INCHES’ , ‘CENTIMETERS’ . ‘PERCENTUNITS’ , ‘FONT’ , ‘RASTER’

COMMENTS:

The margins specified refer to the device coordinate system and apply only to the output
of hardware characters. Software characters wil l be affected by the m-argin settings
when UPRINT/UPRNT is called using DEVICE coordinates If the right margin position
specified is less than the left margin position , the margin is not changed tnd an error
message is generated (see Error Appefldix). Similarly, if the top margi n position
specified is not greater than the bottom margin , the margin is not changed and an error
message i~ generated.

Progr amming Notes:
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KEE IS AN !3cA
FLE Cr THE NA

CALL USTART

CALL. t~~A*E* CBS
CALL. UOUTLN
CALL. USET C ‘DEVXCE’
CALL. UPRINT CU
CALL L14*RQN CU 7~ ~~
_ _  

. . . .‘THZS XI A$ CCAMPLE OF THE NAR0INXN~
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Subroutine UMENU
Int eractive

FUNCTION:

This routine displays a menuboard containing up to ten options which are offered for
selection. The user selects an option using the terminal’ s graphics input device (if it has
one) or keyboard (if it doesn ’t). The number of the option selected is returned to the user .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UMENU (OPTNO,OPTNAM ,SELECT)

Where

OPTNO is a FORTRAN REAL variable whose absolute value indicates the number of
options available and whose sign deter a~ines whether the menuboard
alread y is being displayed. A positive value indicates that the menuboa rd
should be created; a negative value indicates that the menuboard 45 already
being disp layed.

OPTNAM is an array containing the eight-character names of the options for this
menu. These names need not have GCS string terminators. There must be
one name for each option.

SELECT is t~ie identify ing number of the option chosen by the user which is
returned to the calling program.

OPTIONS Which may apppy:

Hardware Character S’ze. ‘SMALL’ , ‘MEDIUM’, ‘LARGE’ , ‘EXTRALARG E’ (see U3PRNT).

Graphics Input Device: ‘CURSORS’, ‘KEYBOARD’ , etc. (see UGRIN).

COMMENTS:

The menuboard is normally displayed on the left side of the plotting surface. If the
device has no graphics input device, then the menu is displayed alphanumerically on the
control device. The identifi cation numbers have been designed so that the value
returned to the user is a REAL number whose INTEGER value is suitable for use as a
COMPUTED GO TO index. If the user selects outside of the displayed menu elements,
the user is asked to select an option again.

Programming Notes:
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DIMENSION NENU( 10)
DATA NENU/’CPTION$ ‘.‘OPTXCttZ ’. ‘OPTIONS’, ‘OP TXON4’, ‘OPTIONS’,
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C’TE~~1XN*TOR’,’,’)CALL USET C ‘LARQE’)
CALL USEr C ‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL. L~~AREA C20..a0..$., ISO.)
CALL USUTLN
CALL (IIOOJ ClS..~~~dU,SELECT)
CALL UPR~ 4T (25..S5., ’OP110t4 a ’)
CALL LJPRNT I CSEL ZCT. ‘X~iLE~~~ ’)
CALL. IWRt4TI C’ SEL.ECT~~ ,’ ’TEXT’)S CALL. UEND
STOP
END
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Sub’ou tine UMODFY
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine modifies the sett ing of segment attributes for existing retained segments.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UMODFY(SEGID,ATID,ATVAL)

Where

SEGID is the segment identi fier of the segment whose attribute is to be changed
(see UOPEN for a description of SEGID ).

ATID is the attribute identifier of the segment attribute whose setting is to be
niodifled. Only three segment attribute identifiers are allowed:

‘VISIB ILITY ’
‘H I GHL iGHTING ’
‘DETECTABILITY ’

Onl y the first four characters are significant.

ATVAL is the value to which the indicated segment attrib ute is to be set. Valid
values are ‘ON ’ and ‘OFF ’ . Any other value will generate an error and
retain the existing setting.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Segment/Frame Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’ , ‘FNUMBER’
Segment Posting Mode: ‘IMMEDIATE’ , ‘DELAYED’

COMMENTS:

If the new segment attribute value involves removing information from the display
surface , then this will occur immeditely if in ‘IMMEDIATE’ segment posting mode. If in
‘DELAYED’ segment posting mode, the informatiorrwil l be removed at the next UPOST or
UERASE , or UDELET or UMOOFY in ‘IMMEDIATE’ segment posting mode, whichever
occurs first.

Visibility specifies whether the segment is to be displayed or merely defined. Highlights
will occur by blinking if possible on the selected display device. Otherwise , heightened
intensity or wider lines may be substituted. Detectability controls whether the segment
can be recognized during ‘pick -type input operations.

S Programming N~,tes:
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Subroutine UNOVE

FUNCtION:

S The beam/pen is positioned at the location specified In the arguments. No visible output
will appear on the termlal.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UNOVE (X V)

Where S

X 1, the X- or RADIUS coordinat e in current user units.

Y is the Y- or THET A coordinate In current user units .

OPTIONS which may apply:

Pen Coordinate Options (see UPEN)
Coordinate System Options (see UCOSYS)

COMMENTS:

The execution of this subroutine has no effect on the pen status option (i.e., th e line/
terminator specification). The beam movement, although Invisible Is subject to
windowing. The operation of UMOVE is Identical to that of UPEN when the pen status
specified in ‘NNUL’ (see UPEN).

ProgrammIng Notes:
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S Subroutine UNSAVE

FUNCTION:

This routine will restore the Graphics Status Area (GSA) to Its condition at the time the
array from whIch the status Is obtained was loaded.

S 

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UNSAVE (SARRAY)

W here

SARRAY is an array in which a previoub state of the GSA was saved by USAVE.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The user should avoid modifying the contents of the save array before he calls UNSAVE
as this may cause indeterminate effects during subsequent graphics operations. The
current pen position is restored to the position which is specified in the saved array.

Programmin g Notes:

I:
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Subroutine UNSHOW

FUNCTI ON:

To request that the named framo be placed in Omit status.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UNSHOW (NAM E)

Where

NAME Is an eight cha racter alphanumeric constant or variable of a currently
defined frame .

OPTIONS which may app ly:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The execution of this subroutine causes the frame NAME to be deactivated on the face of
the display screen. The frame must have been previously defined by a subroutine
UFRAME and subroutine UFRAME and subroutine UFREND pair.

Programm Ing Notes: S
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Subroutine UNSVPN

FUNCTION:

This routine restores the state of all pen-related variables in the Graphics Status Area
(GSA) to their condition at the time the array from which the status is obtained was
loaded.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UNSVPN (SARRAY )

Where:

SARRAY is an array in which the state of all pen-related var iab les of the GSA was
saved by USVPN .

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

For a description of when UNSVPN should be used, see USVPN. The user should avoid
altering the contents of the save array before he calls UNSVPN as this may cause
indeterminate effects during subsequent graphics operations. The current pen position
is restored to the position which is specified in the saved array.

Programming Notes:
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Subrou tine UNSVTR

FUNCTION:

This routine will restore the user coordinate system transformation status of the
Graphics Status Area (GSA) to Its condition at the time the array from which the status is
obtained was loaded.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UNSVTR (SARRAY)

Where

SARRAY is an array in which a previous state of the coordi nate system transform was
saved by USVTR.

OPTIONS whic h may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS :

The invocation of this subroutine will cause the automatic reactivation of the usercoordinate system which was in effect at the time that the array was loaded. The usershouid avoid modifying the contents of the save area bef3re he calls UNSVTR as thismay cause indeterminate effects during subsequent graphics operations.

Programm ing Notes:
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Subro utine UOPEN 3D

FUNCTION :

This routine creates a segment/frame with the specified name and characteristics. Sub-
sequent primitives will be inserted into the segment.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UOPEN(SEGID)

Where

SEGID is a real number whose integer value is a positive integer (if in ‘FNUMBER ’
mode) or is a Hollerith string of eight characters (if in ‘FNAME ’ mode)
which will be used as the segment identifier.

OPTIONS which may apply:
S Retained Segment Type: ‘NOTRANSFORMATION’ S e g m e n t  c a n n o t  be

transformed
‘2DTRANSLAT ION’ Segment can be translated in

20
‘2DGENERAL’ Segment can be translated,

scaled and rotated in 2D
— ‘3DTRANSLAT ION’ Segment can be translated in

3D
‘3DGENERAL’ Segment can be translated

scaled and rotated in 3D

Segment/Frame Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’ , ‘FNUMBER’
Segment Retention Mode: ‘RETAINED’, ‘NONRETAINED’ , ‘STORAGE’ ,

‘REFRESHED’
Segment Visibilit y: ‘VISIBLE’, ‘INVISIBLE’
Segment Highlighting: ‘NOHIGHLIGHTING’, ‘HIGHLIGHTING’
Segment Detectability: UNDECTABLE , DETECTABLE’ , ‘SENSITIZED’,

‘DESENSITIZED’

COMMENTS:

Segments may be created in either of two modes , ‘RETAINED’ (‘REFRESHED’) and ‘NON-
RETAINED’ (‘STORAGE’). Segment s which are ‘RETAINED’ may be transformed (if
specified) and their segment attributes may be modified (see description of segment
attributes below). Segments which are ‘NONRETAINED’ are displayed but their descrip-
tions are not saved. Such segments will disappear when the display surface is erased or
posted (see UPOST). The following discussion pertains only to ‘RETAINED’ segments.

Each ‘RETAINED’ segment has three segment attributes associated with it: visibility,
highlighting, and detectability. The visibility attribute determines whether a segment is
displayed or not. The highlighting attribute indicates whether the segment should be
displayed in some enhanced mode. The detectability attribute governs the sensitivity of
the segment to ‘pick’ input. When a segmer,~ is UOPENed, the segment attributes are set
to current settings contained in the GSA. Segment attributes may be modified at any
time by the UMOOFY (q.v.) function.

109
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Mter the segment has been opened, the current value of the following GCS modes will be
placed in the segment:

line width
intensity/brightne ss
line style
text angle
hardware character size
text font

Image transformati ons may be applied to ‘RETAINED’ segments if the display device is
capable of supporting these transformati ons. Attempts to perform image transforma-
tions on devices which do not have the capability wilt be ignored and the segment will
remain untransformed. It should be noted that image transformation s involve mo~iing
images around on the display surface and are not the same as moving objects in virtual
space. Four routines are provided for applying image transformations as indicated:

Transformation Applied By

‘2DTRANSLATION’ UPLACE(X ,Y,NAME)
‘2DGENERAL’ U IMAGE(X ,Y,SX ,SY,R,NAME)
‘3DTRANSLATION’ U3PLAC(X ,Y,Z,NAME)
‘3DGENERAL’ U3IMAG(X ,Y,Z,SX ,SY,SZ,RX ,RY,RZ,NAME)

Image transformation may only be applied to a retained segment which has been‘UOPEN’ed with the retained segment type mode set to a type at least as general as theimage transformations to be performed on the segment. The default type is
‘NOTRANSFORMATIQNS’ .

The highlighting attribute will be implemented by tI’ e use of blinking whenever possible.
The rate of blink may be controlled by the USET options ‘SLOWBLINK’ and ‘FASTBLINK’.The defult rate is ‘SLOWBLINK’.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UORIGN

FUNCTION:

A user coordinate system is composed at the current beam position. No rotation or scale
factors are applied to the new coordinate system.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UORIGN

OPTIONS which may apply :

‘WORKINGAXIS’ - , -

‘REFERENCEAXIS’ 
-

COMMENTS:

The invocation of this subroutine causes the creation of a new origin (0.,0.) at the current
beam position with respect to the current origin. The rotation factor is assumed to be
zero and the scale factors are assumed to be one. For a detailed discussion of the GCS
coordinate system faculty, refer to subroutine UCOSYS.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UOUTLN

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a line along each edge of the current device display area into which
the user’s virtual window will be mapped, or around each edge of the entire device
plotting surface.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UOUTLN

OPTIONS whIch may apply:

UDAREA setting
Coordinate space selection: ‘VIRTUAL’ , ‘DEVICE’

COMMENTS:

This routine is convenient for outlining the virtual wifldow plotting area If GCS is set to
‘VIRTUAL’ and the physical boun iaries of the device if GCS is set to ‘DEVICE’.

Programm ing Not•s:
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CALL t~ 7ART
CALL LPSET C’1’~~ 4D4ATCR’,’,’)CALL L~ ET ~ ‘EXTRAI_AgQE’)
CALL t~ EF C ‘P~~CENT UNITS’)
CALL LEAREA css..ae., la.,sa.)
CALL U~~~L$
CALL t*rr C’SACKAR~~W’)
CALL. UNOVE CS..35.)
CALL IPTh C35.,9$,)
CALL IPRDIT (SB. • SB. • ‘V~~TUAL OUTLDIE BY UOUTLN,’)
CML tIBET C’A~~~~’)CALL LFTh CIB$.Q SL)
CALL USET (‘DEVICE’)
CALL U~~~~~CALL tIBET C ‘5ACKAI~~OW ’)
CALL (hOVE CS..U.)

0 CALL. LP~~4 CSS.,U.)
CALL L~ RD~T (3$. .55. • ‘DEVICE OUTLINE BY U~ JTLN,’)
CALL tIBET C’A~~OW’)
CALL. IP~ 4 C$BS.,ES.)
CALL .

~~~~~~~~~

ST~~
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Subroutine UPAUSE InteracUve

FU NCTION

to suspend execution until cne character is entered from keyboard.

CALLING SEQUENCE

CALL UPAIJSE

OPTIONS

No options apply.

S Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UPEN 
-

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a vector of the type indicated by the current line option from the
S current beam position (vector tail) to the location specified by the arguments (vector

head). The current beam position is updated to point to the head of the vector.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPEN (X V)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the head of the vector in current user
unLts.

Y is the Y- or THETA coordinate of the head of the vector in current user
un its.

OPTIONS which may apply:

See U3PEN
Default Z value - UPSET( ’ZVALUE’ , v&ue)

COMMENTS:

All pen movements performed by GCS are made in a three dimensional space. For
UP EN , the third dimension is specified by the current X-Y plane, which is zero by default.

In the thre e dimensional version of GCS, this plane can be changed by a call to UPSET ,
i.e.

CALL UPSET (‘Z VALUE’ VALUE)

If the current coordinate system is in SPHERICAL coordinates, then VALUE is the PHI
compon ent.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine UPEN1

FUNCTION:

To draw a vector from the current beam/pen position to the specified endpoint and to set
an option which Is In effect only during the execution of the subroutine.

CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL UPEN1 (X ,V ,OPT)

Where

X Is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the head of the pen/beam movement
desired .

Y is the Y- or THETA coordinate of the head of the pen/beam movement
desired.

OPT is the USET optwn to be set ony during the execution of this subroutine.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

Any USET options
See UPEN for a description of options effecti ng aen/beam movements.

COMMENTS:

UPEN1 is convenient for setting options effective for onI~& one pen/beam movement;
although any USET option may be specified, only those which may apply to the
execution of UPEN (see UPEN writeup) will be effective. The Graphics Status Area
variable which is modified wi-t i be restored to its previous condition after execution of the
beam/pen movement.

Programming Notes:
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CALL UBTART 
S

CALL UPSET (“TERNINATOR’,’,’)
CALL. tIBET C’EXIRAL_ARBE’)
CALL UOUTLN
CALL UNOVE C6..5S.) -

CALL UPaI c25..5 .)
CALL UPEI41 (4$. 3E., ’DARROt4’)

S CALL UPD4 C5B..~ S.) -.

CALL UPO41 Ce5..45., ’TDOIJBLEA~~~~W ’)
CALL (FEN (~S..$S.)
CALL UPJtflhi C21.,45.. ’UPENIi’)
CALL UPRDIT COL,46..’UPO4t, ’)
CALL (SEND

- STOP
DID

F
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Si brout ine UPIE

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a general purpose pie chart. The current user display area will be
used and the pie graph will be drawn and scaled according to user specifi cations.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPIE (ARRAV ,PTS ,LABELS ,XMAXL ) 
S

Where

ARRAY is a real arra y of data points from which the pie chart is drawn

PTS is s real constant or variable which is the number of elements in ARRAY

LABELS is an array of labels for the elements within the pie chart.

XMAXL is a real constant or variable which is the maximum length or the length of
the largest label in the LABELS array.

OPTIONS which may app ly:

X Axis Labeling: ‘XALPHABETIC’ NOXLABEL’
Display Area: ‘NEWSCALE’ ‘OLDSCALE’
Span: SPAN’
Starting Angle: ‘STARTANGLE ’

COMMENTS:

UPIE will place the labels from the label array on the individual slices. The specification
of ‘XALPHABETIC’ will cause an X axis label title to be outputed. If the individual slices

S are not big enough to contain labels then the labels will appear outside of the pie chart.
All input data is normalized so that each pie slice appears of a percentage of the total.
This subroutine wi ll termin ate with error irdications if the number of points any input
data value , or the maximum pie label size is invalid. It will also terminate if the display
area is not of sufficient size.

The default piechart drawn by a call to UPIE encompasses a full circle with the initial
wedge starting at 0. A porti on of the circle can be drawn instead by specifying the angle
subtended by the graph by calling

UPSET (‘SPAN ’,ANGLE) .

The piechart can be started at an angle other than zero by calling

UPSET (‘S TARTA NGLE’,AN GLE)

Programmi ng Notes:
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DDIDIBXOU DATA(7)
cI4ARACr~~ LA$ELSCI 0~7)
DATA DATA,Y/4..30.. 4 . .  ~ø. ,,2., 2., 4 ., laa./
DATA LAS ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

a. ‘sxsscRzrr~ ‘, ‘SNOSOLa ‘I
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERNThATOR’ ‘s’)
CALL. USET C’XALPI4ADETXC’)
CALL UPSET C” XLABEL , ‘T~~XCAL LANGUA3E UTILIZATION,’)
CALL. L~ XE CPATA,,7.,L~ASEl~Lt0~

)
CALL. USET C’DEVXCE’)
CALL UsEr (‘PERCENTUHIrS’)
CALL (VAREA C$., 1S2. , 2., I02.)
Do I I — I. 7
V — V — ($00 . / FLOATC7.t))
CALL IJIDVE C0., Y)
CALL LW’RNTI CL,ABELSCI) ,’TEXT ’)

S CALL IPRNTI C’ — ,‘,‘TEXT’)
CALL. LF~~IT I (PATACI) . ‘INTEGER’)
CALL. UP~~4TI (‘Xi ‘,‘TEXT’)I ~~NTX~~E
CALL ~~~D
STOP
DID
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Subroutin e UPLACE
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine app~Ies a 2-D image translation transf ormation to the indicated segment.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPLACE (X ,V ,SEGID)

Where

X,Y is the new position of the segment in current 2-0 device unit s.

SEGID is the identi fier of a ‘retain ed~ segment/frame which was UOPENed for at
least 2-0 image translations .

OPTIONS whIch may apply :

Device Units: ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’, ‘FONTUNITS’, ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’,
‘PERCENT UNITS’

Specification Unit Size (UPSET): ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’, ‘XSPECIF(CATION UNITS’,
‘YSPECIFICATION UNITS’, ‘ZSPECIFICATION UNITS’

Segment Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’, ‘FNUMBER’, ‘SNAME’, ‘SNUMBER’

Segment Type: ‘NOTRANSFORMATIONS’, ‘2DTRANSLAT~ON’, ‘2DGENERAL’,
‘3DTRANSLATION’ , ‘3DGENERAL’

COMMENTS:

The image trarisormation is applied to the specified segment. If the resulting image
exceeds the display dimensions , the result is undetermined.

Image tran sformations are only applied if supported on the current disp’ay surface.
Request s for image transformations will be ignored if the display device does not
support this facility.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subr outine UPLOT

FUNCTION:

This routine provides a general purpose numeric plotting capability. Given two arrays of
corresponding coordinates of one or more curves , it will scale and plot these points
along with suitable axes and labels as specified by the user within the current UDAREA.
The virtual window will be modified to reflect the resultant scaling.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPLOT (X ,Y ,CURVES ,PTS ,OPTS)

Where

X is the array of X or RADIUS coordinates for the points for all the curves in
current user units.

V is an array of Y or THETA coordinates for the points for all the curves in
user units.

CURVES is a single variable which indicates the numbe r of curves to be plotted.

PTS is the array which indicates how many points are in each curve.

OPTS is the arra y which specifies which USET option will apply to each curve as it
is being plotted. One option must be specified for each curve and only the
first four characters of the option name should be specified.

OPTIONS which may apply :

Coordinate Type Options: ‘RECTANGULAR’ , POLAR’ , ‘LOGARITHMIC’ UAXiS
Options , (see UAXIS)

Sc’.aling Type Options: ‘AUTOSCALE’, ‘FULLSCALE’ , ‘OW NSCALE’

Scale Availability Options: ‘NEWSCALE’, ‘OLDSCALE’

Pen Options: see UPEN

Color Options: see UPEN

Curve Fitting Options: ‘NOFITTING’, ‘FITLINEAR’ , ‘FITPOLYNOMIAL’ , ‘FITSPLINE’

COMMENTS:

UPLOT is a powerful routine which provides a flexible , yet easy to use means of plotting
tabular data. Plotting will take place in ‘VIRTUAL’ space and the ‘SYSTEM’ coordinate
system (see UCOSYS). The input arrays , X and Y , contain the points for each curve. The
number of points in any curve is independent of the number of points in any other curve.
This flexibility is possible because the input array POINTS specifies how many points

- - are in each curve. The OPTS array will contain one element for each curve. Each
element will contain the first four characters of the name of the USET option which is to
apply to the corresponding curve. Normally, these options will be line options (see
UPEN). However , they can be any legal USET option. So special effects may be possible
by using such options as ‘RELATIVE’ , a cclor option (see below), or a coordinate type
option in conjunction with the use of ‘OWNSCALE’ . The choice of option is left to the
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ingenuity of the user. However , the user Is warned that some options may produceambiguous or indeterminate results.

THE AXES AND LABELS:

Although there is no restriction as to the number of points in any curve , all points shouldbe of the same coordinate type since this specification will dictate the kind of axes whichwill appear, and the mode in which the pints will be plotted. The axes and labels will becreated by a call to the subroutine UAXIS. UAXIS options are available when UAXIS iscalled from UPLOT. For a description of these options see UAXIS.
THE SCALING:

Scaling is performed by UAXIS based on its input parameters. If ‘NEWSCALE’ has beenspecifi ed, the input parameters will either be calculated by UPLOT from the input arrays,X and Y, (‘AUTOSCALE’ or ‘FULLSCALE’) or will be obtained from the current windowspecification (‘OWNSCALE’). If ‘OLDSCALE’ has been specified the previous scalecalculations will be considered active and the scaling factors will not be recalculated.
CURVE FITTING:

The default condition for automatic curve fitting is ‘NOFITTING’. However , the user canalso specify a ‘FITLINEAR’, a ‘FITPOLYNOMIAL’ a or a ‘FITSPUNE’. For a detaileddescription of the different method s or to calculate the fits yourself , see ULINFT for‘FITL1NEAR’, ULSTSQ for ‘FITPOLYNOMIAL’ and ‘UPSLIN’ for ‘FITSPLINE’. The OPTSarray specification used for the original points will also be used for the fitted curve
COORDINA TE REPEA TABILITY

The X and/o r V components of the coordinate provided may be held constant orrepeated For all curves . Thus , if several curves are to be drawn with identical X values ,but different V values, then the X values need specified only once, and the USET option‘XREPEA T’ specif i ed. If one component is to be held constant , then the USET options‘XC ONS rANT’ or ‘YCONSTAN T’ may be specif ied, and Only a single X or V valueprovided.

Programming Notes:
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DIMENSION XC300), Vc320). POINTSC3)
D4TEGER OPTS (3)
DATA CP’rS/’LINE’,, ‘DASH’. ‘A NUL’/
DATA POINTS/lOS.. ISO.. 100.1
DO IS I — I. ISO

XCI) — FLOATCI) / IS.
YCI) — SXNCXCI)) * 5 9
VCI.103) — ~OSCX(I)) * 5.9
VCI+zsa) — SIMCXCI)+3.14I58) 0 5.0

IS CONTIIIJE
CALL USTART
CALL LFSET C ‘SETPAS# ’ . I.)
CALL USET C ‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL USET C’ SOFT’)
CALL. IPSET C ‘HORIZONTAL’. .3)
CALL I.?SET (‘VERTICAL’. .5)
CALL USET C’XREPEAT’)
CALL LELOT CX.V.3..POINTS.OPTS)

- . CALL UDE)
S STOP

END

1 23
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Subroutine UPLOT1

FUNCTION:

This routine provIdes a general purpose numeric plotting capability. Given two ar ays or
corresponding coordinates of one curve, it will scale and plot these points along with
suitable axes and labels as specified by the user within the current scaling.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPLOT1 (X ,Y,PTS)

Where

X is the array of X- or RADIUS coordinates for the points of the curve in
current - user units.

Y is the array of Y- or THETA coordinates for points of the curve in current
user units.

PTS is a variable specifying the number of point s in the curve.

OPTIONS which may apply:

A ll UPLOT options

COMMENTS:

This . subroutine will reformat the input information to invoke UPLOT to produce the
curve. See UPLOT for a complete description of the options available.

Programming Notes:
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DIMENSION RC311 ),THETACSII)
DATA PI,W.,Y0/3 . 1415025L9.S,4.7I/
PC I I — I, 35$

I THETACI) — FLOATCI) * P1 / ISO.0
CALL USTART
CALL USET C ‘POLAR’)
CALL USE~ C ‘RADIANS’)
CALL USET C’NOAXES’) -

CALL USET C • NOXL.,*SEL )
CALL USET C ‘NOYL.ADEL’)
DO 3 I — I, 2
X a I— — I . E
VS — Ye — I.e
DO S J — I. 4
14 — 14 • 5.5
X2 — Xa + I.e
CALL UDAREA CXS,. CXO+l .E) ,. Va , CYS.t .5))
CALL UOUTLK
00 2 IC — I. 35$

2 RCK) — I .2—S . 7OCA5SC~~~SCWOTHETA ~ K~~~~—ABSCSE4CUaTHETA CK)~~~~CALL IPLOT I CR. THETA. 38$ .3)”
3 ~ONTE’JE

CALL ~~~ D
STOP
END

1 25
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Subroutine UPLYGN

FUNCTION: 
- S

This routine creates a regular ploygon of the indicated number of sides and radiuscentered as specified using the current line option to draw the sides in the currentlyindicated space.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPLYGN (X ,Y SIDES,RADIUS)
Where

X is the X. or RAD IUS coordinate of the center of the circumscribed circle ofthe polygon in curre nt user uni ts.

is the Y- or THETA coordinate of the center of the circumscr ibed circle ofthe polygon in current user units.
SIDES is the number of sides in the polygon.
RA DIUS is the rad ius of the circumscribed circle of the polygon in current user units,

OPTIONS which may apply:

Line Options
Upset Option ‘Orientation ’

COMMENTS:

The polygon will be drawn centered at the location specified by the input variables X andV. It will have a radius (i .e., distance from the center to any point) as indicted by RADIUS,each side of the polygon will be a line of the option currently set in the GSA. The defaultORIENTATION of zero degrees will result in the polygon having one side parallel to thecurrent X axis. By specifying an orientation in current angular units , the entire polygonwill be displayed rotated appropriately around its center.
Programm ing Notes:
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DATA SIDES,.YS / i . S ,4. 7/
CALL USTART
CALL L%’SET C ‘TE~ 4INA7OR’, 1

5~~~
1)

CALL UWD~ O C—I . 1. 1. • — l .  I, I. I)
DO I I — I. 2
xa — —1 .5vs — vs — i.e
D0 I J — I. 4

• Xa + 1.1
SIDES SIDES + I .5
CALL UDAREA CXL CXS.l .S).VS. CYS’ $ .~~))

CALL UOUTLN
CALL. LPLVQN CC.3,3.LSIPES.I.S)
CALL USET C ”rDCT’
CALL IPRINT C— I.$.--t.a5.’SIDESI ’)
CALL USET (‘INTEGER’)
CALL LERINT (3.5,—I .aL~~~

ES)
I ~~~~~~ E

CALL UEND
STOP
END
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35 DEGREES

LELYQt4 WITH VARIOUS LINE OPTIONS AND S*IOW.U45 ROTATION OF ‘fliP FIGURE

50 DEGREES IS DEGREES

CALL USTART
CAU.. UPSET C ‘TERPIINArOR’,’,’)CALL f lEET C ‘PERCO4I’ UNITS”)
CALL USET (‘DEVICE’)
CALL UDAREA Cl0..45.,8S.. lS3.)
CALL U~~~LN
CALL UPLYGN C25., 75. . S., lS.)
CALL. UPItINT (I5.,65., ’3 DEGREES,’)
CALL UPAREA CIa.,, I$a.,eS. ISO.)
CALL USEr C’A~~~W)
CALL tW EET C ‘ORIENTATION’ .30.)
CALL UPLYGN C75.,,76., S., lS.)
CALL. UPRD’IT CeE..ea. ’35 DEQ~~~S,’)
CALL UDAREA C6S. 1~S.,tS.,4S.)
CAU.. USET C ‘IPOINT’)
CALL UPSET C ‘ORIENTATION’ • II. )
CALL. I.~ $ ’fQN C75.,2L,S.,tS.)
CALL LWRXNT CIS.,$S., ’IS DEGREES,’)

S CALL UDAREA C*S., 4L,IS.,45.)
CALL U$ET C ‘PDOU8LEA~~~W’)
CALL. UPSET C’ORIENTATZOt4’.OS.)
CALL UPLYGI4 C2S.,25.,3., I$.)

S CALL UPRflIT CIS., I3. ,’ S  DEGREES,’)
- CALL LWRINT CS. • U. • ‘UPL.V~ 4 WITH VARW.J$ LINE OPTIONS AND

A ~ 4CWThS ROTATION OF ‘INC FIGURE, ’)
CALL. UEND
STOP
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Subroutin e UPOINT 
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine defines the point which will be used along with the two end points of the line.

to define the plane for line terminators and tic marks.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPOINT(X ,Y ,Z)

Where

X,Y,Z are the coord inates of some point in current unit s.

OPTIONS:

Pen Coordinate Options: see U3PEN

COMMENTS:

The point specified is stored for later use when thawing vectors. The user should be

careful to define a point which will not be colinear with any line being drawn-

Progr amming Notes :

- S
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Subroutine UPOST
3DFUNCTION:

This routine updates the display surface to contain only the defined visible retained
segments/frames, deleting all non-retained Information.

CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL UPOST

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

Security Classfication Mode: ‘UNSECURED’, ‘UNCLASSIFIED’, ‘CONFIDENTIAL’.
‘SECRET’ . ‘TOPSECRET’

Segment Visibility Attri bute: (‘VISIBILITY’ , ‘ON’), (‘VISIBILITY’ , ‘OFF’) - S

-
~ COMMENTS:

All non-retained information will be cleansed from the display surface. This includesremaining segments made invisible while in ‘DELAYED’ segment posting mode. Non-retained information is considered to be all information generated while not within a‘retained’ segment or ‘retained’ segments where visibility attribute has been set to ‘OFF’.
Progr amming Notes:

S . 
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Subroutine UPRINT

FUNCTION:

This subroutine enables the user to print information at the position specified. The five
(5) optIons available to the user are: ‘TEXT’, ‘RE ALNUM BER’, ‘INTEGERNUMBER’,

- ‘XVCOORDINA TES’, and ‘XYZCOORDINATES’ . The output characters will be either
hardware or software depending on the current setting in the Graphics Status Area.
Margining will occur with hardware characters and windowing will occur with software
characters. The beam w~ti remain positioned at the next character position following the
last character sent.

CALL ING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPRINT (X ,Y ,DATA)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the lower left corner of the first character
of the output.

~~~~~~~~~~~
—----------------- ---

~~
---- -_ is the Y- OT THET A coordinate of the lower left corner of the first character

- - - of the output.

DATA is a single variable or array containing either real numbers or a GCS text
string. The size of data is variable; i t is a sing le variable if ‘REALNUMBER’

or ‘INTEGERNUMBER’ is spec fied; it is a t~~o word array if ‘XYCOORDI-
NATES’ is specified; it is a three word array if ‘XYZCOORDINATES’ are
specified; and it may be any length if ~TEXT’ is specified.

OPTIONS wh ich may apply:

All U3PRNT options

Default 2 value: UPSET (‘ZVA I UE’, VALUE)

COMMENTS:

All text funct ions performed by GCS are performed a three dimensiona l space. For
UPRINT, the third dimension is defined as the current X-Y plane, which is at Z=0, by
default. 

-

In the three dimensional version of GCS, this plane ca~i be changed by a call to UPSET.
i.e.

CALL UPSE T (ZVALUE ’ , VALUE)

If the two dimensional version of GCS is used, then the XV plane corresponds to the
screen surface. 

S

Programmin g Notes:
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Subroutine UPRNTI S

PU$ICTION:

Thi s routine displays the data provided at the current beam position in the format cur-rently specIfied in either hardware or software characters subject to the one time settingof the USET option furnished, which only applies during the executing of this sub’outine.Upon return, the beam is positioned at the next character position following thf lastcharacter produced.

CA LLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPRNT1 (DATA ,OPTION)

Where

DATA is a single varia ble or arra y containing either real numbers or a GCS text
string. The size of DATA is va riable: it is a single variable if ‘REALNUM-
SEW or ‘INTEGERN UMBER ’ is specitled; it is a two word arr ay if
‘X YCOORDINA TES’ is specified; it is a three word array If ‘XYZCOORD I-NATES’ is specified; and it may be any length if ‘TEXT’ is specified.

OPT I ON is a Hollerith-string variable or literal defining the USET option to applyduring the execution of this subroutine.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

Same as those for UPRINT except that Coordinate System Options do not apply.
COMMENTS:

Calling UPRINT1 is equivalent to the seq .aence of calling USET with OPTIONS, callingUPRINT at the current beam position with DATA , and then calling USET with theappropriate option which would restore the status cnanged by OPTION. UPRNT1 is con-venient for producing strings of output which contain differing data types.
Programming Notes:
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CHARACTER OPTIONs I ~(4)
DATA ~ ‘TION/ ‘~~~u’itt~ E~ ’ ‘ThTEGER’.a, ‘REALNUPÔER’ ‘DITEGER’ /
CHARACTER TITLE..0C2)/’ X — i’.’ V — ‘V
DATA X.Y/S .. 9./ S
CALL USIART
CALL IPSET C ‘TERNINATUR’. ‘s ’) S

CALL UOUTLN
CALL UWD~ O C—i . ~ S .• — I . , 5.)
CALL IJIOVE Ce., — .E)
CALL UPENI Ce..4.4.’LA~~~W ’)
CALL IJ4OVE (— .5.0.)
CALL. IPEN I (4.4.0.. ‘LAR~~W ’ )
CALL LFD4I CX ..V. ‘NO’)
0 0 1 1 — 1 . 4
00 2 ~l — I,, S
x — X +  .te
Y - X s 2
CALL LFEN (X. Y) - . - 

S

2 CONTD4JE
CALL IPENI CX V ‘NO’)
CM.L. LFRNT I (iXiLEC I),, ‘TEXT’)

S CALL LW’Rz4’rI (X,OPTXONCX))
CALL LFRN1’ I CTXTLEC2),, ‘TEXT’)
CALL 1W~~4TI CY,OPTXOI4(X))
CALL. UIOVE (X V)

I ~~~~ DLE
CALL UErID
STOP
Er.
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Subr out ine UPSET

FUNCTION:

S This routine allows the user to set parameter options in the Graphics Status Area (GSA).
Options will remain set to the value specified until changed by a subsequent UPSET or
USET call or until the GSA is restored during an UNSAVE or UNSVPN call.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UPSET (OPTION ,VALU E)

Where

OPTION is the mnemonic option name which uniquely identifies the option to be set
or is the first four characters of such an option name.

VALUE is the parameter value to be assigned to the option being set. This is always
either a REAL numbe r or a character string.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

SOme UPSET options supplement settings available using USET options. These are
included here to allow a means of expansior~ beyond the discrete USET options. For
exam ple, the ‘COLOR’ UPSET option can be used to set colors not available under USET.

The UPSET options flagged by the notation ‘3D’ indicate that these are present only in
the three dimensional version of GCS, and not in the two dimensional version.

Programmi ng Notes: S
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UPSET OPTIONS

Option Name Value

‘ANGLE OF TEXT ’ Is an angular value which specifies the angle of the text
string in relation to the current X ax is. Default value is
0~

‘ASPECT RATIO’ Specify aspect ratio of display surface.

‘ATTITUDE’ Is an angular value which specifies the orientation of
the up direction axis with the sides of the window ,
Default value is 0. meaning that the up direction is
parallel with the left and right window boundaries and
pointing towards the top of the window

‘BASE OF LOGARITHMS’ Is a positive value which specifies the base of the
logarithms used to perform logarith m ic scaling. Default
base is 10. This option sets the specified base along
each coordinate component. THe base of Naperian
logarithm is specified by the character string IHE.

‘BRIGHTNESS’ Is a value between 0 and 100. percent indicat ing the
position in the range of possible line intensity settings
from dimmest to brightest. Default brightness is 60%.

‘CHARACTER’ Is a Hollerith character which becomes the current
system character. The default system character is ‘ ‘ .

‘COLOR’ Is an integer which specifies the color index within the
color table. Values 0-7 are predefined to represent
black , white , red, green , yellow , blue, magenta , and
cyan , respectively. Default color is device-dependent.

COPY DELAY’ Is a value which indicates the number of seconds of
delay required during generation of a hard copy.
Default value is device-dependent and is preset to the
value required by the selected device.

DISTANC E’ Is a value measured from the current view plane dis-
tance base specifying the position of the view (projec-
tion) plane. The default is 0. measured from the view
site.

‘FNTFILE’ Is a Fortran file number representing the file containing
the font descriptors. Default is zero indicating no font
file has been specified.

‘FONT NAME’ Is a Hollerith string indicating the desired character
font. Default is ‘SGCS’ which is the most efficient font.

‘GREYSCALE’ Is a value indicating a particular grey level for tsrminals
which support multiple grey scales rather than colors.

‘GRID SPECIFICATION’ Is a value containing a dash specification to be used
when generating grid axes. Default is 0. which indi-
cate s a solid line should be used.
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‘HORIZONTAL SIZE’ Indicates the width of a software character position in
current user units. Default is 5 virtual units.

‘INPUT FIL E’ Is a Fortran file number indicating which file will be
used to obtain graphics input. The default is set to the
appropriate computer-system dependent file.

‘LABELbROTATION’ Is the number of angular units the axes labels are to be
rotated around the axes.

‘LIBRARY FILE’ Is a Fortran file number indicating which file should be
used by the GCS structure and segmentation facilities
as a random work file. Default is 0. indicating no file has
been provided.

‘LOWER ’ Is a Hollerith character which will be used by GCS as
the indication to shift to lower case. Default character
is thr’ greater than sign on the keyboard.

‘MARKER INDEX’ Is a value selecting a marker/symbol. Default marker
symbol is 0. indicating a point.

‘ORIENTATION’ Is an angular value indicating the display orientation of
GCS creat ed software symbols and figures such as
software characters, polygons, and rectangles. Default
orientation is 0.

‘OUTPUT FILE’ Is a Fortran file number indicating which file will be
used for sending graphics output to the display device.
The default is set to the appropriate computer system
dependent tile. This is a Imle to which the pseudo dis-
play file is written.

‘POLYNOMIAL DEGREE Specifies the degree of the polynomial to be created in
calculating a least squares fit through a collection of
points. Default value is 5.

‘PRECISION’ Specifies the number of significant digits to appear
when displaying real numbers. Default value is 4.

ROTATION’ Same as ‘OR IENTATION’.

‘SCALEFACTOR’ Specifies a scale to be applied to GCS-created
geometric figures such as polygons and rectangles.

‘SCRIPTLEVEL’ Is a value indicating the scripting level to be set for tex-
tual output. Default value is 1.

SETDASH’ Specifies the characteristics of the dashed lines to be
S 

S plotted by UPEN. Default value is 56.
S ‘SIZE’ Is a positive whole number which sets hardware

charact er sizes. Values of 1. through 4. correspond to
USET options ‘SMALL’ , ‘MEDIUM’ , ‘LARGE’ , and
EXTRA LARGE’ , respectively- Default value is 1. for
‘SMALL’ character s.
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‘SLANTANGLE’ Is an angular value indicating the amount of slant from
the vertical for italicized software characters. Default
value is approximately 18 degrees.

‘SPAN ANGLE’ Is an angular value indicating the portion of a circle to
be occupied by the pie chart- Default value is 360.
degrees.

‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’ Is a positive value indicating the number of specifica-
tion units contained in device space for all directions.
Default value is 1000.

‘SPEED’ Specifies the speed of the communication line in
characters per second. Default value is system depen-
dent.

START ANGLE’ Is an angular value indicating the starting position of
the first wedge of the pie chart. Default value is 0.

‘STRUCTURE TABLE SIZE’ Is a whole number indicating the number of words in the
user provided structure table. Default value is 100.

S 

‘SUBSCRIPT CHARACTER’ Is a Hollerith character which will be used to decrease
the scripting level by 1. Default subscript character is
the underline (0/8/6).

‘SUPERSCRIPT CHARACTER’ Is a Hollerith character which will be used to increase
the scr pting level by 1. Default superscript character
is the up arrow (0/8/5).

‘SZMARKER’ Is a value in current device units which specifies the
size of software generated markers. Default value is
device-dependent.

‘TABHORIZQNTAL’ Is an array o110 elements containing 10 tab positions
in current device units. Default value has all tab stops
set to zero.

S ‘TABVERT ICAL’ Is an array of 10 elements containing 10 vertical tab
positions in current device units. Default value has all
tab stops set to zero.

‘TERMINATOR’ Is a Hollerith character which will be used as the GCS
string terminator character. Default value is the back-
slash

‘TICINTER’IAL’
S TICLENGTH’ Specifies the distance in current user units between tic

marks of a UPEN created tic line. Default value is 10,

‘TICMINUS’ Specifies in curr ent units the size of that portion of a tic
S mark which lies on the clockwise side of the tic line.

Default value is 0.5 inches.

‘TICPLUS’ Specifies in current units the size of that portion of a tic
mark which ties on the clockwise side of the tic line.
Default value Is 0.5 inches.
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TICX’ Specifies the distance between tic marks or grid lines
along X axes. Default value is 0. indicating that a ‘nice’
number should be chosen.

‘TICY’ is the same as TICX’ for V axes,

‘TICZ’ Is the same as ‘TICX’ for Z axes

‘UPPER’ Is a Hollerith character which will be used by GCS as
the indication to shift to upper case. Default character
is the less than symbol on the keyboard.

‘VERTICAL SIZE’ Indicate the height of a software character position in
current user units. Default value is seven virtual units.

S ‘WIDTH’ Is a value in current units of the width of a line. Default
value is 0. indicating a thin line.

‘WRITE FILE’ Is a Fortran file number indicating which file will be
used to generate non-graphic output. The default is set
to the appropriate computer system dependent file.

‘XBASE OF LOGS’ Is a positive value or the character string IHE which
specifies the base for logarithmic scaling along the x-
component. Default value is 10.

‘XLABEL’ Specifies the alphanumeric label to be displayed along
X axis. Default value is ‘X’ .

‘XPERCENT’ Is a value specifying the portion of the width of a soft-
ware character position to be occupies by a character.
Default value is .65 indicating 65% of the width.

‘XROTAT ION’ Is an angular value indicating the amount of rotation
around the X axis for UINVOK structure invocations
Default value is 0.

‘XSCALE’ Is the scale factor to be supplied along the X axis for
UINVOK structure invocations. Default value is 1.

‘XSIZE’ Is the size of hardware or simulated hardware character
positions in current device units. Default value is
device-dependent and corresponds to ‘SMALL’ hard-
ware character size.

‘XSPECIFICATION UNITS’ Is a positive value indicating the number of x-spocifica-
S tion units in device space. Default value is 1000.

‘YBASE OF LOGS’ Is a positive value or the character string IHE which
specifies the base for logarithmic scaling along the y-
component. Default value is 10.

YBASE OF LOGS’ Is a postivie value which specifies the base for
logarithmic scaling along the Y component. Default

— value i s l0

‘YLABEL’ Specifies the alphanumeric label to be displayed along
the Y axis. Default value is ‘V .
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‘YPERCENT’ Is a value specifying the portion of the height of a soft-
ware character position to be occupies by a character,
Default value is .65 indicating 65% of the height.

‘YROTATION’ In an angular value indicating the amount of rotation
around the Y axis for UINVOK structure invocations.
Default value is 0.

‘YSCALE’ Is the scale factor to be applied along the V axis for
UINVOK structure invocations. Default value is 1.

‘YSIZE’ ls the size of hardware or simulated hardware character S
positions in current device units. Default value is
device-dependent and corresponds to ‘SMALL’ hard-
ware character size.

‘YSPECIFICATION UNITS’ Is a positive value indicating the number of V specifica-
tion units in device space. Default value is 1000.

‘ZBASE OF LOGS’ Is a positive value or the character string IHE which
specifies the base for logarithmic scaling along the z-
component. C~efautt value is 10.

‘ZLABEL’ Specifies the alphanumeric label to be displayed along
the Z axis. Default value is ‘Z’ .

‘ZROTATION’ ‘ Is an angular value indicating the amount of rotation
aroung the Z axis for UINVOK structure invocations.
Default value is 0.

‘ZSCALE’ Is the scale factor to be applied along the Z axis for UIN-
VOK structur e invocations. Default value is 1.

means not implemented
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Subroutln. UQUERY

FUNCTION:

This routine obtains the current setting of USET or UPSET options and returns them to
the user. -

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UQUERY(OPTION,VALUE )

Where

OPTION ie a character strin g indicat ing the USET or UPSET option value desired.
Valid options ar e listed below. - 

-

VALUE is either an Integer array dimensioned to (at least ) 10, an integer scalar , or a
real scalar , depending on the option queried. S

OPTIONS which may apply:

All USET and UPSET options 
S.

COMMENTS:

VALUE is always a scalar except for axis titles in which case it is an array ten elements in
length. VALU E is a HOLLERITH string for all USET UQUERY options. For UPSET options
with numeric settings, the value returned is converted to the current corresponding user
units.

Those options flagged by the notation ‘3D’ are available only in the three dimensional
version of GCS, and not in the two dimensional version.

Programming Notes :
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UQUERY OPTIONS

Type Query Nam. Returns (Default In Parentheses )

USET ABUTTING Page abutting mode (‘NONABUTTING’)

USET ‘ACENTERING ’ Alph~.numeric centering (‘NOCENTERING’)

USET ADJuSTMENT’ 3D Axis view adjustment option (plane axis p otted on
view port or viewed from Current view point)
(‘XYZV IEW ’)

uSET ANGULARUNITS’ Current user anpular units (‘DEGREES’)

USET ANGLE OF TEXT’ Current angle of text output (0.)

UPSET ‘ASPECTRAT IO’ 3D Display Surface aspect ratio

UPSET ‘ATTENTIO N QUEUE SIZE’ Attention queue size (100.)

UPSET BACKGROUND COLOR’ Background color index (Black — 0 1

USET ‘BLENDMODE Color Blending mode (‘SUBTRACTIVE’)

USET BLINKRATE’ Blink rate (‘NOBLINK’)

UPSET BRIGHTNESS’ Display intensity (60%)

USET BUILD’ 3D Structure build mode flag (‘NOBUILD’)

UPSET ‘CHARACTER’ Current system character as Hotlerith string (1

USET ‘CLIPPING’ Device space clipping flag (‘NOCLIP’ . ‘CLIP’ or
‘INVERTED’ )

USET ‘COLOR Current color index (device dependent)

UPSET ‘COPY OELA’l’ Copy delay time (~tevice dependent)

L’PSET ‘CSPACING’ Charact er spacingmode (‘HORIZONTAL’ )

USET ‘CURVE’ Current curve approximation mode (‘CONTINUOUS’) S

UPSET ‘DASH Numeric value corresponding to current dashline
specification 156,)

USET ‘DESCRIPTION’ Current axis option (‘TICAXES )

.USET ‘DETECTABILITY’ S Detectability of new segments (‘DESENSITIZED’ )

USET ‘DIMENSION’ 3D 2D or 3D coordinate terminator switch
(‘2DCOORD1NATES’)

UPSET ‘DISTANCE 3D Distance from viewport to screen plane (150.)

USET -EDIT’ 3D Data structu re edit mode (‘COMPRESS’ or ‘EXPAND’)

S USET ‘ERRORMODE’ Error presentation (ERROR)

USET ‘EXECUTE’ 3D Structure building visabi lity (‘EXECUTE’)

USET ‘EXISTENCE’ Current axis existence Option (‘XYZAXES’ ) 
S

UPSET ‘FACTOR’ Scale factor for GCS created software symbols (1.)

USET ‘FITMODE’ Curve fitting mode for autoplotting (‘NOFITTING’)

USET ‘FNAMING MODE’ Frame naming mode (‘FNAME’)

UPSET ‘FNTFILE NUMBER’ Font f ile number (0.)
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UPSET ‘FONT NAME” Font name l’GCS )

USET FORMAT’ T951 number forma l for numeric labelling
I BESTF ORM AT I

USET ‘GAPMODE Gapped line mode (iJINTERRIJPTED’l

UPSE T ‘GREYSCAI..E’ Numeric sa lve indicating current grey level (device
dependenli

UPSET ‘GRID’ 30 Num~ r,c value indicating grid axis type ootion (0.)

USET ‘HANDEDNESS 3D Left or . ighl handed coordinate syste m
I’ RIG H THAN DE D’)

UPSET ‘HARDWARE’ Current hardware character Size (‘SMALL’ . device
dependent )

UPSET ‘HORIZONTAL Current horizontal software character position size
(5 I

UPSET INFILE’ Graphics input file des ignaf inn (comp uter syct em
dependent

USET ‘INPUT’ Graph ics input device medium

USET ‘ITALICIZATION Italici zation mope (‘NOITALICS’ )

UPSET ‘LABELANGLE’ Label angle around perpendicular (0)

USET ‘LETTERTYPE’ Character type (‘t-4AROWARE l

UPSET LEVEL’ 3D Subscript/superscript spacing level (1~)

UPSET ‘LIBRARY’ 3D Data structure library file mode (0,)

UPSET ‘LIMIT’ 3D Number of errors before automatic stop. 0 means no
limit 10 1

S USET ‘LiNEOPTION’ Current line Option sett ing (‘LNULL ’)

UPSET ‘LOWERCASE’ Lowercase sh ift character as Hollerith string (‘F’)

USET ‘LOGARITHMIC’ 3D Ax es selected for logarithmic transform (logarithmic
transform switc hl )‘NOLOGSCALING’)

USET ‘LOGTIME OF APPLICATION’ Time of application of logarithmic scaling
(‘LOGSYSTEM COORDINAT ES’)

USET ‘LOGTYPE’ 3D Flag indicating when logarithmic scaling performed,
(‘LOGSYSTEM’ , ‘LOGUSER~ ‘LOGOBJECT’)

USET ‘MAPPINGTYPE’ 3D 3D to 2D mapping type ( PERSPECTIVE’ )

USET ‘MENUTYPE’ 3D Menu board type (‘STANDA R!)’l

USET ‘MERGE’ 3D Structure merge mode switch (‘IGNORE’)

USET ‘MESSAG EDEVICE’ Desf inaf ion of alphanumeric ‘0 (‘PLOTDEVICE’)

USET ‘MODE’ Current coordinate mode (‘ABSOLUTE’ )

USET ‘NUMERIC’ 3D Numeric labels para llel or perpendicular to axis
l’PARALLEL’ )

USET ‘ORDER’ 3D 3D coordinate system rotation application orde r
( ZYX ’ )

UPSET ‘ORIENTATION’ Angular orientation of display of GCS created
symbols (0.(
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USET ‘ORIGIN’ Forced origin swi lch for axis scal ng )‘ORIGIN’I “

UPSET ‘OUTFILE’ File number of graphics output file (computer system
dependentl

USET ‘OUTPUTDEVICE Graphical ou’put destination device (‘ALLUEVICES’)

USET ‘PLANE’ 3D Axis label plane i XYPLANE ’ )

USET ‘PLOTSCS.ALE’ Scale option ) NEWSCALE’)

UPSET ‘POLYNOMIALDEGREE Current degree of po) ynumina) fit for curve fitt ing 15)

USET ‘POSITION’ 3D Current axe s positioning )‘EDGEAXES’)

UPSET ‘PRECISION’ Number of digits of precision lo be displayed for real
numbers 14 I

USET ‘PROJECTION TYPE’ T ype ol p oleclion I’PERSEPCT IVE I

UPSET READ FILE’ File designator for non-graphic input )computer S

System dependent)

USET ‘REPEA~ 3D Data structure invocation option I SINGLE or S

REPEAT ) S

USET ‘REWIND’ 3D Structure file rewind mode (‘REWIND’ ) S

USET ‘SCALE Axis scale Option ( ‘AUTOSCALE’ )

USET ‘SCRIPT’ 3D Subscript / superscript control (‘NOSCRIPT )

USET ‘SECURITY LEV EL’ Control of security banners (UNSECURED’)

USET ‘SENSITIVITY’ 3D Light pen sensitivity switch (‘DESENSITIZE’)

USET ‘SIDE 3D Side of axes on which labels will appear (‘NEGATIVE’ )

USFT ‘SIZE Hardware characte r size (‘SMALL’) S

UPSET ‘SLANT’ 3D Software character italic slant angle (lB. degreesl

USET ‘SPACE’ Coordinate space (‘VIRTUAL ’)

UPSET ‘SPAN’ 3D Angular span for pie charts 1360 degrees)

UPSET ‘START’ 3D Pie chart starting angle (0.)

USET ‘STOP’ Error stopping control (‘NOABORT’)

USET ‘STORAGEMODE’ Segment/Frame retention mode (‘RETAINED’)

UPSET ‘STRUCTURE LIMIT’ Maximum number of structures which can be defined
(100.)

UPSET ‘SUBSCRIPTCHARACTER’ 3D Current subscri pt shift character I

UPSET ‘SUPERSCR IPTCHARACTER’ 3D Current su~erscrip f shift character ( I

UPSET ‘SYMBOL INDEX’ Choice of marker (0. )

USET ‘SYSTEM’ Current coordinate system (‘SYSTEM’ )

UPSET ‘TA BHORIZONTAL’ Location of current horizontal tab stop (10.)

UPSET ‘TABVERTICAL’ Location of current vertical tab stop (10.)

UPSET ‘TERMINATOR’ GCS at ring termination chara cter

uSET ‘TEXT’ Textual I/O mode ( ‘TEXT’ )
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UPSET TICINTERVAL’ Length of UPEN f icintervals ( 10)

UPSET TICLENGTH’ Length of UPEN ticint ervals (10. )

UPSET ‘TICMINUS’ Clockwise Ic mark size (0.05)

UPSET ‘TICPLUS’ Counter-clockwise tick mark size (0 05)

UPSET ‘TICX’ X axis tic interval ID,)

UPSET ‘T ICY’ y -axis tic interval tQJ

UPSE T “TICZ 3D Z axis tic interval (0,)
- 

USET ‘TIME’ Time series plotting period )‘DAT ES’)

USET ‘TYPE’ Type of coordinates (‘RECTANGULAR)

USET ‘UNIFORM’ 3D High level plotting option (‘NONUNIFORM’ )

USET - ‘UNITS’ Device space units )‘INCHES’)

USET - ‘UPAXIS’ 3D Coordinate system viewport verticalax ia
)‘ZPOSIT VE’ )

UPSET ‘UPPERCASE’ Uppercase shift character as Hollirith string (‘A’)

USET ‘USER’ User coordinate system sw i t c h ) 7 )

UPSET ‘VERTICAL’ 3D Vertical soliware character position switch

USET ‘V IEWPORT’ Viewpo rt distance base switch (‘SITE’)

USET ‘VISIBILITY’ Framed/segment creation visibility mode (‘VISIBLE’)

UPSET ‘WIDTHOF LINES’ 3D Wjdttt of lines (O,)

- USET ‘WINDOW’ Window type (‘NO WINDOW’ )

UPSET ‘WRITE FILE’ Non-graphic alphanumeric Output f e  (Computer
sysf em dependent)

UPSET ‘XBASE’ Base of log scaling along x-component )real number
or String ‘E)  110.)

USET ‘XLAB EL’ X axis labelling option (‘XNUMER ICLABEL’)

USET ‘XLOGA RtTH MIC’ X ax is linearity Option

UPSET ‘XPERCENTACj E OF C1’IARACTER Portion of horizontal character space occupied by
SPACE’ character (0.65)

USET ‘XREPETITION MODE’ X component repetition mode for plotting
(‘NOXREPEAT ’l

UPSET ‘XROTAT ION’ Rotation factor around X axis for structure invocation
(0.)

UPSET ‘XSCALING’ Scaling factor along X axis for st ructure invo cation
‘ 

1_ f ,)

UPSET XSPECIFICATION UNIT’ Number Of XSPECIFICATION unts in device space
(1000.)

S USET ‘X StZ E’ Horizontal hardware character position size (device
dependent) -

UPSET ‘XTITLE’ X ax isafptlanumeric fabet (’x’)

UPSET ‘YBASE’ 3D Base of log scaling along Y-component (rdal number
or string ‘El (1 0~)
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USET !‘ ‘VLABEL’ ‘ Y axis labelling option (‘YNUMERICLABELS’)

USET - ‘VLOGARITHMIC’ Y axis linearity option

UPSET ‘YPERCENTAGE OF ~ HARACTEI~ Portion of vertical character apace occupied by
SPACE’ charact er (0.65)

USET YREPETITION’ - Y component repetition made for plotting
- - (‘NOYREPEAT’)

UPSET ‘YROTATION’ Rotation factor around Y axis for structure invocation
(0.)

UPSET ‘YSCALING ’ Scaling factor along V ax is for structure invocation
(1.)

UPSET ‘YSIZE’ Vertical size for hardware characters (device
‘., dependent)

UPSET ‘YSPECIFICATIONUNITS’ Number of Y specification units in device space
(1000.)

S UPSET ‘YTITLE’ V axis alphanumeric label

UPSET ‘ZBASE’ 3D Base of log scaling along Z axis (10.)

USET ‘ZCLIP’ Hither/yon clipping mode I’NOZCLIPPING’)

USET ‘ZLABEL’ 30 Z axis label option (‘ZNUMERICLABELS’)

USET ‘ZREPETITION MODE Z component repetition mode for plotting
(‘NOZREPEAT’)

UPSET ‘ZROTAT ION’ Rotation factor around Z axis for structure invocation
(0.)

UPSET ‘ZSCALING’ Scaling factor along Z axis for structure invocation
(1.)

UPSET ‘ZSPECIFICATIONUNITS’ Number of Z specification units in device space
(1000.) -

UPSET ‘ZTITLE’ 3D Zaxist it le
S 

UPSET ‘ZVALUE’ 3D Numeric default Z-va lue tot 2D coordinates (0.)
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Subroutine URAXIS

FUNCTION:

This routine draws .3 scaled and label ad set of axis. The position of the beam/pen when
L RAX IS Is c3lled will be the intersection point of the two axes or their extensions. The
axis will be drawn from the minimum to maximum values furnished be the user,

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL URAXIS (XM IW ,XMAX ,YMIN,YMAX ) S

Where

XM I N is the minimum value to be displa yed for the X axis in current user units. It
also Ind icates the minimum RADIUS component component if polar
coordinates are being used .

XMAX is the maximum value to be display ed for the X axis ‘ s  current user units. It
also indicates the maximum RADIUS component if polar coordinates are
being used.

YMIN is the minimum val ue ta be displayed for the V axis in current user units. It
also indicates the minimum THETA component if polar coordinates are
being used.

YMAX is .he maximum value to be displayed for the Y axis in current user units. It
also indicates ’ the maximum THETA component if polar coDrdinate s are
being used.

OPTIONS wh tch may apply:

Coordinate System Options: ‘RECTANGULAR’ . ‘POLAR’ , or ‘LOGARITHMIC’ , or
- ‘LOGARITHMIC’

Coordinate Type Options’ ‘ABSOLUl’E- or ‘RELATIVE’

Ax isExistence Options: ‘XYAXES’ , ’XAX (S’ , ’YAX (S’ , or ’NOAXES’

Axis Drawing Options ‘T CAXES’ , ’GRIDAXES’ , o,- ‘PLAI NASXES’

X Axis Type Options (Rectangluar ) : ‘LINXAXIS ’ , ‘LOGXAXIS’ . or ‘LNXAX IS’

Y Axis Type Options (Rectangular) : ‘LINYAXlS’ , ’LOGYAX IS’~or ’LN~’AX IS’

X Axis Labeling Options: ‘X NUMERICLABEL, ’, ‘XALPHANUMERICLABEL’ ,
‘XBOTHLABE L ’, ‘NOXLABEL’

Y Axis Labeling Options ‘YNUMERICLABEL’, ‘YALPHANUMERICLABEL’,
‘YBOTH LABEL’ , or ’NOYLABEL ’

Numeric Scaltng Format opt ions’ ‘BESTFORMAT’ , ‘IFORMAT’ ,or ’GFORMAT’

PARAMETERS which may be set:

4 
‘
. ‘

5, - .. . ‘1’ICX’ — The interval between tic marks or grid h u e s  on the X axis in current
I 

‘ user units (Rectangular , LineaI~’,The interva ( between radial tic marKs or grid lines in current user units
(Polar).
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‘TICY’ — The Interval between tic marks or grid lines on the V axis In current
- user units (Rectangular , Linear) .

The interval between axt al grid lines in Curre nt user units (Polar)

‘XLABEL’ — The X axis alphahbetlc iabol

‘YLAB EL’ — The V axis alphabet ic label

‘PRECISION’ — The number of digIts of precision (or the numeric labels

COMMENTS:

The default options for URAXIS are the t i r s t  options listed in each Option typo Unless
specif ied by the user . the tIc or g rtd Intervals wil l be d~terrni ned autoniattca lly by
URAXIS, The default for PRECISION is four di~ irs oh precIsion,

This routine operates entirety in the current user coordlnale system using the user ’s
units The vertical position of the X axt s will be determined by the vertical position of the
beam/pen when URAXIS is called SimIlarl y, the horizontal position of the V axis will be
determined by the horizontal positto r’ of the beam pen Normally, (ho numerIc and
alphabetic labels will be below tft 5’ X axis airu to the left of th e V f l X lS  The X ax Is  labels
will move above the X axis if the bu,tam pert is positIoned at or above YMAX , and the V
axis labels will move to the right oh the V axis if the beam/poll Is positioned at or to the
right of XMAX The user us caut Ioned not to position the beam- ’pen on the boundary oh
the virtual window , but to ltia~’t’ sutf lc  lent r 00111 Itir I f to labels by positionIng the beat_fl
pen well inside the range of the URAX IS •t rgutiients , or by making the vIrtual w Indow
boundaries laru,it ’ enough so th at room will exist outside the range of the URAXIS
arguments

II POLAR is specified , a check will be made on the arguments to soo th a f t r s t  quadrant or
a tu)) tour quadrant set oh axes is needed ‘the user should keep this in mind and make
sure there Is sufficient room for a four quadrant sef oh axes it needed. tf the its et is ill an
ABSOLUTE coordinate system , the aXes wt hl  b~ centered at (0 .0)  regardless oh the

beam/pen position If the user ts in a RELATIVE t ’ooldlrta t ..~ systom , the axes will be
centered on the beam pen posItIon 5 The labels w t t l  be to the extreme left and botlont oh
the axes in both the one quad, .inI and tou r qu1tdu ,tr t t t ’ .ISe

ProgrammIng Notes :
I This obsolete subroutine hj ts  bee r’ r t ’ p laced hr ~ U~-~A X l S  Tt _ f t ’ su bro ut i r ru ’  dt ’si ’ rupt ion

us bei l1~~ ilt ’RltlOd in o rde r to ~tid in the u~)gf~ ldlIlg of a plogr .tt lr ,t lre ,tdy w r t t t e r i  whr ch
used in earlIer vt ’I sto ut ut

I IT
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Subroutine UREAD Interactive

FUNCTION:

This routine enables the user to read character data entered from the alphanumeric
keyboard of the terminal. The data will be formatted and returned to the user according
to one of five options. The options are: ‘TEXT’~ ‘REALNUMBER’ , ‘INTEGER’ .
‘XYCOORDINATES’ , or ‘XYZCOORDINATES ’ (3D only).

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UREAD (X ,Y ,DATA ,COUNT ,FLAG)

Where

X is the X or RADIUS coordinate of the lower left cort~er of the point at which
the input will begin, if possible.

Y is the Y or THETA coordinate of lower left corner ef the point at which ihe
input will begin , if possible.

DATA is a single variable or array to contain either rea numbers or a GCS text
string. The size of DATA is variable.

COUNT is a single variable. If the user has specified TEXT’ input, then COUNT in
the maximum number of diaracters returned in DATA. The size of DATA
must be large enough to contain COUNT characters. The characters are
returned in Hollerith format , left justified and blank filled. If the terminal
operator inputs fewer characters than requested in COUNT , then DATA
will be blank filled to the required size. If the user has specified ‘REAL ’ or
‘INTEGER ’ , then the value of COUNT is the number of variables to be
input. For ‘XYCOORD INATE S ’ , the value of COUNT is the number of
coordinate pairs to be read. For XYZCOORD INATES ’, the value of COUNT
is the number of coordinate tri plets to be read.

FLAG is a single variable. The value of FLAG will be zero if the terminal operator
has made an error in enterin g the numeric data. In this case , the value of
DATA is undefined. If the required input was correct , then the value of
FLAG is the number of elements in DATA , or the number of characters that
the terminal operator entered.

OPTIONS which may apply :

Coordinate System Options: See UPEN and UCOSYS
ALPHANUMERIC Options: ‘TEXT’ , ‘INTEGER’ , ‘REALNUMBER’ . ‘XYCOORDINATE’
Device Switching Options: ‘MESSAGEDEVICE’ , ‘PLOTDEVICE’

A. TEXT — Under this default option , UREAD will accept and store COUNT
characters into DATA: hence , the user must insure that DATA has been
suitably dimensioned to hold the number of characters which have been
requested, Should fewer than COUNT characters be entered as input , UREAD
will store the actual number of characters entered into FLAG , and blank-fill the
remaining (COUNT - FLAG) characters of DATA , It should be noted that
UREAD does not append the termination character to the end of the input
T ’ ~~fr~~, the user is responsible for inserting this character via UAPEND if
th~ ~‘rtng is to be oassed as a parameter to UPRINT or UWRITE,
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B. REALNUMBER — This option directs UREAD to edit the alphanumeric input as
a REAL number , and to store the resulting floating-point number into the
single •valued REAL parameter DATA. Should UREAD encounter any illegal

- S characters during the edit , FLAG will be returned with a negative value, and
S DATA will be undefined.

C. INTEGER — As in the case of REALNUMBER, DATA is assumed to be single-
valued and of type REAL, UREAD will edit the alphanumeric input as an
INTEGER, perform an INTEGER to REAL conversion , and store the result into
DATA. The user may check if the operation was successfully performed by
examining FLAG upon return from UREAD

0. X~ COORDINATES — This option directs UREAD to accept two REAL
S numbers (separated by a comma) as input and to store them into the two

S element REAL array, DATA. FLAG is set to reflect the status of the input and
editing operation.

S E. XYZCOORDINATES — This option directs UREAD to accept three REAL
numbers (separated by commas) as input , and store them into the three
element REAL array DATA. FLAG is set to reflect the status of the input and
editing system.

COMMENTS:

The input begins at the current alphanumeric cursor position. For those devices which
have alphanumeric capability on the PLOT device , then the alphanumeric cursor
position is the current beam position . Otherwi se, the input will be from the MESSAGE
device. The maximum number of characters retrieved by UREAD is unlimited, however,

S the number of characters which may be input by the terminal operator may be limited.
The user should consult the proper system manuaf to determine what limits exist , it any,
for a particular terminal and system.

S Programming Notes:
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Subroutin e URE CT

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a rectangle which spans from the current beam position to the
diagonally opposite corner.

CALL ING SEQUENCE:

CALL URECT (X V)

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS component of the specified endpoint in current user
units.

V is the Y- or THETA component of the specified endpoint in current user
units.

OPTIONS wh ich may apply:

All Line Options
All Pen Coordinate Options
UPSET (‘ORIENT’, ANGLE)

COMMENTS:

The orientation factor specifies the amount of rotation to be applied to the rectangle.
Note that the orientation factor applies to the entire rectangt e, and not the endpoint
which determines the rectangle.

Programming Notes :
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CALL. USTART
CALL I.~~UTLN
CALL. WRT4AS
CALL LEIO
s,.cP

S SUBROUTINE SPRt4AS
CALL USEr C ‘RELATIVE’)
CALL. UNOVE CZS.LSS.a)
CALL IpDui ~5g~

g
~
g
~
g)

CAU.. It4OVE (—2$ 5.5.0)
S CALL. ‘P01 C5.L—IS.2)

CALL UARC C9 ,5,’-S.9~Z2L O)
D O t
CALL UARC C—$.g3E~—3.3E.27S.9)

I CCNTZ*JE
CALL. UARC C—S.596,—3.S3S,225.S)
CALL. (P04 CLS,— iS.2)

S CALL IJuIaVE (—12.5 — 12.5)
S CALL UREC’r (25.2. (2.5)

RETURN
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CALL USTART
CALL ‘POET (‘TE~~W4ATOR’. ‘I’)
CALL USET C ‘EXTRALARQE’
CALL L~ UTLN
CALL UROVE C2E..2L )
CALL t*ET C’A ~~~

W ,)
CALL %P04 C45. .41.)
CALL ‘POET C ‘ORXOITATICtI’ • 45.)
CALL USET C’L.MLL’)
CALL t EcT (75.5$.)
CALL. 1.$ET C’A~~OW ’)
CALL ‘P04 Ce$..Sa.

S CALL (NRXTE C45., 40.~~’4S DEQREES,’)S 

CALL ~~~~STOP
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Subr outine UREPRO

FUNCTION:

This routine reproduces the contents of the provided pseudo-device file on the current
S device configuration.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UREPRO (FILENR,STATUS)

where

FILENR is the Fortran file number of a file generated in the pseudo-device file for-
mat.

STATUS is a value returned indica ting the type of completion from UREPRO. Valid
cades are :

I -- End of Page
2 -- End of File
3 -. End of all Files
4 -- Error

OPTIONS which may apply:

Page Advancement: ‘ADVANCE’ , ‘NOADVANCE’
Reproduction Extent: ‘PAGE’, ‘FILE’ , ‘ALLFILES’ .

COMMENTS:

This routine provides the mechanisms whereby graphics output generated in previous
runs on to the pseudo-device may be post-processed to an actual device. The reproduc-
tion extent mode allows a whole queue to be processed (‘ALLFILES’), a single file
(‘FILE’), or a single page (‘PAGE’). Whenever control is returned from UREPRO, the cur-
rent beam/pen position will be at the last location specified on the file just processed. If
‘PAGE’ was specified, the frame advance will occur whenever UREPRO is called again.
This allows additional graphics operations on the page just processed.

The calling program can retain contr ol of page advances by selecting ‘NOADVANCE’ .
However, not that this will result in overlapping frames if more than one page is defined
in a file and ‘FILE’ is Specified, Similarly, frame overlap will occur if ‘ALLFILE’ is
specified and more than one file is to be processed. A non-specified page advance will
occur at the beginning of the aecond arid following files if ‘ALLFILES’ is specified. This
prevents overlapping the last frame of one file with the first frame of the next.

UREPRO can reproduce any file created using the pseudo-device file format even
S though the file was generated from some other graphics systems output from GCS can

thus be merged with other graphics packages.

Programming Notes :
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Subro utine URESET

FUNCTION:

To reinitialize the Graphics Status Area (GSA) to the default condItion,
CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UR ESET

OPTIONS which may app ly:

No options apply.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UROTAT

FUNCTION:

A user coordinate system is composed at the current beam position and rotated
according to the rotation factor specified in the argument.

S CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UROTAT (ANGLE )

Where

ANGLE is the rotation factor app lied to the new coordinate system which is
composed at the current beam position . Angle is in current angu lar units.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

WORICINGAXIS
S REFERENCEAXIS

COMMENTS :

The invocation of this subroutine causes the creation of a new origin (0.,0.) at the current
beam position. The unit scale factors are assumed to be equal to one. For a detailed
discussion of the GCS coordinate system facility, refer to UCOSYS.

Programming Notes:
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Subrout in. USAREA

FUNCTION:

This subroutine avoids distortion by changing the device bOundaries to maintain a I to 1ratio with the current window boundaries.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USAREA

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply S

COMME NTS:

The resulting device boundaries can be found by CALL USTUD(ARRAY) -

Programming No tes :
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Subroutine USAVE

FUNCTION : 
S

This routine saves the entire contents of the Graphics Status Area (GSA) in an array
furnished by the user. Thi s array will be suitable for later use as input to UNSAVE to
rest ore the status area to the curren~ setting.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USAVE (SARRAY ) 
S

Where

SARRAY is an array large enough to contain the variables to be saved from the status
area.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The size of the array necessary to save the GSA is dependent upon the particular version
of GCS being used. For the two dimensional version, SARRAY should be 300 words
(decimal) long; for the three dimensional version SARRA Y should be 2100 (decimal)
words long.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine USAXIS 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine is the basic axis creation routine. It draws a single axis from the designated
point for the distance specified parallel to the axis specified.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USAXIS (AX IS ,XSTART YSTART ,ZSTART IDIST)

Where

AXiS specifies the coordinate system axis which is parallel to the desired axis. Its
values are as follows:

‘XAX IS ’ : axis will be parallel to coordinate system X axis
‘YAMS’: axis will be parallel to coordinate system Y axis
‘ZAX I S’ : axis will  be paralle l to coordinate system Z axis

XSTAR 1 , are the coordinates of the starting point of the ax~s to be drawn
YSTART,
ZSTART

DIST specifies the length of the axis. A positive value will cause the axis to
extend in t he positive direction. A negative value will cause the axis to
extend in the negative direction.

OPTIONS which may apply :

X Axis Labeling Options: NOXLABELS’ , ‘XNUMERICLABELS’,
XALPHABET ICALABEL ’, ‘XBOTHLABLES’

Y Axis Labeling Options: ‘NOYLABELS’, ‘YNUMERICLABELS’,
‘YALPHABET ICLABELS’ , YBOTHLABELS’

Z Axis Labeling Options: ‘NOZLABELS’ , ‘ZNUMERICLABELS’ ,
‘ZALPHABETICLABELS’ , ‘ZBOTHLABELS’

Alphabetic Label Specification: UPSET(’XLABEL , GCS character string)
UPSET(’YLABEL , GCS character string)
UPSET(’ZLABEL’ , GCS character string)

Numeric Label Format Options: ‘BESTFORMAT,’ IFORMAT’ , ‘GFORMAT’

Axis Description Options: ‘PLAINAXES , ‘TICAXES’

Tic Interval Specifications: UPSET(’T ICX’ ,value)
S UPSET( TICY’ ,value)

UPSET(’T ICZ’ ,va lue)

S Tic Size Specifications: UPSET(’TICPLUSSIZE’ , value) S

S UPSET(’T ICMINUSSIZE’ , value)

Log Scaling Options: ‘NOLOG’,’XLOG’, ’YLOG’ , ’ZLOG’, ’XYLOG’ ,’XZLOG ,
S ‘YZLOG’ , ‘XYZLOG’ , ‘LOGARITHMS’
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Log Base Specifications: UPSET(’BASE’ , value)
UPSET(’XBASE’ , value)
UPSET(’YBASE’ , value)
UPSET(’ZBASE’ value)

Axis Label Orientation Options: ‘PARALLELABELS’, ‘PERPENDICULARABEL S’

Axis Label Position Options: ‘POSITIVESIDE’ , ‘NEGAT~VESIDE’

Axis Label Plane Options: ‘XYPLANE’ , ‘XZ PLANE’ , ‘YZPLANE’

Label Rotation Option: UPSET(’LABELROTAT ION’ , value)

COMMENTS:

The axis label options provide for producing numbers which c~rrespond to the tic marks
(numeric labels) and for producing a description of the axis (alphabeticlabel s). These
labels are individually selectable for each axis.

The location of the labels can be specified using several different options. The most
signficant of these is that which specifies the plane in which the characters will be
drawn. The three options are ‘XYPLANE ’ , ‘XZPLANE’ , and ‘YZPLANE’ . If the plane
selected is perpendicular to the axis being arawn , the angle of roatation around the axis
must also be specified by the UPSET (‘LABELORIENATION’ , value) call (default is 0
degrees).

The user can also select which side of the axes the labels wil l appear. ‘POSITIVESIDE’
specifies that the labe~ will be above or to the right of the axis. ‘NEGATIVESIDE’
specifies that the labels are to the left or below the axis. Default is ‘NEGATIVESIDE’ .

The orientation of the labels can be specified by either the ‘PARALLEL’ or ‘PERPEN-
DICULAR’ USET options PARALLEL specifies that the major axis of the numeric labels
(their lengths) will be along the axis. ‘PERPENDICULAR’ specifies that the major axis of
the numeric labels will be perpendicular to the axis. Alpha labels always have their
major axis parallel to the axis being drawn. It should be noted that if hardware charac-
ters are to be used, vertical spacing may be necessary to maintain the correct label
orientation. In some instances , it may even be necessary to produce labels at some obli-
que angles. Software character labels will , however, always be produced in the proper
orientation.

USAXIS will always draw the requested axis in the current coordinate system and space.
No attempt is made to insure that the axis is visible. Also no scaling is performed
although a tic interval may be calculated if not specified.

Programming Notes:

I
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CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TE~ lZNA1OR’~ ’,’)CALL USEr C ‘SSOPTtdAR.E CHARACTERS’)
CALL. UPSET C ‘VERTXCAL ’ • .4)
CALL. UPSET C ‘HORIZONTAL’.. .4)
CALL UWINDO c— 3. . la.. —s .,ls.)
CALL UPSET C’TXCX ’,.l.)
CALL. UPSET C’TICY’.I.)
CALL. UPSET C ‘XLADEL ‘, ‘LO~GEP AND NONLO~SEP CIRCLES,’)
CALL USEr C’X~OTtt.AflELS’)
CALL USA)CZS C’XAXXS’.S..a..L.I.)
CALL. USAX~S C’1~AXI~’.L.S. ,L.$.)
CALL UCRCLE C4.,4. ,,3.S)
CALL. U3CSYS Ca..2..L .l.,2. I.,a.,S.,3)
CALL UPSET C’HORXZONTAL’. . I~

)
CALL UPSET C • VERTICAL. ’ • 3)
CALL. UPSET C’SASE’J 2.)
CALL USE~ (‘floG’)
CALL USEr C’LOI$JSER’)
CALL L*AXZS C’YAXIS ’,— t .5., .S.,a.•7.S)
CALL UORCLE C4.,4.3.S)
CALL. U~~D
STOP

~~4p
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Subro ut in. USCALE

FUNCTION:

A user coordinate system is composed at the current beam position and scaled
according to the scale factors specified In the argument

CALLIN G SEQUENCE:

CALL USCALE(SCLX ,SCLY)

Where

SCLX Is th e rat io of a unit length In th e current ~ dire ct ion to t he length of a unit S

length In the uew X direct ion.

Is the rat io of a un I t length In the current Y dir ect ion to the length of a uni t
length In the new Y direct ion.

OPTIONS which may apply:

WOR KINGAXIS
RE FE RE NCEA ‘~( IS

COMMENTS:

The Invocation of this subroutine ~ iuses the creat ion of a new origin (0 0.) at the current
beam position The rot ation lactor is assumed to be zero . ror a detailed discuss ion of
the OCS coordinate system Iitcility. refer to Subroutine UCOSYSS

Progr amming Not s :
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CALL USTART
CALL. UOUTL.N
CALL ~.*4OVE CZE.,25.)
CALL USCALE C l . , l .)
CALL FIGURE
CALL USET C’SYSTEI4AXZS’
CALL. t14OVE C25. . 75.)
CALL USCALE (— l . , , I .)
CALL. FIGURE
CALL USET C’ SYSTENAXIS’)
CALL LW4OVE C75..25.)
CALL. USCALE C. S. —
CALL FIGURE
CALL L’SET C’SYSTE$AXXS’)
CALL tS4OVE (75 . 75.)
CALL USCALE (—2 . — I .)
CALL FIGURE
CALL. (JENP
STOP

$USROUTXNE FIGURE
S CALL. TPEN CtiI.,S.)S 

CALL UPEN CIL .Za.,
S CALL UPEI4 Ca. • a.)

RETU~~
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Subroutine USCATR

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a scatter plot from the user input data , drawing axes as specified.

S CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USCATR(X ,Y ,PTS)

S Where

X is a real array of X or RADIUS coordina tes for the points in the diagram

Y is a real array of Y or THETA coordinates for the points in the diagram

PTS is a real constant or variable sped 1 ~ng the numbe r of points in the diagram

OPTIONS which may appl y:

Axis Existence: ‘XYAXES’ , ‘XAX IS’ , ‘YXAX IS’ , ‘NOAXES’
Axis Format: ‘TICAXES , ‘PLAINAXES’ , ‘GRIDAXES’
X Axis Labeling: ‘XNUMERIC’ , ‘XALPHALAB EL’ , ‘XBOTH’ , ‘NOXLABEL’
V Axis Labeling: ‘YNUMERIC’ , ‘YALPHALABE L’ , ‘YBOTH’ , ‘NOYLABEL’
Numeric Label Format: ‘BESTFORMAT’, ‘IFORMAT’ , ‘GFORMAT’
Scaling Type: ‘AUTOSCALE’, ‘FULLSCALE’ , ‘OWNSCALE’
X ,Y Axis Types: ‘NOLOGARITHMS’ , ‘XLO GAX IS’ , ‘YLOGAXIS’ , ‘XYLOGAXIS’ ,

‘LOGARITHM’
Coordinate Type: ‘RECTANGULAR’ , ‘POLAR’
Curve Fitting’ ‘NOFITTING’, ‘FITLINEAR’

COMMENTS:

This routine is very similar to UP’_OT with the use of the line option ‘NPOINT’ , i.e., a null

line with a point as term nator.

Programming Notes :
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DDID’4510N XC,9~) YC102
DATA PISYS/S.~~~~~~~~~~~
CALL UsEr (‘POLAR’)
CALL. USEr (‘RADIANS’)
PO lS I~~~~i 102THETA — * PLOATCI)

~~ : .~$~~~~~~~~~ E~’t/tS .
CALL. USCA rR CX,Y,102.,
STOP
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Subroutine USET

FUNCTION:

This routine allows the user to set options in the Graphics Status Area (GSA). Options
will remain set until changed by a subsequent USET or UPSET call or until the GSA is
restored during an~ UNSAVE or UNSVPN call .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USET (OPTION)

Where

OPT iON is the mnemonic option name which uni quel y identif ies the option tobe set,
or is tne first four chara cters of such an option name.

OPTIONS wh kh may apply:

No options appty.

COMMENTS :

In the fo llowing table , those options flagged by the notation ‘3D’ are contained within
only the three dimens ional version of GCS.

The notation ‘I’ indicates that these option s pertain to a system having an interactive
S 

ca~abiIity. On passive graphics systems , the options have no effect.

Programming Notes:
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USET OPTIONS BY ALPHABETICAL ORDER :
(Default Options are In Bold Type )

Option Name To Request

‘AARROW’ Alphanumeri c lines with arrow terminator s
‘ABACKARROW’ Alphanumeric lines with back arrow terminators‘ABEND’ 3D, To halt execution when error count exceeds

certain limit
‘ABORT’ 3D To halt execution when error count exceeds

certain limit
‘ABSb ’ Plotting in an absolute coordinate system
‘ABSOLUT E’ Plotting in an absolute coordinate system‘ABUTTING’ Abutting of display surface pages
‘ACENTER’ To center character output about given location‘ACHARACTER’ Alphanumeric lines with character terminators‘ACOORDINATE’ Alphanumeric lines with ending coordinates in-

dicated
‘ADDITIVE’ Additive color biending mode
‘ADOUBLEARROW’ Alphanum eric lines with arrowhead terminators‘ALLDISPLAYS’ Routing of graphical output to all devices
‘ALPHANUMERIC’ Alphanumeric lines with no terminat ors‘ALTERNATED ISpLAY’ S Routing of graphical output to first alternate

device
‘ANNUAL’ Time series axis scale in yearly intervals‘ANULL’ Alphanumeric lines with no terminators‘APOINT’ Alphanumeric lines with point terminators‘ARROWLIN E’ Solid tines wit h arrow terminator s
‘ASYMBOL’ Alphanumeric lines with charact er terminators‘AUTOS CALE’ Automatic scaling for higher level graphing‘BACKARROWL INE’ Solid lines with back arrow terminators
‘BALL’ Track ball graphical input
‘BLACK’ Background color to be black
‘BBLUE’ Background color to be blue
‘BCYAN’ Background color to be cyan‘BESTFO RMAT’ Numeric label output ip best possible format‘BIHOURLY’ Time series axis scale in two hour intervals‘BLACK’ Switch to pen color black‘BLUE’ Switch to pen color blue‘BMAGENTA’ Background color to be magenta‘BRED’ Background color to be red‘BRIGHT’ Highest possible intensity for output‘GUILD’ 3D Structure building
‘BWHITE’ Background color to be white‘BYELLOW’ Background color to be yellow‘CENTIMETERS’ Device space coordinates are in centimeters
~CHARACTER’ Null or invisible lines wit h character terminators‘CJU5TIFICATION’ Alphan umeric center Iustification‘COMPRESSED’ 3D Data structure editing option‘CONTINUOUS’ Curved lines be interpreted as one pen operation‘COORDINATES’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in (X V) coordinate format‘CURSOR’ Graphic cursor as graphic input device‘CWINDOWING’ 3D Circular windowing
‘CYAN’ Switch to p~n color cyan‘CYLINDRICAL’ Coordinates are to be of the form (R,THETA ,Z),

where R is the number of units of radius in the X ,Y
plane , THETA is the number of angular units
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around the V axis . and Z is the number of units
along the Z axis

‘DAILY’ Time series axis scale in daily intervals
‘DARROW’ Dashed lines w ith arrow terminators
‘DASH’ Dashed lines with null te rminations
‘DATE’ Time series axis scale in date series interval
‘DBACKARROW’ Dashed lines with at row terminators
DCHARACTER’ Dashed lines with character terminators

‘DCOORDINATES’ Dashed lines w ith endpoint coordinates indicated
‘DDOUBLEARROW’ Dashed lines with double arrow terminators
‘DEFERRED’ • Deferred error output until UEND is called
‘DEGREES’ Angular information be interpreted in degrees
‘DESENSITIZE’ I Disabling of pick sens it iv ity
‘DETECTABLE’ Enabling of pick sensitivit y
‘DEVICE’ Plotting in device space
‘DIGITIZER’ Digitizer is graphics input device
‘01Mb’ Lowest possible intensity for output
‘DIMENS~ONLINE’ Solid lines with arrow terminators
‘DISPLAY’ Plotting in device space
‘DNULL’ Dashed lines with no terminators
‘DOUBLEARROW’ Solid lines with double arrow te rm inators
‘DPOINT’ Dashed lines with point terminators
‘DSYMBOL’ Dashed lines w ith character terminators
‘DUMP’ To select dump option
‘ECHO’ I Echo alphanumeric input option
‘EDGEAXIS’ X and V axis labels at edge of graph
‘ERROROUTPUT’ Immediate error output
‘EXECUTE’ 3D Execution of data structu re commands as they are

built
‘EXPANDE D’ 3D Data structure editing option
‘EXTENDEDMENU’ 1,30 Extended menu ing option
‘EXTRA LARGE’ Extra large characte r size
‘FAST’ Fast blink rate
‘FITLINEAR’ Fit linear function to plotted lines
‘FITPOLVNOMIAL’ Fit least squares polynomial to plotted points
‘FITSPLINE’ Fit cubic spline curve to plotted points
‘FNUMBERMODE’ Frame identifiers provided as numbers
‘FONTUNITS’ To indicate device spage plotting in font units
‘FULLSCALE’ Full scaiing for higher level graphing
‘FUNCTIONKEYS’ Function key is graphics input device
‘GAPPED’ Alternate light and dark line output
‘GFORMAT’ Numeric label output in FORTRAN real (E or F)

format
‘GOTHIC’ Gothic characte r font
‘GRADS’ 3D Angular units to be measured in grads
‘GREEN’ Switch to pen color green
‘GRIDAXIS’ Grid axes for higher level graphing
‘HARDWAREFONT’ Output of hardware generated characters
‘HIGHLIGHTED’ Highlighted segments
‘HITHER/YONbCLIPPING’ Z axis clipping
‘HORIZONTAL’ 3D Alphanumeric output to be printed horizontally
‘HOURLY’ Time series axis scale in twenty-four hourly inter-

vals
‘IFORMAT’ Numeric label output in integer format
‘IGNORE’ 3D Ignore duplicate studies on merge file
‘INCHES’ Device space coordinates in inches
‘INCREMENTAL’ Plotting in an incremental coordinate system

- - 
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‘INTEGER’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in integer format
‘INVISIBLE’ Invisible constructipn of frames and segments
‘ITALICS’ Italic character format
‘JOYSTICK’ I Joystick as graphic input device
‘KEYBOARD’ I Keyboard as (pseudo) graphic Input device
‘LARGE’ Large character size
‘LARROW’ Solid lines with arrow terminators
‘LBACKARROW’ Solid lines with back arrow terminators
‘LCHARACTER’ Solid lines with character terminators
‘LCOORDINATES’ Solid lines with endpoint coordinates indicated
‘LDOUBLEARROW Solid lines with double arrow terminators
LEFT’ 3D Left handed coordinate system
‘LETTER’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in text format
‘LIGHTPEN’ I Light pen as graphic input device
‘UNE’ Solid lines with null terminator s
‘LJIJSTIFICATION’ Alphanumeric left justification
‘L NULL’ Solid lines with null terminators
‘LOGARITHMIC’ Applies logarithmic transforms to all components
‘LOGOBJECT’ - 3D Logarithmic transforms are to be applied before

- any other transformations. (In this mode, log
transforms may be applied to angle or radius com-
ponents of ‘CYLINDRICAL’, ‘POLAR’, or ‘SPHERI-
CAL’ coordinates)

LOGORIGINALUNITS’ Application of log scaling before conversion to
rectangular

‘LOGSYSTEM’ 3D Logarithmic to be applied after conversion to
‘SY STEM’ coordinates (in this mode , the
logarithmic coordinate system axes.)

‘LOGUSER’ 3D Logarithmic transforms are to be applied after
conversion to ‘ABSOLUTE’ , ‘RECTANGULAR’ .
‘USER’ coordinates but bef ore conversion to
‘SYSTEM’ coordinates. (In this mode, the
logarithmic scaling will be applied along the cur-
rent ‘USER’ coordinate system axes.) S

‘LOWERCASE’ Lower case to be ‘TEXT’ case
‘LPOINT’ Solid lines with point terminators
‘LSYMBOL’ Solid lines with character terminators
‘MAGENTA’ Switch to pen color magenta
‘MEDIUM’ Medium character size
‘MESSAGEDEVICE’ Alphanumeric I/O routed to a message device
‘MILS’ 3D Angular units to be measured in mils
‘MINUTELY’ Time series axis scale in minute intervals
‘MONTHLY’ Time series axis scale in month’y intervals
‘MOUSE’ I Analog mouse as graphic input device
‘MOVE’ Invisible lines with null terminators
‘MULTIPLE’ 3D Multiple data structure invocation
‘NARROW’ Invisible lines with arrow terminators
‘NBACKARROW’ Invisible lines with back arrow terminators

S ‘NCHARACTER’ Invisible lines with character terminators
‘NCOORDINATES’ Invisible lines with double arrow terminators
‘NDOUBLEARROW’ Inv isible lines with double arrow terminators
‘NEGATIVESIDE’ 3D Labels will be to the left or below the axes
‘NEWSCALE’ New scale for higher level graphing
‘NNULL’ Inv isible lines with null terminators
‘NObLINE’ Invisible lines with null terminators
‘NOABORT’ 3D Do not terminate if error count exceeds specified

limit
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‘NOAXES’ No axes be drawn for higher level graphing
‘NOBLINK’ No blinking to occur

S ‘NOBUILD’ 3D No structure building
‘NOCENTER’ Text output starts at given point
‘NODUMP’ 3D No dump performed
‘NOECHO’ I,3D No echoing of alphanumeric input
‘NOEXECUTE’ 3D No execution of data structure commands as they

are built
‘NOFIT’ No curve fitt ing for higher level graphics
‘NOHIGHLIGHTING’ No segment highlighting
‘NOITALICS’ No slanting of software characters
‘NOLINE’ Invisible lines with null terminator s
‘NOLOGA RITHMS’ 3D To remove Iogorithmic transform application
‘NONUNIFORM’ 3D High level plotting option
‘NCMARK’ Invisible marks with null terminators
‘NONABUTTING’ No abutting of display surface pages
‘NONRETAINEDSEGMENTS’ Create segments in non-retained form
‘NONUNIFORM’ Nonuniform scaling of higher level grading

S ‘NOORIGIN’ 3D No origin to be forced for ‘AUTOSCALE’ or
‘FULLSCALE’ scaling options

‘NOREPEAT’ 3D No coordinate repeating for high level plotting
‘NOREWIND’ No rewin o of structure save files
‘NORMALINTENS ITY’ Normal intensity for output
‘NOSCRIPT’ 3D To disable any superscripting or subscripting of

text output
‘NOSIGNIFICANTZEROES’ Suppression of display of significant zeros
‘NOSUPERSCRIPT’ 3D Same as ‘NOSCRIPTING’
‘NOTRAIL’ 3D Record of which GCS routines are invoked is not

listed
‘NOWINDOWING’ 3D Disable GCS windowing routine
‘NOXLABEL’ No labels are to be drawn for graphing
‘NOXREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that a component is provided for every

X value in every curve in higher level graphing
‘NOYLABEL’ No V labeling for graphing
‘NOYREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that a component is provided for every S

V value in every curve in higher level graphing
‘NOZCL IPPING’ No hither/yon clipping
‘NOZLABELS’ 3D To indicate that no Z labels are to be drawn for

higher level graphing
‘NOZREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that a component is provided for every

Z value in every curve in higher level graphing
NObLINE’ Invisible line with null terminator S

‘NObMARK’ Line type
‘NPOINT’ Invisible lines with point terminators
‘NSYMBOL’ Invisible lines with character terminators
‘OLDSCALE’ Old scale to be used for higher level graphing
‘ORIGIN’ 3D An origin to be forced for ‘AUTOSCALE’ and

‘FULLSCALE’ scaling options
‘ORMODE’ 1,30 Asynchronous event processing option
‘ORTHOGRAPHIC 3b To specify orthographic projection in which the

S projection is parallel from all points
‘OWNSCALE’ Own scale option for higher level graphing
‘P~ RALLELLA B ELS’ 3D To specify that the main axis of the numeric labels

will be parallel to the axis
‘PENAXIS’ Ax is intersection at current position for graphing
‘PENDOWN’ Solid lines with null terminators
‘PENORIGIN’ 3D To force the current pen position to be included in

the axis range.
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‘PENUP’ Invisible lines with null terminators
PERIODIC’ Time series axis scale in accounting period

int erval s
‘PERCENTUNITS’ Device space coordinates specified in percent

uni t s
PERPENDICULARLABELS’ 3D To specify that the major axis the numeric labels

will be perpendicular to the axis
‘PERSPECTIVE’ 3D To specify perspective projection in which line

length diminishes as the distances from the
viewing position become greater

‘PIRADIANS’ 3D Angular information be interpreted in P1 radians
‘PLAINAXIS’ Plain axes to be drawn for high level graphing
‘PLOTD EVICE’ Alphanumeric I/O to the plotting device
‘POINT’ Invisible lines with point terminators
POLAR’ Plotting in polar (RHO, THETA) units
‘POSITIVESIDE’ 3D Labels will be above or to the right of the axis
‘PRIMARYDEVICE’ Routing of graphical output to primary device
‘QUART ERLY’ Time series axis scale in quarter year intervals
‘RADIANS’ Angular information be interpreted in radians
‘RASTERUNITS’ To indicate device space coordinates are spec-

ified as is in raster units
‘REAL’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in real number format
‘RECTANGULAR’ Plotting on the user ’s reference axis
‘REDb’ Switch to pen Color red
‘REFERENCE’ Plotting on the user ’s reference axi s
‘REFR ESHEDSEGMENT’ Segments to be retained
‘RELb’ Plotting in a relative coordinate system
‘RELATIVE’ Plotting in a relative coordinate system
‘REPLACE’ 3D Dat a structure building option
‘RETAINEDSEGMENTS’ Segments to be retained structures from merge

file
‘REWIND’ 3D Data structure file handling command
‘RIGHTIIAND’ 3D Right handed coordinate system
‘RJUSTIFICATION’ Alphanumeric right justification

S ‘RW INDOWING’ 3D Rectangular windowing
‘SECONDLY’ Time series axis scale n second intervals
‘SECRET’ Security classification secret
‘SEGMENTED’ Curved lines be interpreted as multiple pen

operations
‘SEMIANNUAL’ Tim e series axis scale in semi annual intervals
‘SENSITIZE’ 3D Make graphic segments visible
‘SIGNIFICANTZEROES’ Display of significant zero
‘S IMULATED HARDWARE Output of simulated hardware characters
CHARACTERS’
‘SINGLE’ 3D Data structure invocation option
‘SITEPOINT’ 3D Viewpoint distance to be measured from the view

site
‘SLOWBLINK’ Slow blink rate
‘SMALL’ Use smallest hardware character size
‘SOFTWAREFONT’ Output of software generated characters

S ‘SONICPEN’ I Sonic pen is graphics input device
‘SPECIFIC’ To specify particular device units instead of

percent units
S 

‘SPHERICAL’ Coordinates are of the form (R,THETA ,PHI) where
R is the number of units of radius , THETA is the
number of arfgular units around the Z axis , and PHI
is the number of angular units around the X axis
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‘STANDAR DMENU’ l,3D Menuing option
‘SUBSCRIPT’ 3D To specify that the output will be lowered from the

specified line of text
‘SUPERSCRIPT’ 3D To specify that the output will be raised from the

specified line of text .
‘SUPPRESSERRORS’ Error output be suppressed
‘SYMBOL’ Invisible lines with character terminators
‘SYSTEMAX IS’ Plotting on the system axis
‘TAB LET’ I Analog tablet as graphic input device
‘TARROW’ Tic lines w ith arrow terminators
‘TBACKARROW’ Tic lines with back arrow terminators
‘TCHARACTER’ Tic lines with character terminators
TCOORDINATES’ Tic lines with endpoint coordinates indicated
‘TDOUBLEARROW ’ Tic lines with double arrow terminators S

‘TEXT’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in text format
‘SUBTRACTIVE’ 1 Subtractive color blending mode
‘TICAXES’ Tic axes to be drawn for higher level graphing
‘TICLINE’ Tic lines w ith null terminators
‘TNULL’ Tic lines with null terminators
‘THINLINES’ Line width to be thin
‘TOPSECRET’ Security Classification Top Secret
‘TPOINT’ Tic lines w ith point terminators
‘TRAIL’ 3D To indicate by an identification number which

GCS routine is involved.
‘TSYMBOL’ Tic lines with character terminators
‘TWELVEHOUR’ Time series axis scale in twelve hour intervals
‘TWENTYFOURHOUR’ Time series axis scale in twenty four-hour inter-

vats
‘UNCLASSIFIED’ Security classification unclas sified
‘UNDETECTABL E’ Disabling pick sensitivity
‘UNIFORM’ 3D High level graphing system
‘UNINTERRUPTED’ Non-gapped line output
‘UPPERCASE’ Upper case to be ‘TEXT’ case
‘USER’ Plotting on a user defined axis system
‘VERTICAL’ 3D Alphanumeric output to be spaced vertically
‘VIEWPOINT’ 3D View port distance to be measured from the view

point
‘VIR TUAL’ Plotting in virtua l space
VISIBLE’ Visible framed output
‘WEEKLY’ Time series axis scale in weekly intervals
‘WHITE’ Switch to pen color wh ite
‘WIDELINES’ Line width to be wide
‘WORKINGAXIS’ Plotting on the user ’s workin g (temporary axis )
‘WORLDCOORDINATESYSTEM’ Coordinate system to be the default axis system
‘XABSOLUTE’ 3D To specify the X coordinates with respect to the

origin of the current coordinate system for indica-
ted components. V and Z components are to be
specified with respect to the curr ent beam/pen
position

‘XALPHANUMERIC ’ An X axis alphanumeric label
S ‘X~ XlS’ The X axis be drawn for high level graphing

‘XBOTHLABELS’ X axis alphanumeric and numeric labels
‘XCONSTANT ’ 3D To indicate that the X component does not vary

during the drawing of any curve in higher level
graphics

‘XE DGEYZEROAX IS’ The X axis at edge of graph
‘XLOGAR ITHMIC’ Logarithmic X and linear V plotting

1 7 1
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‘XNEGATIVE’ 3D Negative X axis represents up in 3D graphics
‘XNUMERIC’ An X axis numeric label
‘XPOSIT1VE’ 3D Positive X axis represents up in 3D graphics

S ‘XRELATIVE’ 3D To specify the X coordinates with respect to the
current beam/pen position. V and Z components
are to be specified with respect to the origin of the
current coordinate system

‘XREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that one set of X valves is provided
which will be reused for every curve in higher level
graphing

‘XYAXES ’ The X and V axes be drawn for high level graphing
‘XYABSOLUTE’ 3D To specify the X and Y coordinates with respect to

the origin of the current coordinate system for the
S indicated components. Z components are to be

specified with respect to the curr ent beam/pen
position

‘XYCOORDINATES’ To specify that the data printed by UPRINT/
UWRITE is in the form of an (X ,Y) coordinate pair .

‘XYLOGARITHMIC’ 3D Logarthmic X and V plotting, linear Z plotting
‘XYPL A NE’ 3~ Labels are to be drawn in the plane formed by the

X and V axes
‘XYR ELAT1VE’ 3D To specify the X and V components with respect to

the current beam/pen position. Z components are
to be specified with respect to the origin of the
curr ent coordinate system

‘XYVIEW’ 3D To view plane formed by X and V axes
‘XYZAXES’ 3D All three axes are to be drawn for higher level

S 
graph ing  S

‘XYZCOORD INATES’ 3D Text printed by U3PRNT/U3WRIT to be in form ct
S (X ,Y,Z) triplet

XYZLOG’ 3D Applies Iogamithmic transforms to all three com-
ponents

‘XYZV IEW’ 3D To view all three axes
‘XYZb’ 3D To set the rotation application order as indicated

S ‘XYCOORDINATES’ UPRINT/UWRITE output in (X ,Y) coordinate format
X ZABSOLUTE’ 3D To specify the X and Z coordinates with respect to

the origin of the current coordinate system for the
indicated components. Y components are to be
specified with respect to the current beam posi-
t ion

‘XZAXES’ 3D The X and Z axes are to be drawn for higher level
graphing

‘XZEROYEDGEAX IS’ The X axis adjacent to boundary of display area
‘XZLOGARITHMIC’ 3D Applies Logarithmic transformation to X ~nd Z

components S
‘XZPLANE’ 3D Label plane to be plane formed by X and Z axis
‘XZRELAT IVE’ 3D To specify the X and Z components with respect to

the current beam/pen position. Z components are
to be specified with respect to the origin of the
current coordinate system

‘XZV IEW’ - 3D To view the plane formed by the X and Z axes
‘XZYb’ 3D To set the rotati on application order as indicated
‘YABSOLUTE’ 3D V coordinates are specified with respect to the

origin of the current coordinate system for the
indicated units. X and Z components are specified
with respect to the Current beam/pen position

‘YALPHA NUMERIC’ V axis alphabetic label
‘YAXIS’ - The V axis to be drawn for high level graphing
‘V BOTHLABELS’ V axis having alphabetic and numeric labels
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‘YCONSTANT’ 3D To indicate that the V component does not vary
during the drawing of any curve

‘YEARLY’ Time series axis scale in yearly intervals
‘YEDGEXZEROAX IS’ The V axis at edge of graph
‘YELLOW’ Switch to pen color yellow
‘YLOGARITHM IC’ Logarithmic V plotting
‘YNEGAT IVE’ 3D Negative V direction represents up in 3D graphics
‘YNUMERIC’ V axis numeric label
‘YPOSITIVE’ 3D Positive V direction represents up in 3D graphics
‘YRELATIVE’ 3D V coordinates are specified with respect to the

current beam/pen position for the indicated com-
ponents X and Z components are to be specified
with respect to the origin of the current coordinate
system

‘VREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that one set of Y valves is provided
which will b~ reused for every curve in higher level
graphing

‘YXZb’ 3D To set the rotation application order as indicated
‘YZABSOLUTE’ 3D V and Z coordinates are specified with respect to

the origin of the current coordinate system for the
indicated under X components are specified with
respect to the current beam/pen position S

‘YZAXES ’ 3D The V and Z axes to be drawn for higher level
graphing

‘YZPLANE’ 3D Label plane to be plane formed by V and Z axes
‘YZEROXEDGEAX IS’ The V axis adjacent to boundary of display area
‘YZLOGA RITHMIC’ 3D Applies logarithmic transformations to V and Z

components
‘VZRELATIV E’ 3D ‘1 an~ Z coordinates to be specified with respect to

-S the current beam/pen position for the Y and Z S
components , and the X component to be specified
with respect to the current beam/pen position for
the V and Z components , and the X component to S
be specified with respect to the origin of the S

current coordinate system S

S 

‘YZV IEW’ 3D To view the plane formed by the V and Z axes
‘YZXb ’ 3D To set the rotation application order as soecified
‘ZABSOLUTE’ 3D Z coordinates to be specified with respect to the

origin of the current coordinate system for the S
indicated component. X and V components are to
be specified with respect to the current beam/pen
position

‘ZALPHANUMERIC’ 3D Alphanumeric labels to be drawn for higher level
drawing

‘ZAXIS’ 3D Z axi s is to be drawn for higher level graphing
‘ZBOTHLABELS’ 3D Both numeric and alphanumeric labels to be

drawn for higher level drawing
‘ZCLIP’ 3D Clip in Z direction
‘ZCONSTANT’ 3D To indicate that the Z component does not vary

during the drawing of any curve
‘ZEROAXES’ X and V axes adjacent to boundary of display area
‘ZLOGARITHMIC’ 3D Applies logarithmic transform to Z component
‘ZNEGATIVE’ 3D Negative Z axis represents up direction in 3D

graphics
‘ZNUMERIC’ 3D Numeric Z labels to be drawn for high level

graph ing
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‘ZPOSITIVE’ 3D Positive Z axis represents up direction in 3D
grapt’i-ics

‘ZRELATIVE’ 3D Z coordinates are to be specified with respect to
the Current beam/pen position. X and V compo-
nents are to be specified with respect to the origin
of the current coordinate system

‘ZREPEAT’ 3D To indicate that one set of Z values is provided
which will be reused for every curve in higher level
graphing

‘ZXYb’ 3D To set the rotation application order as indicated
‘ZVXb’ 3D To set the rotation application order as indicated
‘1 2HOUR’ Twelve hour time axis

S ‘13WEEK’ Thirteen week time axis
‘2DCOORDINATES’ 3D To specify A coordinate terminator in which two

components are listed. (This option is indepen-
dent of th~ text coordinate options of ‘XYCOORDI-
NATES ’ and ‘XYZCOORCiINATES’)

‘24H0UR’ Twenty four time axis
‘3DCOORDINATE’ 3D To specify a coordinate terminator in which all

three components are listed. (This option is
independent of the text coordinate option of
‘XYCOORD INATES’ and ‘XYZCOORDINAT ES’)

NOTE: b-  isa blank or space
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GCS DEFAULT CONDITIONS

This sect ion addresses those option s which art ’ present in the (~raphics Status Area as
default options After a call to Subroutine USTART , the Graphics Compatibility System is
set to the default conditions, as indicated. The default options can be divided Into two
groups 5 Basic Plotting Options and High Level Plotting Opt ions

I. Default Basic PlottIng OptIons

Plotting is done in ‘RECTANGULAR ’ and ‘ABSOLUTE’ coordin ates on the ‘SYSTEM’
coordinate ax is The ‘USER’ coordinate axe s are Identical to the system xis Plotling is
done in VIRTUAL’ space w ith a virtual window whose l imits a r t ’  Irom 00 to 100 0 in the X
direction , and f rom 00  to 100 0 in the V direction. The v in tu~ I windo w is mapped into a
display area which is the largest square area on the device display ~ai r tace The right
hand edge of the square corresponds to the right edge of the dis play surf ace

Char acter output in GCS will be. by default , in ‘HARDWARE ’ charact e r  format , of type
‘GOTHIC’ and ol ‘MEDIUM’ si re If ‘SOFTWARE’ c ha rac te rs  are rt’qt it ’st i’d via USET then
the default horizontal ~i:o is live (5 01 virtual units . arid the detau lt vet t ic a l  si ze is seven
1 0) vii t r ia l  units

By default . anqular units for angular specificat ions an e in ‘DEGREES If the user
swi tch es to ‘DI V ICI . - S~)ace . then all length or dista nce units (i e from UPRINT or
UREAD) . the data will be assumed to be in ‘TEXT’ mode T he alphanumeric output
defaults to Itie ‘PLOT’ device it poss ble, and any graphic output will go to all devices in a
clust e r Graphic input is from the primary input device , the n u m b er of digits of precision
for numeric output is four ~4l . and GCS detected errors ~ue signalled a’; they occur

A lint’ which is drawn by a subrout ine in I3CS is considered io cuirsist of two parts , a line
type and a line termin ato r The line type may be solid (v i” it~lel - t ic cod , n u l l  (invisib le) ,
dashed, or alph an ii men it ’ The liii t’ may be term mated by an air ow . a back arrow , double
~nr rows , a character , a point, a syriihol . a set of coord inate va lues , or nothing at all The
default lint’ type in GCS is ‘SOLID’ with ‘NULL’ tormintor s ( LNULL’l II ‘TICLINES’ a re
requested via USE T opt ion , then th e  default  ti c inte r v,i I is fer n (100) virtual units It is the
user ’ s responsibility to insure thaI the tic interval is appropr ia t e it he switches to
‘OE VICU’ space or alter s the default virt ual window selling or the det ,iult lisp lay area
setting If ‘DASHLINES’ ar e requested , then the default dash spec it icat io” i (5t~ 1 will
result  in a dashed li n e whic h is a l ternate l y  light and drirk . in i i ;creri ie nts of a rprox imatoly
0 07 ~ ii iches If a ‘ CHA RACTER’ l i t re terminator is requested but no ch ar act o r is
specif ied by w- ’  -, of Subroutine UPSET , then the char acto r asteris~ 

(
~ is used Simi lar l y .

the asterisk is used to corn pose the line type if ‘ALPHANUMERIC’ l i t res one requested

II. Uefa ul t High Level PL~ t lng OptIons

F or t’~r’ ’h call  to liPt 01 or UPLOT I , the data values which ropres i’ i i I the cu rv e s  are
exami ne d, and a ‘NEWSCAL SE’ is created UAX IS will be invoked to en eate ‘X V A Xl - S
the data values will be t ’xan rinod , And zero will a lways appear somewhere on the ax is
Numeric labels onty will tie output for the X axis and the V axis  Ihi’ v~~lii,’s which appear
at the tic marks on the axes will be ‘ neat’ numbers , and the ax es will he positioned at the
‘EDGE of the plot Both the X axis and the V ax is  will hi’ drawn in a linear coord inate
space The avis lines will be icked If a time series ax is is plot t ed by invoking
Subroutine UI AXIS , the default interval ton the X ax is  will be ‘DM1’ No ca ives will be ti t
to the data values , but if ‘ F I T  POLYNOMIAL’ is requested , t h en  s r i t r r o r i t i n i~ UPLOT wi lt
attempt to f it a f i f th d~’ i  en polynoniial to the data
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III. Summ ary

COORDINATE SF ACE: ‘VIRTUAL’
COORDINATE TYPE : ‘ABSOLUTE’
COORDINATE SYSTEM: ‘RECTANGULAR’
COORD I NATE AXIS : ‘SYSTEM’
VIRTUAL WINDOW. 0.0 TO 100.0 X DIRECTION

0.0 TO 100.0 V DIRECTION
DISPLAY AREA: Largest square area which is right justified or’. the

display surface of the device.
DEV)CE SPACE UNITS: ‘INCHES’
ANGULAR UNITS: ‘DEGREES’
LINE TYPE: ‘LINE’ or ‘LNULL’
SY3TEM CHARACTER: asterisk (1
TIC INTERVAL: 10.0 virtual units
DASH SPECIFICATION: 56.
CHARACTER TYPE: ‘HARDWARE’
CHARACTER FONT: ‘GOTHIC’
CHARACTER SIZE: ‘MEDIUM’
SOFTWARE CHARACTER SIZE: 5.0 virtual units horizontal

7.0 virtual units vertical
INPUT/OUTPUT FORMAT: ‘TEXT’
ALPHANUMERIC MARGINS: Device display surface boundaries.
OUTPUT ROUTE: ‘PLOTDEVICE’
OL~TPUT DISTRIBUTION: ‘ALLDEVICES’
GRAPH IC INPUT: Primary input device

S DIGITS OF PRECISION: 4
ERROR HANDLING: ‘IMMEDIATE OUTPUT’
AXIS SCALING: ‘AUTOSCALE’
AXIS LABELING: ‘XNUMERICLABEL’

YNUMERICLABEL’
AX IS POSITIONING : ‘EDGEAXIS’
AXIS TYPE : ‘TICAXIS’
AXIS EXISTENCE: XYAXES’
AXIS COORD I NATES : ‘NOLOGARITHMS’
TIME SERIES AXIS SCALE: ‘DATE’

USET OPTIONS BY CLASS

CoordInate Mode

‘ABSOLUTE’ ‘INCREMENTAl. ’ ‘RIGHTHANDED’ ‘ZABSOLUTE ’ S
‘RELATIVE’ ‘XYRELATIVE’ ‘YABSOLUTE’ ‘ZRELATIVE’
XABSOLUTE’ ‘XZABSOLUTE’ ‘YRELATIVE’
‘XRELATIVE’ ‘ ‘XZRELATIVE’ ‘YZABSOLUTE’
‘XYABSOLUTE’ 5 ‘LEFTHANDED’ ‘YZRELATIVE’

Coordinate Type

‘RECTANGULAR’ CYLINDRICAL’ ‘LOGOBJECT’ XYZLOGARITHMIC’
‘POLAR’ ‘SPHERICAL’ ‘LOGSYSTEM’ ‘XZLOGARITHMIC’
‘LOGARITHIMC’ ‘XLOGARITHMIC’ ‘LO3USER’ ‘YZLOGARITHMIC’
‘YLOGARITHMIC’ ‘XYLOGARITHMIC’ ‘NOLOCARITHMS ‘ZLOGARITHMIC’
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Coordinate Space

‘VIRTUAL’ ‘SPECIFIC’
‘DEVICE’ ‘DISPLAY’

Device Space Units

‘INCHES’
‘CENTIMETERS’
‘FONTUNITS’
‘PERCENTUNITS’
‘RASTERUNITS’

Angular Units

‘DEGREES’ ‘GRADS’
‘RADIANS’ ‘MILS’
‘PIRADIANS’

Frame Composition

‘INVISIBLE’
‘VISIBLE’

Line Type

‘LINE’ ‘LNULL’ ‘NOLINE’ ‘LBACKARROW’
‘DASH’ ‘DNULL’ ‘NOMARK’ ‘LCOORDINATE’
‘POINT’ ‘NPOI’ ‘NNULL’ ‘NO LINE’
‘TICLINE’ ‘TNULL’ ‘LARROW’ ‘NO MARK’
‘CHARACTER’ ‘BACKARROWLINE’ ‘LDOUBLEARROW’ ‘DIMENSIONLINE’
‘SYMBOL’ ‘COORDINATELINE’ ‘MOVE’ ‘NSYMBOL’
‘ALPHANUMERIC’ ‘NCHA’ ‘ARROWLINE’ ‘ANULL’
‘DOUBLEARROWLINE’

L 

Lines that are drawn by GCS are composed on a line type and a line terminator. A large
number  of Ii n~ types and terminators are possible. The specification is composed by
combining the first letter of the line type with the name of the terminator. The following
tables illustrate the possible linetypes and terminators:

LINE TYPE FIRST LETTER

LINE L
DASH D
A L P H A N U M E R I C  A
NULL (INVISIBLE) N
TICLINE T

Line Terminato rs

NULL (NO TERMINATORS)
CHARACTER

5 SYMBOL
COORDINATE
POINT
ARROW
BACKARROW
DOUBLEARROW
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Lin e RepeatabIlIty

UNINTERRUPTED’
‘GAPPED’

Curv e ApproxIma ti on

‘CONTINUOU S’
‘SEGMENTED’

Blink Rate

‘NO B UN K’
‘FASTBtJNK’
‘SLOWBLINK’

Color

‘WHITE’ ‘BLUE’
‘BLACK’ ‘RED’
‘GREEN’ ‘MAGENTA’
‘CYAN’ ‘YELLOW ’

Intensity

‘DIM’
‘BRIGHT’
Coordina te Axis

‘SYSTEMAX$$ ’
‘USERAXIS’

Coordinate Axis Compo sition

‘WORKINGAXI$’
RE FE RE N CEAX IS

Character Format

‘GOTHIC’
‘UPPERCASE’
‘ITALIC’
‘LOWERCASE’

Character Size

‘SMALL’
‘MEDIUM’
‘LARGE’
‘EXTRALARGE’

Devic e Routing

‘PLOTD EVICE’
‘MESSAGED EVICE’

Device Selection
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‘ALLDEVI~~ S’

-
- ‘PRIMARYDEVICE’

S ‘ALTERNATEDEVICE’

Graphic Input

‘CURSORS’ ‘NOECHO’
‘KEYBOARD’ ‘ECHO’
‘LIGHTPEN’ ‘ORMODE’
‘JOYSTICK’ ‘ANDMODE’
‘BALL’ ‘PROCEED’
‘MOUSE’ ‘WAIT’

Charact er Type -

‘HAR D WARE’
‘SOFTWARE’

Error Conditions

‘ERROR OUTPUT’ ‘DUMP’ ‘NOABORT’ ‘TRAIL’
‘SUPPRESSE~ 9ORS’ ‘ABEND’ ‘NODUMP’
‘DEFERERRORS’ ‘ABORT’ ‘NOTRAIL’

Structure Definition

‘BUIL D’
‘NOBUILD’

Structure Building

‘EXECUTE’
‘NOEXECUTE’

Structure FIle Manipul ation

‘APPEND’ ‘REPLACE’
S ‘IGNORE’ ‘REWIND’

‘MULTIPLE’ ‘SINGLE’

Structure Editin g

‘COMPRESSED’
- ‘ 

‘EXPANDED’

Axis Scaling

‘AUTOSCALE’
‘FULLSCALE’
‘OWNSCALE’

Axi s Scale Exi s tence

‘NEWSCALE’
S ~

‘ ‘OLDSCALE’

Segment Pickab ill ty
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‘DESENSITIZE’
‘SENSITIZE’

Axis Existen ce

‘XYAXES’ NOAX ES’
‘XAXIS ’ ‘XYZAX ES’
‘YAX IS’ ‘XZAX ES’
‘Y ZAXES’ ‘ZAXIS’

Axi s Positioning

‘EDGEAXIS’
‘ZEROAXIS’
‘PENAXIS’
‘XEDGEY ZEROAXIS’ ‘YEDGEXZEROAXIS’
‘XZEROYE DGEAXIS ’ ‘Y ZEROXEDGEAXIS’
Numeric Labels

‘BESTFORMA T’
‘FORMAT’
‘GFORMAT’

Lab i Positioni ng

‘NEGATIVESIDE’ ‘PERPENDICULAR -
LABELS’

‘PARALLELLA B ELS’ ‘POSITI~iE$IDE’
‘XYPLANE’ ‘XZPLANE’ ‘YPLANE’

Axi s Type 
-

‘NOLOGARITI’$MS’ ‘XYLOGAR iTHM’
‘XLO GARITHM’ ‘XZLOGARITHM’
‘YLOGA RITHM’ ‘YZLOGAR ITHM’ ‘ZLOGARITHM’ ‘XY ZLOGAR ITHM’‘LOGARITHM S’

X AxIi Labels

‘XNUM ERIC ’
‘XALPHANUMERIC’
‘XBOTHLABELS’
‘NOXLABEL’

Y Axi s LibaIs

‘YP4UMER1C’
‘YALPHANUMERIC’
‘NOYLABEL’
‘YBOTHLA BELS’

Z Axi s Label

‘ZNUMERIC’
S ‘ZALPHANUM ERIC’

• ‘NOZLAB EL’
‘ZBOTHLAB EL$’
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Axis Tjr pe

‘TICAXIS’
‘P LA INA X IS’
‘GRIDAXIS’

Three Dimensi onal Window ing

‘SITEPOINT’
‘VIEWPOINT’

Windowing

‘C WINDOWING’
‘NOWINDOWING’
‘RWINDOWINE’

Text Output

‘NOCENTER’ ‘SUBSCRIPT’ ‘HORIZONTAL’
‘ACENTER’ ‘NOSUBSCRIPTING’ ‘UPPERCASE’
‘NOSCRIPT’ ‘SUPERSCRIPT’ ‘VERTICAL’
‘XYZCOORDINATES’ ‘INTEGER’ ‘REAL’
‘XYCOORD INATES’ ‘TEXT’
‘2DCOORDINATES’ ‘3DCOORDINATES’

Menulng Option

‘STANDARDMENU’
‘EXTENDEDMENU’

Origin Inctueton

‘NOORIGIN’
‘ORIGIN
‘PENORIGIN

Device Space Clipping

‘NOZCLIPPING’
‘ZCLIP’

High-~.eveI Plotting Option

‘NONUNIFORM’
‘UNIFORM’

Coordinate Repeat Option

‘NOREPEA T’ ‘NOZREPEAT’ ‘YCONSTANT’ ‘ZREPEAT’
‘NOXREPEAT’ ‘XCONSTANT’ ‘YREPEAT’
‘NOYREPEAT’ ‘XREPEAT’ ‘ZCONSTANT’

Transform ation Type

‘PERSPECTIVE’
‘ORTHOGRAPHIC’
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Ax is Orientation

‘XNEGATIVE’ ‘YNEGATIVE’ ‘ZNEGATIVE’
‘XPOSITIVE ‘YPOSITIVE’ ‘ZPOSITIVE’

Three Dimension Vi•wing

‘XYVIEW’ ‘XZV IEW’
‘XYZV IEW’ ‘YZVIEW’

Rotation App lication Order

‘XYZ’ ‘YZX’
‘XZY ’ ‘zXY,
‘YXZ’ ‘ZYX ’

Tim. Axi s Scali ng

1 2Hour ‘YEARS’ ‘DATE’ ‘SECONDS’
24Hour ‘DAYS’ ‘HOU RS’ ‘PERIODIC’
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Subroutine USHOW 3D

FUNCTION:

To request that the named frame be placed in show status.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USHOW (NAME)

Where:

NAME is the eight character alp hanumeric constant or variable of a cur r entl y
defined frame.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The execution of the subroutine causes the frame NAME to be activated on the face of
the display screen. The frame must have been previously defined by a subroutine
UFRAME and subroutine FREND pair, The initial status of a frame is show status.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine USPL~N

FUNCTION:

This routine fit s a cubic spline curve to the specified input data and returns a set of X
and Y coordinates of data points which lie on the spline curve.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USPLIN (X ,Y,XN ,RX ,RY ,RN)

Where

X is an array of XN elements which is the X component of the data points to be
fitted

Y is an arra y of XN elements which is the Y component of the data points to be
fitted ,

XN is the number of points to be fitted

RX is an arra y of RN elements which is the X component of the points which
are returned ,

RY is an array of RM elements which is the Y component of the points which
are returned ,

RN is the number of points to be returned (,LE,200).

OPTIONS which may apply:

No optiOna apply.

COMMENTS:

The number of points to be fitted must be greater than two. A maximum of one hundred
data points may be fitted. The number of data points to be returned must be at least
twice the number of input data points. As the ratio of output points to input points is
increased, the resultant spline curve fit appears smoother. All data points are assumed
to be in rectangular units.

Progr ammi ng Notes:
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DINO4~ION Xc ie .y c ta),Rxc~2).R’yc~e)
DATA X/I ..Z ., S., 4 ., S., e ., 7,, S., a,, iS./
DATA Y/Z. .4..S..e., e.,7., E., 4., 3., 2./
CALL USTART
CALL. L1.4D~ O Ca.. la.La.. ta.s)

L 

CALL I*ET C ‘NcIIAJtACTER’)
CALL. LLD4E CX., V. Ie.
CALL USPLfl ’4 CX . V. la.. Rx. Ry. ga.)
CALL USET C ‘LINE’)
CALL tLINE CRX,RY,SS.)
CALL UEND
STOP
EP~
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Subroutine USTART

FUNCTION:

This routine nitializes the Graphics Status Area (GSA) to the default condition and
insures that the terminal Is ready for graphic output.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USTART

OPTIONS wh ch may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

This routine must be called before any other GCS subroutine since the contents of GSA
are undefined prior to calling USTART. The terminal will be readied for graphics
processtng by erasing the screen and positioning the beam at location (O.,0.) in the
default virt ual space. Default conditions are listed in the USET and UPSET tables. Other
defaults of interest are listed below:/

user window boundary - XMIN = 0.0, XMAX = 100.0
S YMIN = 0.0, YMIN = 100.0

user display area - largest right-justified square that can be defined on the
O~otting surface.

margin boundaries - edges of entire display surface.

Progr amming Notes: 
S
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Subroutine U-S TRCT - 3D

FUNCTION: S

This routine starts construction of a new graphics data structure. It creates the structureheader and places GCS in BUILD mode.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USTRCT(NAME) S

Where

S NAME is an eight character data struc ture name not curre ntl y used for this purposein the curr ent structure file.

OPTIONS:

UPSET(’LIBRARY’ ,—— )  must be specified for the structure random file to be defined.
Structure Construction Visibility Options: ‘EXECUTE’ or ‘NOEXECUTE’

COMMENTS:

The user again must specify a random file for the data structure library. The Structurename must be eight characters , thus blanks must be put in by the user if the name is tooshort. li the user wishes to display data not to be sav ed in the structure, he may callUSET(’NOBUILD’) to halt data structure creation. Later on, he may resume constructionby calling USET(’BUILD’). li the user does not wish to view the construction of hisstructure, he should specify ‘NOEXECUTE’ . Otherwise ‘EXECUTE’ is the default and he
will watch his structure being build.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine USTUD

FUNCTION:

This routine returns to the user the limits of his display area

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USTUD (ARRAY )

Where

ARRAY is an array of at least eight words defined as follows:

ARRAY(1) = minimum X value in vir tual space
ARRAY (2) = maximum X valu’ in virtual space
ARRAY (3) = minimum V value in virtual space
ARRAY (4) maximum Y value in virtual space
ARRAY (5) minimum X value in device space
ARR AY(6) = maximum X value in dcv Ace space
ARRAY (7) = minimun Y value in device space
ARRAY (8) maximum V value in device space

OPTIONS:

Device Units: ‘INCHE S’, ‘CENTIMETERS’ , ‘PERCENT’ , ‘FONT’ , ‘RASTER’ ,
‘SPECIFICATION’

COMMENTS:

A call to this routine will return to the user the limits of his virtual window and display
area (virtual) or the limits of the device surface and clip area (device). The device units
are in current units.

Programming Notes:
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Subrout ine USVPN

FUNCTION:

This routine saves the pen-related variables in the Graphics Status Area (GSA) in an
array furnished by the user. This array will be suitable for later use as input to UNSVPN
to restore the pen-related variables of the status area.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USVPN (ARRAY )

Where:

ARRAY is an array large enough to contain the pen-related variable s to be saved from
the status area.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The size of the array necessary to save the pen-related variables of the GSA is
dependent upon the particular version of GCS being used.

Variables to be saved are only those which relate to the functions of the pen. Not saved
are those variables which relate to such items as alphanumeric output, high-level
graphics , dynamic graphics, and data structure controls. Also not saved are coordinate
system specifications which have their own save and restore routines (see USVTR and
UNSVTA).

The user is cautioned that any modification to the save array prior to its restoration into
the GSA may yield indeterminate results.

ProgrammIng Notes :
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Subroutine USVTR

FUNCTION:

This routine will save user coordinate system transformation status specification of theGraphics Status Area (GSA).

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL USVTR (SARRAY)

Where

SARRAY is an array of 29 word s into which the current coordinate system transform isstored.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The invocation of this subroutine will save the current user coordinate system in effact ,but will not alter the GCS status.

Programmi ng Not es:
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SubroutIne UTAXIS

FUNCTION:

This routine creates a set of axes which displays time increments along the horizontal
axis and numeric values along the vertical axis. It will support scaling and labeling
options as provided for UAXIS. All output from UTAXIS will be contained within the
currently defined UDAREA.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UTAXIS (BEGPER ,PERIOD ,YMIN,YMAX )

Where

BEGFER is the number which represents the beginning time period (l first period ,
2=second period etc. ),

PERIOD indicates the number of periods to be disp layed.

YMIN is the minimum Y value to be disp layed.

YMAX is the maximum Y value to be disp layed.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Axis Labeling Options: ‘NOXLABELS’ , ‘XNUMERIC’, ‘XALPHANUMERIC’ ,
‘XBOTHLABELS’ , ‘NOYLABELS’ , ‘YNUMERIC’,
‘YALPHANUMER IC’ , ‘YBOTHLABELS’

Axis Titling Options: UPSET option ‘T ICX’ , UPSET option ‘YLABEL’

Tic-Interval Specification: UPSET option XLABEL’ , UPSET option ‘T ICY’
Scaling Options: ‘AUTOSCALE’ , FULLSCALE’ , ‘OWNSCALE’
Period Options: ‘MONTHS’, ‘YEARS’ , ‘WEEKDAYS’ , ‘DAYS’ , ‘DATE’,

‘MINUTES’ , ‘HOURS’ , ‘SECONDS’, ‘12 HOUR’ ‘24
HOUR’, ‘QUARTERS’ , ‘PERIODIC’

Numeric Precision Option: UPSET option ‘PRECISION’

COMMENTS:

This routine will provide a set of axes similar to the UAXIS format . However , at those
locations along the X axis where numeric labels would appear , UTAXIS will provide
suitable labels to specify those options set in the Graphics Status Area. For a general
description of all of the options indicated above except the period options, see UAXIS.
Specific comments will be provide below on deviati ons from those general descriptions.

Programming Notes:
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PsrIod Options :

The period options indicate time divisions which will be used to label the horizontal axis.
The time periods are cyclical and will be repeated as necessary until the number of
periods specified has been indicated.

‘SECONDS’ Continuous from that specified in BEGPER.
‘MINUTES’ Continuous from that specitied in BEGPER.
‘HOURS’ Continuous from that specified in BEGPER.
‘DAYS’ Continuous from that specified in BEGPER.
‘WEEKDAYS’ Starts with BEGPER; recycles after ‘SATURDAY’ .
‘MONTHS’ Starts with BEGPER; recycles after ‘DECEMBER’.
‘QUARTERS’ Starts with BEGPER; recycles after 4THQTR’.
‘YEARS’ Continuous from that specified in BEGPER.
‘DATE’ Starts with BEGPER; recycles on month boundaries. This vaiue should

have the format YVYMMOD or YYMMDD.

Axis Scaling OptIons:

The axis scaling option will not be effective for the time period axis. If the axis labels are
non-numeric (‘WEEKDAYS’ , ‘MONTHS’, or ‘QUARTERS’), then the first period is
assigned value zero and the last pe~iod has tho value PERIOD-i.
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Subroutine U TERM 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine terminates construction of the current graphics data structure.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UTERM(NAME)

Where

NAME is the eight character name of the structure currently being built ,

COMMENTS:

This routine puts a zero word after the last structure element and places GCS in
NOBUILD mode.

Progr amming Notes :
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Subroutine UTIL.TY 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine performs standard utility functions for data structure files. Some options
will manipulate files, others manipulate structures themselves and their names.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UTILTY (ACTION,VALUE)

Wh ere

ACT ION is a Hollerith character string which specifies one of the following options:

‘LOAD’ load s library file fr om user sequentia l file
‘SAVE’ creates use r sequential file from librar y file
‘PUR GE’ empties curre nt structure library file
‘MERGE ’ merges requested file into librar y file
‘DELETE ’ deletes structure from library file
‘RENAME ’ renames old structure to new structure name .

VALUE is a For tran file code numbe r for LOAD ,SAVE, and

MERGE is a struc ture name for DELETE, and is an arra y of two rows containing two
structure names for RENAME.

COMMENTS:

This routine provides utility manipulations on structures and structure tiles.

The following comments apply to each separate action.

SAVE writes card image records to a user sequential file of all structures in the library.

LOAD reads the card image user file and puts the information into data structure format
in the random file. This action has a compacting effect.

PURGE empties the current library file.

MERGE merges the user card image file into the current structure library. Duplicate
names will be REPLACEd or IGNOREd according to these USET options.

DELETE removus a structure f rom the library file.

RENAME will rename the structure of the first name given with that of the second name.

ProgrammIng Notes:
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Subroutine UTSFIT

FUNCTION:

To compute an expoentia lly smoothed forecast of the input time series data. If desired,
the forecast will be trend adjusted.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UTSFIT(ARRA Y ,POINTS ,FCST ,ALPHA )

Where

ARRAY is a real array of size POINTS which is the input time series data.

POINTS is the number of input points.

FCST is a real array of size POINTS which is the time series forecast for periods 2
to POINTS +1.

ALPHA is the weighting factor which determines the amount of reliance placed
upon older data. The selectio~i of a large ALPHA causes the system to
respond rap idl y to differences between the actual and forecast data.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply

COMMENTS:

The absolute value of A’..PHA must be less than or equal to one. If the value of ALPHA is
negative , the forecast wilt be trend adlusted.

Note that this routine represents one of the basic tools for time series analysis. The user
is urged to consult a qualified reference on time series analysis for a complete
description of the methods involved in this routine. Of her techniques, such as base
series correction , cyclic analysis , and higher order smoothing are necessary to
synthesize a meaningful , composit forecast. The expoential smoothing of the input data
is returned for periods 2...N+ 1 where N is the number of input time serie s periods. The
first forecast period which is to he cons idered aècurate must be determined by the user.

Programming Notes:
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Subr outine UVIEW 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine defines the position of the viewer in relation to the environment and
specifies his direction of view.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UVIEW(KVIEW ,YVIEW ,ZVIEW ,XSITE ,ySlTE,Z8ITE)

Where

XVIEW ,YVIEW ,ZVIEw Is the location of the viewing position In curre nt units.

XSITE ,YSITE ,ZSITE is the location of the site at whic h the viewer is boking in
curre ,it units ,

OPTIONS:

Pen Coordinate Options: see U3PEN
Viewing Attitude: UPSET(’ATT ITUDE’,angle)
Up Direction: ZPOSITIVE’, ‘YPOSITIVE’, ‘XPOSITIVE’,’ZNEGA TIvE’ ,

‘YNEGATIVE’, ‘XNEGATIVE’

COMMENTS:

UVIEW sets the viewing positiQn and direction in current units. Changing the current
unit will not effect the viewing position and direction. The attitude of the view is a
r3tation around the viewing axis (a line drawn from the view point to the view site) . It is
normally set so that the view will be horizontal. This is the default value(U PSET (‘ATTITU DE ‘.0.) 1

Up Direction:

In creating 3-0 systems, it has uecome standard to consider the positive Z axis as
representing the direction ‘up’. This ic the default chosen by GCS. Should the user
desire, however, he may specify that any other axis represents the ‘up’ direction. The
‘up’ direction refers to the attitude of the viewer in reIationsn~p to the coordinate system
of the environment.

Progr amming Notes : 
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CALL ATTACH (2,, ‘/TEK3D~~~/gAVE, ‘.3. 5. XST.)
CALL USTAR1’
CALL. IPSET C ‘TE~~W4ATOR’,, ‘<I)
CALL. USET C ‘PERCENT UNXTS’)
CALL. USET (‘REFERENCE COORPXNATE SYSTEW )
CALL I.?SET C’LIflRARY’. I.)
CAL1~ UTXLTY (‘LOAD’ 2 )
CALL. UcE•r C’VXEW$X’ rE’)
CALL UVWPRT (lEa.)
CALL UWZI~~O c—Iaa., Ias..—I5$ .,. ISO.)
CALL. LVAREA Ca. , EO.. a.. 75.)
CALL UVIEW c—40..2aS..70..—2 .,.29..2.)
CALL VILLAS
CALL LNXEW C—75. ..-iES .,,ES..5..O.. IS.)
CALL IVAREA CEa., tS5 .. S.. 75.)
CALL VILLAS
CALL fiEND
STOP
END
SUEROUTXNE VILLAS
CALL USET C’XYZ ‘)
CALL USEr C ‘SYSTEI4AXXS’)
CALL. USET C • REF’ERENCEAXIV)
CALL U3CALL C—Ea.,2L,S.. t . , i., I .,SO..l .S.. ‘CHURmI’)
CALL U3CALL C24.. — I $ .. a.. I . . % . . t . . a S .. ’a S.. a.. ’SCHOOL’ )
CALL U3CAU.. C75..70..2..O.7,O.7.2. 7.L.$..O.. ’PIZZA’)
CALL L~~CAU.. CS..L,S.. I .. t .1 ..5..S..L, ‘~~ AD ‘)
RETU~~BID

• i~. 
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Subroutine UVWPLN 3D

FUNCTiON:

This routine specifies the location of the view (projection) plane along the viewing
vector.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UVWPLN (DISTAN)

Where

DISTAN is the distance in curren t virtual units from the view plane measurement
base to the view plane as measured along the viewing vector.

OPTIONS which may apo ly:

View Plane Measurement Base. ‘VIEWPOINT ’, ‘SITEPOINT’

COMMENTS:

Positive direction of measurement is from the view point (location of the viewer) to the
view site (location of the viewed object). The view plane may not be located such that the
view poii’it is between the view plane and the view site. It can also not be located at the
view point .

Specification of the view plane will effe ct the amount of perspective which will result
when generating the image. The closer the view (projection) plane to the view point and
the wider (higher) the window on this plane, the more pronounced will be the
perspective. This routine specifies the location of the view plane relative to either the
view point or the view site. If ‘VIEWPOINT ’ mode is specified, the view plane distance is
measured from the site point. All measurement s are along the viewing vector.
‘SITEPOINT’ is the default mode.

The view plane specification indicates the plane on which the window width and height
are measured (see U3WNDO).

Piog rammlng Notes:

4.
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CALL ATTACH (2. ‘/T EK3DENQ/SAVE~’,, 3.5. 1ST.)
CALL USTAR’T
CALL IPSET C ‘TE~~iINATOR’,, ’<’)
CALL USET (‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL. USET C’ REFERENCE CCORDThATE S’YST Eli’)
CALL UPSET C’LXDRAR7f’. I.)
CALL VrILTY (‘LOAD’ 2 )
CALL USEr C’VXEW ~XTE’)
CALL UVt4PLN CI ES.)
CALL UWINPO C— ISO... 159 , ,.—l0S.. tOS. )
CALL LVAREA CO..S0..9.,,70.)
CALL. UVIEW C—4a .,.222..70..—ZO.. 22..2.)
CALL VILLAS
CALL UVWPLN CESS.)
CALL IVAREA CES.,, I00.,,0.,,70.)
CALL VILLAS
CALL LEND
STOP
BID
S*JeROUTXNE VILLAS
CALL USET C’XYZ ‘)
CALL USET (‘SYSTENAXIS’)
CALL USET C’ REPERENCEAXIS’)
CALL U3CAU.. (—ES.,2a.,O., I., l.. l. ,aS.,0.,5..’CHUR~ I’)
CALL USCAU.. c24.. —Ia .. a.. ,.. t . . I . . .ae..—ea.. L .’SCHOOL’)
CALL U3CALL (75 ,,7$.,,0.,,0.7.2.7. a.7 ,.S.. 2..$.. ’PIZZA’)
CALL. USCAL.L Ci., O., $.,, t . . i . , l., O., O.. I..’~~AP ‘)
RETU~~END
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Subroutine UWAIT Interactive

FUNCTION:

To wait a number of seconds.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWAIT(SECND~ )

Where

SECNDS Is a real number that indicates the number of seconds.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Communication line speed: UPSET (‘SPEED’,SECONDS)

COMMENTS:

The delay may not be precisely measured. If t~e device is a batch device, no delay will
occur.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UWHERE

FUNCTION:

This routine places in the arguments the coordinates of the current beam/pen position in
current absolute user units.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWHERE (X IV)

Where

X will be on return from this routine , the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the
current beam/pen position in current absolu te user units.

Y will be on return fro m this routine , the Y- or THETA coordinate of the
current beam/pen position in current absolute user units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Pen Coordinate options - see UPEN

COMMENTS:

This routine always returns the coordinates of the current beam position in ABSOLUTE
units since RELATIVE units are always (0 ,0.). A handy use for this routine is to obtain
the coordinates of the beam/pen in different units from those used to move the beam!
pen to where it is located.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine UWINDO

FUNCTION:

This routine defines the boundaries of the user window into virtual space.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWINDO (XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN,YMAX )

Where

XMIN is the left-most window boundary in current VIRTUAL RECTANGULAR
units.

XMAX is the ri ght-most window boundary in current VIRTUAL RECTANGULAR
units.

YM I N is the bottom-most boundary in current VIRTUAL RECTANGULAR units.

YMAX is the top-most window boundary in current VIRTUAL RECTANGULAR
units.

OPTIONS which may apply:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

The concept ol windowing into a virtual space expands greatly the capabilities of the
user. It is this ability which allows him to work in his own units , plotting in a space which
theoretically exists from minus infinity (largest negative number of the computer ) to plus
infinity (largest positive number of the computer) in both the X and Y directions , but
observing only that subset of the vast space that is of interest to him. The user defines
the rectangular area of interest by calling this routine (UWINDO). The user can also
specify a corresponding rectangle on the physical plotting surface where any output
visible in the virtual user window will appear. This area is called the user display area
and may be specified by calli ng UDAREA. The output in virtual space is mapped on-to-
one onto the user display area with resulting disiortion should the ratio of the window to
the display area in the X direction not be equal to that of the Y direction. Multiple user
windows may be superimposed on one user display area by changing the user window
without changing the user display area. Conversely multiple displays may be created
from one area of virtual space by changing the user display area without changing the
user window.

Subroutine UWINDO is used to set the user window boundaries at the viewplane. An
error condition will occur (see Error Appendix) and the previous setting will not be
modified if the maximum boundary is specified less than the minimum boundary.

In a two dimension environment , the viewplane is set to be the default Z value.

Programming Not es:
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CALL USTART
Do s I — I, •CALL LERASE
SOUNDS — $00 . — ($6 . e FLOATCI—I))
CALL UWIIIDO CS.,SOUNDS.0..SOUIIDS)
CALL I.~ UTLN
CALL DRWFIG

I CONTIMJE
CALL LEND
STOP
BID
SUSROUTXNE DRWPXG
CALL UCRCLE CS0..E0.,ES.)
CALL (FL.YSN C6S.,SO.,5.,25.)
CALL USELL
CALL IPAUSE
RET~~N
BID
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Subroutine UWL.OOK 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine adjusts both the virtual window and the user dispffiy area to cover the
portion of virtual space specified as Input arguments.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWLOOK(XM~N,XMAX ,YMIN ,YMAX)

Where

XMEN is the minimum X-boundar y of the desired new window
XMAX is the maximum X-boundary of the desired new window
YMIN is the minimum V-boundary of the desired new window
YMAX is the max imum V-boundary of the desired new window . -

OPTIONS which may app ly:

No options apply.

COMMENTS:

Should the required modification require extending the user display area beyond the
display surface boundary, an error condition will oe indicated and no moditicat;on will
take place. - 

‘ .

Programming Notes:
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CALL ATTACH (2, ‘/TEIC9PENO/SAVE, ‘,S,0,IST,)
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C’ T~~~4INATOR’.’<’)
CALL UPSET C ‘L~~RARY’, I.)
CALL UTILTY C’LOAD’.e.)
CALL tNINDO C-Ia0.,$. ,.*., ISO.)
CALL $.VAREA C3.6, S.5 . 4.6,7.S3
CALL UVIEW (lea.,—2SS.,85.. a., $oa.,a.)
CALL UWLOCIC C-ISS . — I0., *a. ., lSS.)
CALL L%X~~LN
CALL VXLLA~CALL LJWLOOIC C—I0S., —I0. ,—lSe ..,—$5 .)
CALL WUTLN
CALL VILLAS
CALL UE~VSTOP
BID
SUSROUTINE VILLAS
CALL USE~ C’XVZ ‘)
CALL USEr C ‘SYSTB4AXZS’)
CALL USET C ‘REPERENCEAXIS’)
CALL U3CALL C— 50..2S..S..I..I...t..aS..G.. a..’~~1JRctl’)
CALL USCALL C24.,—i$. ,0.,l..I..t.,00..—ee.,a.. ’SCHOOL’)
CALL U3CALL C7S.,70..S..a.7,S.7 0.7,S.. S..$., ’PXUA’)
CALL USCALL CS.,O., S.. I., l  .,$ ..0.,S..0.. ‘~~~AP ‘)
RET~~~BiD
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Subroutine UWRITE

FUNCTION:

This subroutine enables the user to print information at the pen position specified. The
five (5) options available to the user are: ‘TEXT’ , REALNUMBER’ ‘INTEGERNUMBER’ ,
XVZCOORD INA TES’ , and ‘XYCOORDINATES’ . The output characters will be either
hardware or software depending on the current setting in the Grat hics Status Area.
Margining will occur with hardware characters and windowing will occur with software
characters. The beam will be restored to its position on entry to UWRITE.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWRITE (X ,V ,DATA)

L 

Where

X is the X- or RADIUS coordinate of the lower left corner of the first character
of the output.

V is the Y- or THETA zoord ina te of the tower left corner of the first character
of the output.

DATA is a sing le variable or array containing either real numbers or a GCS text
string. The size of DATA is variable; it is a single variable if
‘REALNUMBER ’ or ‘INTE~~ERN UMB ER’ is specified; it is a two word arra y
if ‘XYCOORD INATES’ is specified; and it may be any length if ‘TEXT’ is
specified.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Alphanumeric Output Options: REALNUMBER’ , ‘INTEGERNUMBER’ ,
‘XYCOORDINATES’ , ‘TEXT’, ‘XYZCOORDINATES’

Numeric Precision Option: UPSET option PRECISION’

Character Type Options: ‘HARDWARE’ , SOFTWARE ’

Character Size Options:

for ‘HARDWARE - ‘SMALL’ , ‘MEDIUM’, LARGE’ , EXTRALARGE’
for ‘SOFTWARE’ - UPSET options ‘HORIZONTAL’ , ‘VERTICAL’

Alternate Character Format: ‘GOTHIC’ , ITALIC’

Margin Boundaries: (see UMARGN)

Window Bounda ’ies (see UWINDO)

Coordinate System Options (see UPEN and UCOSYS)

COMMENTS :

UWRITE is functionally equivalent to UPRINT except that the beam is restored to the
position it occupied upon entry to UWRITE. For a complete description of all the options
available using either UWRITE or UPRINT , see UPRINT.
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In three dimensional qpplica (ions , the text i s positioned at the point specified byX , Y.ZVALUE, where ZVALUE is establi shed by a call to UPSET with the ‘ZVA LUE ’ option.For two dimensional applications , this ccr ’e sponds to output being placed on the planeof the graphics display device.

Programming Notes:
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DD~B4SICt4 X~ORDC2)
DATA ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 15/
CALL USTART
CALL %P$ET C’T~~ lXNA’rOR’ ,’,’CALL IP$ET C’SPf~~’. $25.)
CALL ~~~ASE
CALL USEr C’~~(TRALAROC’)
CALL IPRD9T C$. 95..’THI$ Is A SAWLE LDIE OF OUTPUT TE(T,’)
CALL USEr C’REAL*,S ER’)
CALL I*ET C’A~~~W’)
CALL ipmi C75. SI.)
CALL IMRITE Clê..SS.. IOS.)
CALL t*t’r C’nITEa~~’CALL (PEN C75. 2$.)
CALL (.PRThT C7.~~ ,2$. .— l~~~41e7SS.)
CALL USEr C ‘XY~~O~~DIATE’)
CALL I.P~ 4 C2L.75.) 

____CALL LMtITE C2E.,7S..(XI(JI~~
)

CALL. I.P~ r4 CI ..2E.)
CALL UDV
STOP
BID
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Subr outine UWRITI

FUNCTION:

This routine displays the data provided at the current beam position in the formatcurrently specified in either hardware or software characters subject to the one-timesetting of the USET option furnished which Only applies during the execution of thissubroutine. Upon return the beam is positioned at the location it held upon entering thssubroutine.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UWRIT1 (DATA ,OPTlOpl )
Where

DATA is a single variab le or array containin g either real numbers or a GCS textstring. The size of DATA is variable: it is a single variable if‘REALNUM BER’ or ‘INTEGER NUM BER’ is specified; it is a two-wordarra y if ‘XYCOO RDINATES ’ is specified it is a three word array if‘XVZCOORD INATES ’ is specified; and it may be any length if ‘TEXT’ isspecified.

OPTION is a Hollerith string variable or literal defining the USET option to app lyduring the execution of this subroutine.

OPTIONS Whi ch may apply:

Same as those for UWRITE except that Coordinate system options do not apply.
COMMENTS:

Calling UWRIT1 is equivalent to the sequence of calling USET with OPTION, callingUWRITE at the current beam position with DATA , and then calling USET with theappropriate options which would restore the status changed by OPTION. UWRIT 1 ~sconvenient for producing alphanumeric information at points being plotted:
ProgrammI ng Notes :
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JLRR MESSAGE

CALL USTART
g2ft (PSET C’T~~ W4ATOR’ # ‘3 ’)

P0 15 1 — i  S
$5 

CALL (.~~TAT’(4E.giCFLOAT(I—%)))

~z± ~~~~~‘‘ C ’ C ~~ C*JLAR NEUAQE,’~ ‘TEXT’)

STOP
BiD

S
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Subr outine UZ WNDO

FUNCTION:

This routine specifies the hither and yon boundary planes of the user window withoutaltering the currently specified X and V window boundaries.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL UZWNDO(ZMIN ,ZMAX )
Where

ZMIN is the hither or minimum Z-boundar y of the new window.
ZMAX is the yon or max imum Z-boundar y of the new window.

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

Z axis clipping: ‘NOZCLIPPING’ , ‘ZCLIPPING’

COMMENTS:

A new window boundary specification is set in which the new X and Y boundaries are the

L 

same as the old X and V boundaries and the new Z boundaries are obtained from theinput par ameters. If ZMAx .LT. ZMIN, an error is generated and no change is made in thewindow. Clipping on the Z boundaries will only occur f ‘ZCLIPPING’ is specified (seeU3WNDO).

The arguments of UZWNDO are given in eye coordinates.

Programming Notes:
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Subr outine U3AREA 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine specifies the screen location within which the contents of the user window
(U3WNDO) will be displayed.

CAL LING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3AREA(XMIN XMAX,VMIN ,Y MAX ,ZMIN ,ZMAX)

Where

XM IN is the minimum X boundary in current device units of the new user disølay
area

XMAX is the maximum X boundary in current device units of the new user disp lay
area

YM IN is the minimum Y boundary in curren t device units of the new user display
area

YMAX is the maximum Y boundary in current device units of the new user display
area

ZMIN is the minimum Z boundary in current device units of the new user disp lay
ar ri

~MAX is the minimum Z boundary in current device units of the new user disp lay
area

OPTIONS wh ich may apply:

Device Units: ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’ , ‘PERCENT UNITS’, ‘RASTER’ , ‘FONT’,
‘SPECIFICATIONS’

COMMENTS :

This routine works i~’ close conjunction with U3WNDO to define the mapping to take
place between virtual space and device space. UDAREA defines a rectangular
parallelopiped which is a subset of the total device space. The six-sided viewing solid
defined by U3WNDO and the current projection mode (perspective or orthogonal) is
mapped into this ‘acallelopiped.

The units used to describe the desired region of the display area are device, rectangular ,
absolute units. Any of the device units may be used (e.g., ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’ ,
etc.). If any of the maximum boundary parameters specifies a boundary less than or
equal to the minimum boundary parameters, an error is generated and the old U3AREA
specification is retained.

If a display-device with only a 2-0 address space is being utilized, tI’e Z values are
checked for validity but are not used. The projection of the U3WNDO onto the view plane
will then be mapped into the U3AREA X and V space of the screen plane. The U3AREA is
frequently referred to as the ‘viewport in the literature.
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Subroutine U3A X IS 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine creates a set of coordinate axes in 3-0 space.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3AXIS(XMIN,XMAX ,YMIN,Y MAX ,ZMWI,ZMAX}

Where

XMIN is the minimum va lue of the X axis
XMAX is the maxi mum value of the X axis
YMIN is the mini mum value of the Y axis
YMAX is the maximum va lue of the Y axis
ZMIN is the minimum value of the Z axis
ZMAX is the maximum va lue of the Z axis

OPTIONS which may apply:

Origin Inclusion Options: ‘ORIGIN’, ‘NOORIGIN’ , ‘PENORIGIN’

View Adjustment Options: XYV IEW ’ , ‘XZV IEW’ , ‘YZV IEW’ , ‘XYZVIEW ’

Grid Type Specificati ons: UPSET(’GRID’ ,value)

Axi s Ex isterice Options- ‘NOAXES’ , ‘XAX IS’ , ’YAX IS’ , ‘ZAX IS’ , ‘XYAX ES’ , ’XZAXES ’ ,
‘YAXES’ , ‘XYZAX ES’

Axis Scaling Options: ‘AUTOSCALE’ , ‘FULLSCALE’ , ‘OWNSCALE’

Coordinate Type Options: ‘RECTANGULAR’ , ‘POLAR’, ‘CYLINDRICAL’, ‘SPHERICAL’

Logarithmic Transforms: ‘NOLOG’ , ‘XLOG’ , ‘YLOG’ , ‘ZLOG ’ , ‘XY I..OG ’ , ‘X ZLOG’,
‘YZLOG’ , ‘LOGARITHMIC’

Logarithmic Application Time: ‘LOGSYSTEM’ , ‘LOGUSER’ , ‘LOGORIGINAL’

Logarithm Base: UPSET ‘BASE’ , ‘XBASE’ , ‘YBASE’ , ‘ZBASE’

COMMENTS:

This routine is designed to supercede the 2-0 URAXIS routine.

U3AXIS performs all operations in virtual space. This means that all axes and labels will
be clipped if they are outside of the viewing pyramid. Which viewing pyramid will be
used will depend upon the View Adjustment Options. If ‘XYZVIEW’ is specified, the
current view will be used. This is the default. If ‘XYVIEW ’ , ‘XZV IEW’ , or ‘YZVIEW’ is
specified, a viewing vector is detinnd which is at positive 1 50. along the axis
perpendiculai to the designated plane, The view site is defined to be at (0.,0.,0.) in
current units. Note that UWINDO/UDAREA modifications will only occur if ‘XYZV IEW’ is
not specif led.

Scaling options allow the user to select the intervals or allow U3AXIS to choose them.
The Origin Inclusion Option allows the user to deselect the forced origin of the
‘AUTOSCALE’ and ‘FULLSCALE’ options. The detault . ‘ORIGIN’, forces an orsgin for
these options. ‘NOORIGIN’ will now allow the natural range of numbers of the U3AXIS
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input argument s to determine the axis range. Note that under the ‘OWNSCALE ’ option,origins are never forced. Use of the ‘PENORIGIN’ option allows the user to force thecurrent pen position to be included in the axis range.

Grids will only be generated in the view adjustment plane (if specified) or the X-Y plane if‘XY ZVIEW’ is specified. The type of line to be used can be user selected by calling
UPSET(’GRID’,va$ue) where value is either 0. or a valid dash specification, If the defaultva lue of 0. is specified, a solid line will be used to create the grids.

Programmi ng Not•s :
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CALL USTART
CALL UWIP ’E)O (— 8 . , € .~~—€ .~~~ .)
CALL UVIEW (35..3S. ,.3S.,2...2..S.)
CALL UPSET (‘GRID SPECIPICATION’.,54.)
CALL USET (‘GRIDAXES’)
CALL USEr (‘SOFTWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL UPSET (‘HORIZONTAL’. .3)
CALL UPSET C ‘VERTICAL ’ .5)
CALL UPSET (‘LA8EL ’.95.)
CALL UPSET C’TICPLUS’...3)
CALL UPSET (‘TICNINUS ’.. .3)
CALL U3AXIS (e, , 6. ,,S., t5. ,S.,5.)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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CALL. USTART
CALL. UWIPICO C—S .~~8.~~--$ . ,S.)
CALL UVIE?II ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CAL. UPSET (‘gR~~ SPECXFICATION’ • 34.)
CALL USET C ‘gRXDAXES’
CALL. USET C ‘SOF”TWARE ~ lARACTERs ’)
CALL UPSET C ‘HORIZONTAL’, .3)
CALl. UPSET C “VERTICAL’, .5)
CALL UPSET ~‘l.AflEL’.aS )- CALL. USE’T C ‘XYVXEW’)
CALL U3AXIS Ce..e .,e..e.. e ..,5.)
CALL UEIIC
STOP
END
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Subroutine U3CALL 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine invokes an already constructed graphics data structure. The requested
coordinate system transformation is established,then each element of the structure is
executed.

CAL LING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3CALL(X ,Y ,Z,SX,SY,SZ,RX ,RY MZ,NAME)

Where

X,Y,Z are the coordina tes of the origin of the structure coordinate system in
current units.

SX,SY,SZ are the scale factors along the axes respect ively.

RX,RY ,RZ are the rotation ang les about the respective axes.

NAME is a Hollerith string containing the eight-cha racter names of the data
structure to be invoked. This structure must be defined in -the current
‘LIBR ARY ’ file .

COMMENTS:

The current coordinate system is saved prior to applying the structure coordinate
transformation. Up to three levels of recursive calls can be handled.

Programm ing Note.:
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CALL ATTACH (8, ‘trEKSDEMO/SAVE, ‘. 9, 0.1ST , )
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘LIBRARY’. I.)
CALL UTILTY C’LOAD’..8,)
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR’.. ‘<‘ )
CALL USE? (‘VIEWDISTANCE’)
CALL UVWPRT (I SO.)

- I CALL UWII’ICO (— $ 00., lOO. ,,—tO0 .,tO0.)
CALL UVIEt4 ( -40..200.,70.,—29.,20., O.)
CALL VILLA(4
CALL UEND
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE VILLAG
CALL USE? ( ‘XYZ ‘)
CALL USET (‘SYSTEMAXIS’)
CALL USE? C’REFERENCEAXIS ’)
CALL USE? (‘BLACK’)
CALL U3CALL C—50..,20.,0.,l . ,.l.. I..OL.O.,a.,,’CHURCH’)
CALL USE? (‘RED ‘)
CALL USCALL 24.,— I0. ..0.,l ., I ., l .,90., -a0., 0., ’$CHOOL ’ )
CALL USE? (‘BLUE’)
CALL U3CALL c70..70..O., e.7,s.7,a.7,o.,e.,s., ‘PIZZA’)
CALL USE? (‘BLACK’)
CALL USCALL CS., 0.. 0., t . , $ . , j . , 0., 0 . , 0 . , . ’ROAD ‘)
RETURN
END
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Subr outine U3CSYS 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine composes a new user coordinate system based on the current reference
coordinate system using the input arguments for translation , scaling, and rotation
operations.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3CSYS(X ,Y ,Z,SX ,SY ,SZ,RX ,RY ,RZ)

Where

X,Y,Z the coordinates of the new origin in units of the old coordinate system.

SX,SY,SZ are the multi plicative scale factors along each of the axes.

RX ,RY ,RZ indicate the amount of rotation around each of the axes in current angular
units.

OPTIONS:

(Only those which differ from SUBROUTINE UCOSYS are listed)

Rotation Application Order: ‘XYZ ’ , ‘XZY’ , ‘ZXY , ‘ZYX’, ‘YXZ ’ . YZX’ .

COMMENTS:

The composition of user coordinate systems is a powerful tool for use in describing
problem pictures in their own environment. A full description of the use of this facility is
available under UCOSYS and a tutorial is availat~e in the primer. In using this facility ~nthree-dimensions , only one additional requirement is imposed on the user: specification
of the order in which the rotations will occur. This is a result of the non-
commutat iveness of the rotation operation. To set the order , the user merely specifies,
as a USET option, the three characters which designate the axes in the order in which he
wishe s the rotations to be applied. The default setting is CALL USET(’ZYX ).

The positive direction of rotation is counterclocl~wise around the axis of rotation when
viewed from a position on the axis of rotation looking in the negative direction.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine U3DRA W
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a solid line vector in 3-D space from the current pen position to the
position specified by the input arguments.

CALLING SEQU ENCE:

C*LL U3DRAW(X ,Y,Z)

Whe re

X,Y,Z are the coord inates of the end point of the line in current units.

OPTIONS:

Pen Coordinate Options (see U3PEN)

COMMENTS:

This routine is equivalent to using U3PEN with line option LNULL~. The current setting
of the line option has no effect on this routine.

ProgrammIng Note.:
4 -
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ZIA Sun Sysib o I

DIMENSION XC t e) .Y(16)
DATA

& .20.,20.,
DATA

& •0. 0.,
CALL USTART
CALl. UPSET (‘TERMINATOR’.’.’)
CALL UCOSYS (60., 68., i ., I . .0.)
CALL USE? (‘POLAR’)
CALL UNOVE GI7.S..0.)
DO 10 I 1, $20

tO CALL UDRAW Cl7.E,FLOAT(I)03.)
THETA — $ 1.6
DC 20 I — I, tO
CALL USE? C’ POLAR’)
CALL USE? (‘ABSOLUTE’)
CALL UMOVE C17.S,THETA)
CALL USE? (‘RECTANGULAR’)
CALL USE? (‘RELATIVE’)
CALl. UDRAW CXCX) .,Y(I))

2e THETA II.26 + 22.SsFL0AT(1)
CALL USE? (‘LARGE’)
CALL USE? C ‘CJUSTXFXCATXON’)
CALL USE? (‘ABSOLUTE’)
CALL UPRB’4? CO. ,—46., ‘11* S>UN <S)YIIDOL,’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine U3GRIN

FUNCTION:

This routine returns the 3-0 locator value in current units as indicated by the user.

CALL ING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3GRIN (X ,Y ,Z,ICHA~ )

Where

X is th e X or radius component of the coordinates return ed

Y is the Y or theta component of the coordinates return ed

Z is the Z or rho component of the coordi nates returned

IC HAR is a Holter ith character returned as chosen by the user or derived from the
actions of graphics input dev~~e

OPTIONS whi ch may apply:

All coordinate Options: (see UPEN/U3PEN)

Default ZVALUE: ‘UPSET’ , ‘ZVALUE ’

Graphics Input Device: ‘CURSOR’ ‘JOVSTICK’ , ‘tiGHTPEN’, ‘TABLET’ , ‘KEYBOARD’ .
‘FUNCTION KEY’ . ‘MOUSE’, ~TRAC KBALL’

COMMENTS :

It only a 2-D locator is available , the third component will be obtained from the current Z-
VALUE setting.

Program ming Notee :
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Subroutine U3IMA G 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine applies a general three-dimensional image t ransformation to the indicated
segment/ frame.

CALLING SECUENCE:

CALL U3IMAG (X,Y ,Z,SX,SY ,SZ,RX ,RY ,RZ ,SEG$D)

Where

X,Y,Z is the new position of the segment in current 3D device units.

SX ,SY ,SZ is the scale factor to be app lied along each axis of the disp lay surface.

RX ,RY ,RZ in the rotation in current angul ar units to be app lied arund each axis of the
disp lay surface.

SEGID is the identifier of a ‘~ret ained ” segment/frame which was UOPENed for
general 3D image transformation.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Device Units: ‘INCHES’ , ‘CENTIMETERS’ , ‘RASTERUNITS’ , ‘FONTUNITS’,
‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’, ‘PERCENT UNITS’

Specification Unit Size (UPSET) : ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’, ‘XSPEC IFICATION UNITS’ ,
‘YSPECIFICAT ION UNITS’, ZSPECIFICATION UNITS’

Angular Units: ‘DEGREES’,’RADIANS’, ’PIRADIANS’, ‘GRADS’, ‘MILS’

Segment identif ier Mode: ‘FNAME’, FNUMBER’, ‘SNAME’, ‘SNUMBER’

COMMENTS:

The image transformation is applied in the order X-rotat ion , Y-rotation , Z-rotation ,
scaling, and tran s~ation. If the resultant image should exceed the display surface
address space , the r~suIt is undetermined.

Image transformations are only applieu if supported on the current display surface.
Requests for image transformation will be ignored if the display device does not sui~port
this facility.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine U3LINE 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine creat es a line in 3-D space by connecting an array of coordinates with lines
drawn with the current line option.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL. U3LINE(X ,Y ZPTS)

Where

x is an array of length PTS containing the X-components of the coordinates of
the points to be connected.

Y is an arra y of length PTS containing the Y-components of the coordinates of
the points to be connected.

Z 
- 

is a n array of length PTS containing the Z-component s of the coordinate s of- the points to be connected.

PTS is a real variable which specifies the number of points to be connected.
OPTIONS whIch may apply:

All pen-related options (see U3PEN)

COMMENTS :

This routine will move to the first point specified and then draw a line to succeedingpoints until the last point is reached. The pen or beam will be left at the last point.

Programmi ng Notes:
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Subroutin e U3MOVE 30

FUNCTION:

This routine draws an invisible vector in 3-D space from the current pen position to the
position specified by the input arguments.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3MOVE (X ,Y .Z)

Wh ere

X,Y,Z are the coordinates of the end point ~f the line in current units.

OPTI ONS:

Pen Coordinate Options (see U3PEN)

COMMENTS :

This routine is equivalent to using U3PEN with line option ‘NNULL’. The current setting
of line option has no effect on this routine.

Programming Notes:
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Subroutine U3PEN 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine draws a 3D vector of the type indicated by the current line option from the
current beam position (vector tail) to the location specified by the arguments (vector
head). The current beam position is updated to point to the head of the vector.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3PEN (X ,Y,Z)

Where

X is the X or RADIUS coordinate component of the head of the vector in
current user units.

V is the Y or THETA c’~or dinate component of the head of the vector in
current user units.

Z is the Z or RHO coordin ate component of the head of the vector in current
user units.

OPTIONS whIch may apply:

Line Definition Options

Line Options

Tic Interval: UPSET(’T ICINTERVAL’ ,vatue)

Tic Mark Size Options: UPSET(T ICPLUS’ ,value) UPSET(’TICMINUS’ ,va lue)

Dash Specification: UPSET(’SETDASH ’ ,va lue)

System Character Setting: UPSET(’MARKER’ ,val ue)

Character Description Options: see U3PRNT.

Symbol/Marker Selection: UPSET(’MARKER’ ,va lue) UPSET(’SYMBOL’ ,value)

Symbol/Marker Size: UPSET(’SZMA RKER’ ,va lue)

Coordinate Output rype: ‘2DCOORDINATES’, ‘3DCOORDINATES’
Gapped Line Mode: ‘GAPPED’ , ‘UNINTERRUPTED ’

Mapping/Projection Options: ‘PERSPECTIVE’ , ‘ORTHOGRAPH’C’

Pen Coordinate Options

Type: ‘RECT ANGULAW ,’POLAR’ , ‘CYLINDRICAL’ , ‘SPHERICAL’

Mode: ‘ABSOLUTE’ , RELATIVE’ , ‘XRELATIVE’ , ‘YRELATIVE’ ‘ZRELATIVE’ ,
‘XABSOLUTE’ , ‘YASSOLUTE’ , ‘ZABSOLUTE’ , ‘XYREL.AT IVE’ ,
‘XZ RELATIVE’ , ‘YZRELAT IVE’ , ‘XYABSOLUTE’ . ‘XZABSOLUTE’ ,
‘YZABSOLUTE’
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Space: ‘VIRTUAL’, ‘DEVICE’

Device Space Units: ‘PERCENT’ , ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’ , ‘RASTER’ ,
‘FONT’ , ‘SPECIrICATION’

Specification Unit Size: UPSET(’SPECIFICATION’ ,va lue)
UPSET(’XSPEC IFICAT ION’ ,va lue)
UPSET(’YSPEC IFICATION’ ,va lue)
UPSET(’ZSPECIFICATION’ ,va lue)

Coordinate System Selection: ‘SYSTEM ’, ‘WORLD’ , ‘USER’, ‘MODELLING’

User Coordinate System Type: ‘REFERENCE’ , ‘WORK ING’

Logarithmic Transfor ms: ‘LOGARITHM IC’ , ‘NOLOGARIT HMS’ ,
‘XLOGARITHM IC’ , ‘YLOGARITHMIC’ ,
‘ZLOGARITHMIC’ , ‘XYLO GARIT HMIC’ ,
‘XZLOGA RITHM IC’ , ‘YZLOGAR ITHM IC’ ,
‘XYZLOGAR ITHM IC’

Logarithm Application Time: ‘LOGOBJECT’ . ‘LOGUSER’ . ‘LOGSYSTEM’

Logarithm Base: UPSET(’BASE’ ,va lue) . UPSET (’XBASE’ ,va lue),
UPSET(’YBASE value ) . UPSET(’ZBASE’ ,value)

ATTRIBUTES:

Intensity ‘BRIGHT’ , ‘DIM’ , ‘NORMAL’ ,
UPSET(’BRIGHTNESS’ ,va lue)

Line Width ‘THIN’, ‘WIDE’ , UPSET(’W IDTH’ ,va l ue l

COMMENTS:

U3PEN is the central pen/beam movement subrout ine of the three dimensional version
of GCS. Not only is it called frequently by users in creat ing graphics images , it is also
used extensively within the higher-level (.3CS routines.

To provide its power and flexibility, a large number of USET and UPSET options may
effect any particular call to U3PEN. However , this should not be a concern for the less-
experienced user since the defau lts for these options will produce the effect he most
likely desires, thus relieving him of the requirement to set any options but those which
apply to this specific program.

These optic’ns have been classified into several major categories , each of which  wi l l  be
explained in detail. The visible output from U3PEN w ill also be effected by the viewing
env. onment if plotting is occurring in virtual space. A full description of the concepts of ,
the viewing environme nt can be found under UVIEW and UWINDO.

Programmin g Notes:
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LINE DEFINITION OPTION S :

This options apply to o-~Iy the physical aspects of the lines credted by U3PEN. Attributes
which apply to both lines and characters are describea under Attributes.

LINE OPTIONS:

The 40 ave.tlable line options can be easily remembered if each is divided into its two
component parts, the line type and the terminator type. The following table lists the
available line and terminator types. Any line type may be combined with any terminator
type to create a particular line option. This is done by prefixing the name of the
teriv~inator with the first character of the name of the line type. For example, to create a
dashed arrow the first character of the line type “dashed” is “0” . This letter is affixed to
the word “arrow” (the name of the terminator) and the resulting USET line option is
“DARROW” . A ticked arrow wou ld resu lt i f a “T” was substituted for the “0” to yield
“TAR ROW” . Calling LIPEN with line option “NNULL” will yield identical results to calling
UMOVE. Examples of the different line options are shown in Figure 1.

Line Type Terminator Type

Null NULL (absence of a terminator)
Line POINT
Dash ed ARROW
Ticked BACKARROW
Alpha CHARACTER

SYMBOL —

C OORD IN A TE
Also available for the convenience of the user are synonyms for the most frequentlyselected line option. A table of these synonyms with their corresponding line/terminatorspecifications is included below:

Synonym Line/Terminator Equivalent -

ALPHALINE ANULL
ARROW LARROW
BACKARROW LBACKARR OW
CHARACTER NCHARACTER -

DASH ONULL
DIMENSIONLINE LDOUBLEARROW
DOUBLEARROW LDOUBLEARRQWL INE LNULL
MOVE NNULL
NO LINE NN&JL L
NO MARK NNULL
NOMARK NNULL
NOLINE NNULL
PENDOWN LNULL
PENUP NNULL
POINT NPOINTSYMBOL NSYMBOL
TI CL INE TNULL

Several other optIons may effect the appearance of some line options. These are tic-interval settings, dash specifications and system character settings. Each of these isdescribed in more detail below.

TIC-INTERVAL SETTINGS:

The tic interval to be used when drawing ticked lines can be set by the UPSET option
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“TICINTERVAL” . The UPSET parameter value should be the distance between tic values
in current user units (see Pen Coordinate Options below.) The user is cautioned that if
he changes his space from device to virtua i or v isa versa then this may invalidate his tic-
interval setting. Figure 2 shows the use of the “T ICINTERVAL” UPSET parameter.

TIC MAR K SIZE OPTIONS:

The size of the individual tic marks may be specified. GCS allows the tic marks to be of
different sizes on each side of the line. If the line along which the tic marks are drawn is
considered to be an X-ax is and is rotated about its tail in Ihe XV plane. When viewed
from the positive Z-direction , the side towards pos it ive angles of rotat ion is considered
the ‘TICPLUS’ side and the side towards negative angles of rotation is considered the
‘TICMINUS’ side. For 2D applications , the ‘T ICPLUS’ side is in the positive V direction
and the ‘TICMINUS’ side is towards the negative Y direction if the line is considered to be -

an X-axis. The tic mark sizes may then be set by the following UPSET options:

LJPSET (’T ICPLUS’ ,value) — The ‘T ICPLUS’ size is set to the length value specified in
current units.

UPSET(’TICMINUS’ ,va lue) — The ‘T ICMINUS’ size is s~t to the length value specificed in
current units.

DASH SPECIFICATION:

The dash line specification which UPEN will use can be adjusted to produce a wide
variety of dashed lines, This adjustment is made by the UPSET option ‘SETDASH’ where
the parameter value is a number which defines the dashed line as follows. Single digits
allow selection of hardware-generated dashed lines if that capability exists. The digits
1-8 will produce up to 8 different dashed fines depending on the capability of the
hardware. The digit 9 will produce a hardware-dotted line. Should hardware dashed
lines not be available on the termina l being used , a default software dashed line will be
generated.

Software dashed line specifications consist a floating print number , made of two or more
digits wh ich are evaluated left to right , digit by digit. Each digit r~presents a line segment
which is either vis ible or invisible of varying length as specified in the following table.

Digit Length (inche s) V isibility

1 .0366 Visible
2 .0366 Invisible
3 .0733 VisIble
4 .0733 Invis ib le
5 .1831 Visible
6 .1 831 Invisible
7 .3662 Vis4bIe
8 .3662 Invisible
9 .0073 (dot) Visible

When the entire integer has been evaluated , scanning restart s at the left most dr~it. For
example, dash co’le 34. will result in a visible line of .0733 Inches followed by sn
invisible line of .0733 inches fc.Ilowed by a visible line of .0733 Inches, etc., continuing
until the head of the vector is reached. The last segment may he a shortened ‘ islble or
invisible segment. If , however , the next UPEN movement is a dashed line starting at the
head of the previous vector , the last segment of this previous vector will be ~ompIetea
and the sequence continued for the new vector.

The complexity of the dashed line specification is limited only by the number of digits of
precision avai labie in the computer floating point numbers. Moreover , visible line
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segments need not be alternated w ith invisible line segments. Visible line segments may
be combined w t h  other visible line segments to create line segments of length notavailable througn single digits. Similarily. this applies to invisible line segments.
SYSTEM CHARACTER SETTING:

The system character is used to create ALPHA ines and to indicate which chara ctershould be used to terminate UPEN operations when the line Option specifies theCHARACTER’ terminator. The system character may be set by a call to USET where theargument is the single character to become “U’ system character. ror example , thefollowing statement would set the system chara~..ter to the dollar sign:

CALL UPSET (‘CHARACTER’ s’)

Should it also be disired to change the line type as well as the system character , thecharacter to be specified in the USET argument may be prefixed wit ,i one of the fiveavailable line types. The following statem .~nt would change the system character to ~
‘ +and would also change the line option to ‘DCHARACTE R’ :

CALL USET (‘D+’)

The default system character is the asterisk (1.

Also to be Considered is the case in which OCS is set at the time the system character isset. The default case is UPPERCASE. However , it call s to UPRINT have left GCS inLOWERCASE mode , any attept to set the system character will generate a lower casecharacter. The desired case may be set by using one of the following

CALL USET(’UPPERCASE’)
CALL USET(’LOWE RCASE’)

See UPRINT for a complete description of case shif ting.

CHARACTER TERMINATOR:

The character terminator which can be attached to any of the line types will appear aseither a hardware character , a simi.lated hardware character , or a software characterdepending on the current user setting of ‘HARDWARE’ , ‘SIMULATED’ or ‘SOFTWARE’ .Harüware characters and simulated hardware charact ers will have their lower-leftcorner on the head of the vector. Software characters will have the head of the vector atthe center of the character . The appearance of hardware , simulated hardware , orsoftware character s may be affected by the setting of the italicization and character fontoption if the feature is available and has been implemented, Regardless to which type ofcharacter is specified, at the end of the UPEN operation , the beam on pen will be locatedat the head of the vector. See U3P~INT for a more detailed description of the characteroptions.

CHARACTER DE~ CRlPTION OPTIONS:

The character description options are fully described in U3PRNT. Most characterdescription options apply when using character or coordinate line terminators.
SYMBOL/MAR KER TERMINATOR:

The symbol terminator is available so that the location of the head of each line may beuniquely marked. There are two types of symbols. The first ty,.de are GCS-definedsymbols. The second type are installation-defined or device-defined symbols. Thesymbol is always displayed centered at the head of the line and the resulting beam’penposition Is at the haad of the line Should a marker protrude over a display surface edge
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or the edge of a window , the results are undefined (i.e., th~ marker m a y  be partially
slipped or may wraparound ).

SYMBOL/MARKER SELECTION:

Symbols are selected by UPSET(’MARKER’ ,in c.lex) or UPSET(’SYMBOL’ ,indexl where
index is a non-negative real number whose integer va lue i~ used to select the symbol.
Specifications of an index outside of the range of valid indecies wiil produce symbol X.

SYMBOL/MARKER SIZE:

The size of symbols/markers may be specified by tJPSET( SZMARKER’ ,value) where
value is a positive number in current device units. Markers generated by hardware
symbol generators may be restricted as to size variations. If so. the c ’osest size (perhaps
the only size) will be used.

COORDINATE TERMINATORS:

The coordinate terminators will generate a set of coordintes equivalent to the location
value of the head of the vector in current user ~ir.its enclosed in parentheses and
separated by a comma. The result will be in the same format as if  the coordinates had
been produced by a call to UPRINT. For a more complete discussion of this format see
UPRINT. -

COORDINATE OUTPUT TYPE:

The dimensionality of coordinate output is determined by the setting of the USE1 options
‘2DCOORDINATES’ and ‘3DCOORD NATES’ . If ‘2DCOORDINATES’ are specified , then
only the (X V) or (R,THETA) components are displayed. With ‘3DCOORD INATES’ , all
three coordinate components are displayed.

GAPPED LINE MODE:

If ‘GAPPED’ lines are specified , successfive calls to U3PEW will alternate drawing lines
of the current line option with ‘NNULL’ (invisible ) lines. This feature can be deactivated
by specifying ‘UNINTERRUPTED’ lines which are the default.

MAPPING/PROJEC1 ION OPTIONS:

The user may specify the type of mapping to be applied in projecting three-dimensional
lines onto the viewport. The two available mapping are ‘ORTHOGRAPHIC’ in which the
lines of projection are parallel and perpendicular to the projection plane , and
‘PERSPECTIVE’ in which line length diminishes as the distances from the viewing
position (view point) becomes greater. ‘PERSPECTIVE’ is the default. The difference
between these two options is shown in Figure 9.

PEN COORDINATE OPTIONS:

The GCS Pen Coordinate Options have been designed to provide the flexibility which will
allow the user to work in his own coordinate type and unit while retaining the simplicity
of operation and specification which the infrequent and/or unsophisticated user will find
convenient. Thus , the Pen Coordinate Options have been divided into several classes
each of which allows setting of its options completely independently of any effect on any
of the others. The following paragraphs will discuss each class in detail.

COORDINATE TYPE:

This indicates the kind of coordinates the user will specify and how they will be
interpreted for display.
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‘RECTANGULAR’ — Coordinates are of the standard forms (X ,Y) or (X ,Y.Z)
where X is the number of units along the X-axi s , V is the
number of units along the V-axis , and Z is the number of
units along the Z-axi s. This is the standard default.

POLAR ’, CVL I NDRICAL ’ — Coordinates are of the forms (R,THETA) or (R,THETA ,Z)
where R is the number of units of radius in the XV-
plane, THETA i s the number of angular units from the X-
axis in the XY-plane , and Z is the number of units along
the Z-ax is. (See UARC for a description of angular
units.)

‘SPHER ICAL’ — Coordinates are of the form (RHO. THETA , PHI) where
RHO is the number of units of radius, THETA is the
number of angular units from the X-axis around the Z-
axis in th~ XY-plane, and PHI is the number of angular
units from the ~‘-axis around the X-axi s.

COORDINMTE MODE:

This indicates where the base point or origin of the coordinate units is located. Since the
conversion from relstive to absolute occurs first , the (X ,Y,Z) components described
below may be (R,THETA ,Z) or (RHO,THETA ,PHI) component s if the user has specified a
coordinate which is not rectangular.

‘ABSOLUTE’ — All coordinate components are indicated based on
the origin of the current coordinate system. This is
the default case

‘RELATIV E’ — All coordinates are indicated with respect to the rur-
rent beani/pen position. At the completion of any
beam/pen movement , the beam will be at relative
coordinates (0,0,0).

‘XABSOLUTE’, ‘YZ RELATIVE ’ — The X-component is absolute and the Y- and Z-com-
ponents are relative.

‘YABSOLUTE’, XZRELATIVE’ — The V-component is absolute and the X- and Z-com-
ponents are relative.

‘ZABSOL.UTE’, ‘XYRELAT IVE’ — The Z-component is absolute and the X- and V-com-
ponents are relative.

‘XRELATIVE’, ‘YZABSOLURE’ — The X-component is relative and the Y- and Z-com-
po~ents are absolute.

‘YRELATIVE’ , XZABSOLUTE’ — The V-component is relative and the X- and Z-com..
ponents are absolute.

ZR~iLATIVE’, ‘XYABSOLUTE’ — The Z-cornponent is relative and the X- and V-com-
ponents are relative.

NCTE; Use of relative coordinates will not necessarily generate device com-
mands using relative coordinates.

COORDINATE SPACE:

This Indicates the address space to ‘vhich the coordinates refer.
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‘VIRTUAL’ — The coordinates indicate a point in virtual space. Whether
this point is visible on the display surface will depend on
the current viewing environment (for a complete discus-
sion of the viewing environment , see UVIEW and UWIN-
DO). For 2-0 applications , only the UWINDO settings
need be considered. These coordinates can encompass
any of the real numbers within the capbilities of the
computer system . No meaning is attached to these
numbers by GCS: therefore , the user is free to assign
whatever meaning he desires to the numbers.

‘DEVIC E’ — The coordinates indicate a point on the ‘DISPLAY’
physical device surface. Specification of points not on the
display surface may yield indeterminate and/or spurious
results. Since the lower left front corner of the display
surface always has address (0 ,0,0). all negative coordi-
nates may yield spurious results. The units which these
numbers represent are described in the next paragraph.

DEVICE SPACE UNITS:

This indicates the interpretation to be given to the numbers used in plotting in ‘DEVICE’
space (see previous paragraph). These options have no meaning and are not considered
when plotting in ‘VIRTUAL’ space.

‘INCHES’ — The coordinate values refer to actual inches on the
display surface. This will be true regardless of the device
being used. These units are device-dependant since the
size of the display surface can vary from device to device.

‘CENTIMETERS’ — The coordinate values refer to actual centimeters on the
display surface. This will be true regardless of the device
being used. These units are device-dependent since the
size of the display surface can vary from device to device.

‘RASTER UNITS’ — The coordinate values refer to the individual addressable
positions on any particular device. These units are
device-dependar m t and may not be transferable to other
terminal devices since the size of the device address
space may vary from device to .ievice.

‘FONTUNITS’ — The coordinate values refer to the lower left front corner of
individual character positions. The size of a character
posit ion is dependent upon the current size of t :e
hardware , simulated hardware , or software characters
(whichever is currently selected ) . It should be noted that
these units need not be integers. On most terminals ,
characte rs can he placed anywhere on the display
surface. These units are device-dependent since the size
of hardware characters and the size of the display surface
can vary from device to device. For a complete descrip-
tion of hardware, simu lated hardware , and software
characters , see U3PRNT.

PERCENTUNITS’ — The coordinate values refer to hundredth increments of
the display surface address space. This is truly a device-
dependent unit. Moving an image created on one device
in ‘PERCENTUNITS’ to another device will display an
image using the same proportional amount of the display
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surfac e. It should be noted that if a device does not have a
square display surface (aspect ratio 1), the value o’ a
‘PERCENTUNIT’ in the X-direct ion will differ from the
value of a ‘PERCENTUNIT’ in the Y-direction. See
UASPCT for a description of the effect on ‘PERCEN-
TUNITS’ of setting the aspect ratio of the display surface.

‘SPECIFICATION’ UNITS’ — The coordinate values refer to user-specified increments
of the display surfac e address space. These units are
device-dependent and function similarly to the.’PERCEN-
TUNITS’ described above. ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’ are
defined as described in the next paragraph. Setting the
‘SPECIFICATIONUNITS’ to 100. in each direction results
in ‘SPECIFICATIONUNITS’ which are identical to ‘PER-
CENTUNITS’. The default units are 1000., along each
display surface address space axis.

SPECIFICATION UNIT SIZE:

The number of specification un-its which occupy the display address space may be set
by the following UPSET options. The default for each is 1 000 units.

UPSET(’SPECIFICATIONUNITS’ ,value) — This sets the number of specification units
along each axis of the display surface to the
value specified.

UPSET(’XSPECIr-ICATIQNUNITS’ ,value) — This sets the number of specificat ion units
along the X-axis of the display surface to the
value specified. The number of units along
the Y- and Z- axis remain uneffected.

UPSET(’YSPECIFICATIONUNITS’ ,value) — This sets the number of specification units
along the V-axis of the display surface to
the value specified. The number of units
along the X- and Z-axis remain uneffected.

i.JPSET(’ZSPECIFICATIONUNITS’ value) — This sets the number of specification units
along the Z-ax is of the display surface to the
value specified. The number of units along
the X- and V-axis remain uneffected.

COORDINATE SYSTEM:

There are two types of coordinate systems avai1able in GCS. Cne of these , the ‘SYSTEM
or ‘WORLD’ coordinate system , is defined by GCS. The other , the ‘USER’ or
‘MODELLING’ coordinate system , is defined by the user , The ‘USER’ cocrdir ,ate system
is defined based on th.e ‘WORLD’ coordinate System or on other ‘USER’ coordinate
systems. The ‘USER’ coordinate system can be cumulative or non-cumu l:ative
depending on whether the ‘USER’ coordinate system being created is to be a new
‘REFERENCE’ system or is to be a ‘WORKING’ system respectively See U3CSYS and
UCOSYS for a complete ddscription of the ‘USER’ coordinate system facility . While
•USER’ coordinate systems may be applied in ‘DEVICE’ space , lhe user is warned Ihat a
‘USER’ coordinate system constructed in one coordinate space may not be correct if
used in the other space.

‘SYSTEM’, ‘WORLD’ — If in ‘DEVICE’ space , GCS defines this coordinate system
to refer to the unrotated , uriscaled system inherent i ’  the
display surface addressing scheme. This normally places
the origin at the lower left front corner c-~ the displcy
surface. If in ‘VIRTUAL ’ space, this coordinate system is
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unrotated with the origin locatea in virtual space at aposition represented the computer system real numbers(0 ,0. 0.). The ‘SYSTEM’ or ‘WORLD’ coordinate s~’stem isthe default setting. The ‘WORLD’ coordinate system maybe USET to be either ‘LEFTHANDED’ or ‘RIGHTHANDED’ .Default is ‘RIG.HTHA NDED’ .
‘USER’ , ‘MODELLING’ — The user may define his own coordinate system based on

The currently specified coordinate system wheth€ r it be
‘SYSTEM’ or ‘USER’. The default ‘USER’ coordinate
systems are identical to the ‘SYSTEM’ coordinate system.
GCS maintains two ‘USER’ co&j rdinate system: a ‘REFER-
ENCE’ system and a ‘WORKING’ system. These are
defined below.

USER COORDINATE SySTEM TYPE:

This specifies which of the two GCS-ma rnta ined ‘USER’ coordinate systems are to be
used.

‘REFERENCE’ — This selects the ‘REFERENCE’ user coordinate system.
The effect of creating a new ‘REFERENCE’ system is
cumulative as it is based on the previous ‘REFERENCE’
system. See UCOSYS snd U3CSYS for details. This
setting has no effect when using the ‘SYSTEM’ coordinate
system.

‘WORKING’ — This selects the ‘WORKING’ user coordinate system. The
effect of creating a new ‘WORKING’ system is non-
cumulative as it is based on the current ‘REFERENCE’
system. See UCOSYS and U3CSYS for details.

LOGARITHMIC SCALING:

This option pillows the application of a logarithmic scale factor along any of thecoordinate components. Any logarithmic base is supported and may be individually
selected for each component (see below). Note that if the coodinate type is other than‘RECTANGULAR’ , the logarithmic scale factor may be applied to the angular unitcomponents if desired (e.g., ‘YLOGARITHMIC’ would apply this factor to the THETAcomponent of ‘CYLINDRICAL’ or ‘POLAR’ coordinates ) . See the Logarithmic ApplicationTime options described below.

Application of a logarithmic scale factor will modify (he size of the plot in relation to hewindow since the window is now looking at exponents rather than actual values. Thismay be adjusted for by some of the higher-level graphing routines (see U3AXIS) .

‘LOGARITHMIC’ — A logarithmic scale factor is applied along each‘XYZ LOGARITHMIC’ compo ient

‘NOLOGARITHMS’ — Logarithmic scal ing is disabled. This is the default.
‘XLOGAR ITHMIC’ — The approoriate logarithmic scale factor is applied to t~ie‘YLOGARITHMIC’ component indicated. Other components remain linear .‘ZLOGARITHMIC’ 2-D applications should use ‘XYLOGA RIT HMIC’ to avoid‘XYLOGARITHMIC’ conflicts with the default Z-va lue of 0.‘XZLOGAR ITHM IC’
‘YZLOGARITHMIC’
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LOGARITHM APPLICATION TINE:

The effect of logarithmic scalinU is dependent upong the state of the coordinates at the
time the scaling is applied. Three op’ions allow the user to direct the time at whdch the
scaling Is applied as follows:

‘LOGOBJECT — Logarithmic scaling is applied to the coordinates provided
oy the user after conversion to ‘ABSOLUTE’ but pi ior to
any other transformations. In this mode, log scaling may
be applied to the angle and/or radius components of
‘CYLINDRICAL’ , POLAR’, or ‘SPHERICAL’ coordinates.

‘LOGUSER’ — LoUarithmic i~caIing is applied after conversion to
‘LOGMODELLI-NG’ ‘ABSOLUTE’ , ‘RECTANGULAR’ , ‘USER’ coordinates but

before conversion to ‘SYSTEM’ coordinates. In this mode,
logarithmic scaling will be applied along the current
‘USER’ coordinate system axes if ‘USER’ ~s specified. It
‘SYSTEM’ is specified, ‘LOGUSER’ is equivalent to
‘LOGSVSTEM’ .

‘LOGSYSTEM’ — Logarithmic scaUng is applied after conversion to
‘LOGWORLD’ ‘SYSTEM’ coordinates. In this mode, the logarithmic

scaling will be applied along the ‘SYSTEM’ coordinate
system axes. This is the default mode.

LOGARITHM EASE :

The base to be used for logarithmic scaling can be selected for all coordinate
components or individually for each coordinate component by using the following
UPSET options. The value can be any positive real number or the character strings “E”
or “e”.

UPSET(’BASE’ ,value) — The base for logarithmic scaling along each component i~ set to
the value specified.

UPSET(’XBASE’ ,value~ — The base for logarithmic scaling along the X-component is set
to the value specified. The other bases remain uneffected.

UPSET(’YBASE’,value) — The base for logarithmic scaling along the V-component is set
to the value specified. The other bases remmain uneffected.

UPSET’ZBASE’,value) — The base for logarithmic scaling along the Z-component is set
to tha value specified. The other bases remain uneffected.

INTENSI TY:

The brightness of the output on the display surface may be specified if the device has
variable intensity settings. Intensity settings are specified by
UPSET(’BRIGHTNESS’,value) where the value is a percentage along the range of
allowable intensity settings from minimum to maximum. This 0. is the lowest intensity
setting and 100. is the highest intensity setting. Intensities may also be specified by the
following USET options. Default intensity level is 60%.

‘DIM’ — The intensity Is set to the 10% level.

‘NORMAL’ — The intensity is set to the 60% level.

‘BRIGHT’ — The intensity s set to the 100% level.
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LINE WIDT H:

The line width (sometimes referred ~o as spot size) may be specified if the device has a
variable line width. Line wiüths are specified by UPSEI (‘W IDTH’,value) where the value
represent s the width of the line in current units. The line width may also be set using the
following USET options. The defai~It width s ‘THIN’ .

‘THIN’ — The line w~dth is set to the thinnest line. If a simulator is being used, a
single line is generated.

‘WIDE’ — The ‘ine width is set to the widest Ihie. If a simulator is being used, a
line approximately .1 inches in width is generated.
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Flaw . 2 ~U3PEN~

CALl.. USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’ ‘ t ’)
CALL USET C’TARR0W”)
CALL. UNOVE CG. ,U.)
CALL UPSET C “TXCXNTERVAL’ • * G.)
CALL tWEN C~e.,.U.
CALL UNOVE c9.~ 4a.)
CALL UPSET C ‘TICXNTERVAL’ • S.)
CALL UPEN CSa..40.)
CALL USEr C’ACD’4TER’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL UPRINT (25. • sa., ‘T>IC <X>NTERVAL <S>PECIFXCATION’(,’)
CALL. UPRE’IT C25..25.. ’F>IGURE 2 <CUSPEN) , ’)
CALL UEND
STOP
ENP
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‘TI. Meric Sits.
Fi .N-. 5 ~U3PEN)

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’ ‘ , ‘)
CALL USET C’TARROW’)
CALL UPSET C ‘TICINTERVAL’ .5.)
CALL UNOVE CS.. 70.)
CALL UPEN (20 , 70 .)
CALL UNOVE C40.. O0.)
CALL. UPEN C40..,6 L)
CALL UPSET C’TICPLUS’.tG.)
CALL UPSET C’ TICMXNUC’ 5.)
CALL UMOVE (5. • 40.)
CALL UPEN C20.. 40.)
CALL UI4OVE (40 ,30.)
CALL UPEN (40 ,50.)
CALL USEr C’ACENTER’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
C?~LL UPRINT (25 .15.. ‘ThIC <N>ARI( <S>IZES,’)
CALL. UPRINT C25.. *0 .. ’<F>IGURE 3 <(USPEN),’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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$ (NON-HARDWARE DAS*’I)

O (NON-HARDWARE DASH)

Ex~~~I.. of Dash.d LIn..
Ft~ur. 4 CU3PEN)

DflIENSION DTAflLE(S)
DATA DTAaLE/a.,t., 12346070.,.72&2..3454.,744..74., ,e.,Ee./
CALL USTART
CALL. UPSET (‘TERMINATOR’,’,’)
CALL USET (‘LARGE’)
CALL USEr C’XI4TEGER’)
CALL tiBET (‘Dt~JLL’)
DO *0 1 — 30,70,5•f — I

— (1—30) / 5 . I
CALL UPSET C’SETDASH’.DTA8LE(~J))
CALL UPRDIIT ($..Y.DTASLECd)?

tO CALL UP04 CES ,Y)
CALL tiBET C’T~~CT’)
CALL LWRINT CEO., 35., ‘CNON-HARDWAI~~ PAIN), ’)
CALL UPRIN’T cEO. .30., ‘CN~~-HARDWA~~ PAIN),’)
CALL. USEr (‘ACENTER’)
CALL UPRINT CEO. .20., ‘E)XANPLES OF <P>ASHED ‘Q>INES,’)
CALL UPRINT CEO.. IE.. ’G>X~~~E 4 <USPEN),’)
CALL UOID

END
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Ch~rz eat.r T.rm lna tor Output

Figur. S (U3PEN)

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR’,’,’)
CALL USEr C ‘PERCE24T UNITS’)
CALL USEr C ‘LCHARACTERS’)
CALL. U3#4OVE C IS. • OS. • 0.)
CALL USPO4 CS0.,80.,.—S0.)
CALL USET C ‘SINUL.AT~~

) HARDWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL UPSET C’XSIZE’,S.)
CALL UPSET C’YSIZE’ 7.)
CALL U3NOVE (I0.,05., O.)
CALL U3PD4 (S0..SE...—S0.)
CALL USEr (‘SOP1t4ARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL U3MOVE (iS..E0..O.)
CALL U3PEN CEO.,E9. —E0.)
CALL USEr C’ ACENTER’)
CALL USET (‘HARDWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL USPRMT (25. • 30., 0., ‘C>HARACTER <T>ERNINATOR <O>UTPUT,’)
~ALL U3PRMT C2S..2E..O.,’<F>IGt~~E S <CU3PEtO,’)
CALL UENP
STOP
END
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Flow . 0 CU~~EN)

CALL USTAkr
CALL UPSET (‘TERMINATOR’ ~~‘ j ’)CALL UsrT C ‘NSYNOOL’)
CALL USEr (‘ACENTER’)
CALL USE~ C’fl~rrEGER’
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL UPSET C ‘SZNARKER’. .3)
P0 10 1— 5 ,05,10
X — I
5 V 1 4— ( I - - ) / I 0
CALL UPSET C’ SYNDOL’ • SYFI)
CALL UP-EN (X ,00.)

1$ CALL UPRD41 CX.50..~ Vf4
CALL USET (‘TEXT’)
CALL UPRXNT CEO . • 42.. ‘~ CS-D>F7Th€D <S>Yl OLS, ’)
CALL UPRflff ‘S0.,36.,’<F>II3URE 6 <CUSPEN),’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Coordlnat. T.rmlnoLor.

Flgur. I CtJ~IP1~N)

CALL. USTART
CALL. UPSET C’TERNINAT0R’.’.~’)CALL USEr (“LCOORDINATES’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL UNOVE C~~.~ 6W.)CALL. UPEN C~~ . E~$.)CALL USEr C’SItIULA1~.D NAROWARE’)
CAL’.. USEr C’WCOORDINATES’)
CALL. UNOVE (0. 50.)
CALL UPEN (30 ,50.)
CALL USEr (‘SL)FTWARE’)
CALL USEr C’2DCOORDXNA’TES~~)CALL UNOVE CG...40.)
CALL UPEN (30~~~40 .)
CALL.. USEr C’ACENTE R’)
CALL USEr (‘HARDWAR E’)
CALL UPRINI (30 . 30. ,. ‘C>OORDINATE %T>(RNINA’TORS . ’)
CALL UPRIN1’ L30 . . 25. . ‘<F>IG~JRE 7
CALL. UEND
STOP
END

L



Oapp.O ! Insa
Figt.. I (U~~EN~

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’ ‘, ‘)CALL tiBET (‘LA~~~W’)
CALL tiBET C’I1tThT~~~*p’TED’)a.oop — a
XL.OC — 26.

II 1F CILOOP .CQ. 2) ~~ TO 20CALL L14OVE (XLOC-iS..s0.)
CALL LPEN CXLOC.15.,3$.)
CALL IPEN CXLCC.p20. ,16~)CALL IPEN (XLOC.2e. , 46.)
CALL LPEN CXLOC.$E.,5S.)
CALL L~ EN CXLOC’p5.,5I.~CALL (PEN CXLOC,45.)
CALL (PEN (XLOC, 36.)
CALL. t*’EN CXLOC.E..sa.)
XLOOP — IL~~P • I
XLOC — 66.
CALL tiBET (‘GAPPED’)
~~ TO II

20 CALL. tiB ET C’ ACENTER’)
CALL. USEr (‘LARGE’)CALL (PRINT (60. ,2S., ‘G>APPED ~ ..>XtES,’)CALL (PRINT C60., IG.. ’<F>IG(JRE S <CU3PEN)~ ’)CALL ‘~~~~~~STOP
0
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Pro js.i ton Nods.

Figur. ~ CU~ ’EN)

CALL ATTACH (2, ‘/TE)C3DEMO’SAVE, ‘~~3, 0 , 1ST,)
CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’, ‘ 1 ’)
CALL UASPCT Cl .)
CALL UPSET C ‘LIDRARYFILE’ • I .)
CALL UTILT’Y (‘LOAD’ • 2.)
CALL USEr ( A C ENTER’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL UPRINT (55. .25. • ‘P>ROJECTION ~3*ODES,’)
CALL UPRDIT CEO. 22., ’<F>IGURE a <CU3PEN),’)
CALL USEr (‘NOCENTER’)
CALL USET (‘REFERENCE SYSTEM’)
CALL UVIEW (—40., 200. .70.. —20., 20., 2.)
CALL UWDOO (—IOS., *G0 .,—I02 ., $02.)
CALL UVWPRT (ISO.)
CALL USEr (‘PERSPECTIVE’)
CALL USET (‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL UPAREA (2. S0.,25..75c)
CALL. USCALL (—60.,20.,O.,I., t., l.,90..G.,2..’C*4URCH’)
CALL USEr (‘ORTHOGRAPHIC’)
CALL UPAREA CEI.,IOS..26., 75.)
CALL U3CALL C—Sa., 22.,0.. l . l.,$. , 00..0.,0.,’CHURCH’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Flgur. tO (USPET4)

CALL USIART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’, ‘ i ’)
CALL. USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL USEr C’ACENTER~

)
CALL UPRINT (50. .20., ‘C)YLINDRICAL.. <C)’OORDXNATES, ’)
CALL UPRD4T (50..tE., ’<F>IGtIRE IS <CUSPD4), ’)
CALL UVIEW 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~CALL UWXIPO C—lee . • ISO . ,— l9a ., 152.)
CALL USE~ (‘CYLINDRICAL’)
CALL UCRCLE (S. .0..30.)
CALL UPSET C ‘ZVALUE’ .62.)
CALL. UCR~~ E C0. ..0.. 30.)
DO $9 1—1,346,15
THETA — I — I
CALL U3PIOVE (3$. .THETA. 2.)

IS CALL U3P04 C30.,THETA,00.)
CALL UENP
STOP
END
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S~.hsrl.aL Cs.rdlnaIsa
FIgur. $1 CIJSPEN)

CALL USTART
CALL UPS&T C ‘TERMINATOR’ ‘ , ‘)
CALL USEr (‘ACENTER’) -

CALL USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL UPRINT (52. .22.. ‘S>PHERICAL <C>OORDINATES,’)
CALL. UPRINT (50., IS. • ‘<F>IGURE I I <CU3FEN), ’)CALL UVIEW CIE2., lEO ., 3a., 2.,a ., 2.)
CALL UWINDO (—100.. 100 . — ISO., $00.)
CALL USEr C ‘SPHERICAL COORDINATES’)
RADIUS — 30.
ILDOP — 0

*0 IF (ILOOP •E0 . 2) GO TO 20
DO IS I — I, $51 . 20

Li R H O — I - *
CALL U3NOVE (RADIUS. 2. • RHO)
DO l 5 J —  I,. 361, *0THETA — —

IS CALL U3PEN CRADI~JS.ThETA.R}4O)
U CALL U3NCVE CO .. 0., 0.)

CALL USROTA C0.,00.,a.)
ILOOP — XLOOP + I
GO TO t o

20 CONTINUE
CALL (lEND
STOP
END
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Ft ur. 12 (USPEN)

DIMENSION X(IO*).YCIOI3
CALL~ USTART
CALL. UPSET C ‘TERMINATOR’. ‘ ,~~)
CALL. UASPCT (I •)
DO $0 I — I, 101
XCI) — I

tO ‘(CI) — tS . sNCXCX)/SS.)
CALL. (lIST (‘PERC~ 4T t.14xrs’)
CALL UDA~~ A CE.,45..Ia..IS0.)
CALL. UNOVE CXCI).YCI))
00 25 1 2  *01

2$ CALL UPEN dtCZ).VCI))
CtU. USE? C ‘YLOQARXTt*IIC’)
CALL. UPAREA (BB .,05..SS ..OS.)
CALL JMOVE CXCI ) .YC *3)
DO 30 I - 2, $01

SO CALL (PEN CXCI).’(CX))
P 0 4$ 1 1 III
XCI) — FI.OAI’CZ) / 1.2

40 ‘(CX) — 2.s.CXCI) / IS.)
CALL. USE? (‘POLAR’)
CALL UWD O C— ISO. tOS~ .—100. • lOS.)CALL. usrr C ‘NoLcaAkrrHNs’)
CALL UDAREA CB..46..7S..OS.)
CALL. IJNOVE CXCI). YCt ))
POUI 2 III

60 CALL. UPEN C*(Z). Y CX))
CALL. *JDAREA (SE. as. SO..IS.)
CALL USE? C ‘XYLObAl~Xi)IIZC’)CALL UPSET C’RA$V.t.)

248
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CALL USE? C’Lnt~)S~lECT’)
CALL (MOVE (X(t ),YCt ))
CO SO I — 2. $01

00 CALL (PEN CXCI).YCX))
CALL L~$E? C’IOLO0*RXTt*~~’)CALL USE? C’~~~ TANOtLAR’)
CALL. UWDIDO CS.. tSO .,0., *22.)
CALL UDAREA CS..ISS..S., 122.)
CALL USE? (‘URGE’)
CALL USE? (‘ACENTER’)
CALL UPRXNT C~~. .22. • ‘L)OGARITHNIC ‘~~CALD*G,’)CALL UPRDIT CSS.. I5.,’~~ >I~ JRE $2 <CUSPEN),’)
CALL UEND
STOP

I

- 1

~

I
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Subroutine U3PEN 1 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine sets the USET option provided, draws the indicated 3D line using the
current ~ine option, and then restores the value changed by the USET option.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3PEN1 (X~Y,Z,OPTION)

Where

X is the X (RADIUS ) coordinate of the head of the beam/pen movement

Y is the Y (THET A) coordinate of the head of the beam/pen movemen t

Z is t he Z ~PH I) coor dinate of the head of the beam/pen movement

OPTION is the USET option to be set only for the execution of the subroutine

OPTIONS which may apply:

Any USET option.
See UPEN/U3PEN for a description of options effective pen/beam movements.

COMMENTS :

U3PEN1 is convenient for setting Options which will apply Only to one pen/beam
movement. The GSA setting modified by OPTION will be restored prior to returning to thecalling program.

Programming Notes:

250
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CALL USTART
CALL UVIEW (Ø,, Ø., I9.,2., t 2.. t0 .)
CALL. UWINPO (— 10 . .  l2. .— 12. .. S.)
CALL. USI4OVE (S., E., 2.)
CALL U3PEN CE.. $90 . • a.)
DO 10 I — 10. *09. 5
CALL USI4OVE C—S . ,FLOATCI—S)..2.)
CALL. USPEN ~—S. ,FLOAT(I).0.)

IS CALL U3PENI (~ø.,0.,9.,’RELATIVE’)
CALL UENP
STOP
END

251
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Subroutine U3PLAC 3D
FUNCTION:

This routine applies a 3-D image translation transformation to the indicated segment!frame.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3PLAC (X,Y ,Z,SEGID)
Where

X,Y.Z is the new position of the segment in curr ent 3-D device units.
,‘

SEGID is the identifier of a “re tained” segment /frame which was UOP ENe4 for atleast 3-D image transla tions.

OPTIONS which may ipply: 
-V ..Device Units: ‘INCHES’, ‘CENTIMETERS’, ‘FONTUNITS’, ‘SPEClFl~ ATION UNITS’, .PERCENT UNITS’

Specification Unit Size (UPSET) : ‘SPECIFICATION UNITS’, ‘XSPECIFICATION UNITS’,‘YSPECIFICATION UNITS’ , ‘ZSPECIF(CATION UNITS’
Segment Identifier Mode: ‘FNAME’, ‘FNUMBER’, ‘SNAME’, ‘SNUMBER’
Segment Type: ‘NOTRANSFORMATIONS’ ‘2DTRANSLATION’ , 2DGENERAL’,

‘3DTRANSLATION’, ‘3DGENERAL’
COMMENTS:

The image transformation is applied to the specified segment. If the resulting imageexceeds the display dimensions, the result is undetermined.
Image transformations are only applied if supported on the current display surface.Requests for image transformations will be ignored if the display device does notsupport this tac~Iity.

Program ming Notøs :
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Subroutine U3PLOT 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine provides a general-purpose numeric 3-0 plotting capability. Given three
arrays of corresponding coordinates of one or more curves, it will scale and plot these
points along with suitable axes and labels as specified by the user .

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3PLOT(X ,Y ,Z,CURVES,PTS,OPTS)

Where

X is a set of X or RADIUS COMPONENTS for the points for all the curves in
current user units.

Y is a set of Y or THETA components for the points for all the cur ves in
current user units.

Z is a set of Z or PHI components for the points for all the curves in current
user units.

CURVES is a sing le variable which indicates the number of curves lo be plottes .

PTS is an array which indicates how many points are in each curve.

OPTS is an azray which specifies which USET option will apply to ach curve as- it
is being plotted. One option must be specified for each curve and only the
first four characters of the option name should be ~pecified.

OPTIONS which may apply:

All which apply to U PLOT
All which apply to U3AXIS

X-Component Repetition Option: XREPEAT’ , ‘NOXREPE*T’ , ‘XCONSTANT ’
V-Com ponent Repetition Options: ‘YREPEAT’ , ‘NOYREPEAT’, ‘YCONSTANT ’
Z-Component Repetition Options: ‘ZREPEAT’ , ‘NOZREPEAT’, ‘ZCONSTANT’

COMMENTS:

Since the U3AXIS options apply, the user should become familiar with their effects.

rhe Component Repetition Options allow the user to avoid repetitious storing of
components which retain the same value throughout a particular curve or over a group of
curves. Selecting a ‘CONSTANT’ option indicates that that component does not vary
during any of the drawing. Selecting a ‘NOREPEAT’ option indicates that a component is
provided for every point in every curve. This is the default. Selecting a ‘REPEAT’ option
indicates that one set of component values is provided which will be reused for each
curve. The size of this set is always the number of points in the first curve. If subsequent
curves have more points than the fir st curve, U3PLOT will start to resequence through
the ‘repeated’ components.

Programmin g Notes:
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SPI~~~~~~~~~~L ON ~~~~ SPHERE

REAL XC4GI). Y~40I)_ Z~4GI). RR — IS.
00 19 I — I,. 40%
ZCX) — FLOATCI—I) N R/209.9 — R

— S~~TCR.iw2 — ZCI).u.2)
XCI) — ~3S(ZCX) w 0.5) w ‘I’
YCI) — SD4(ZCX) u 0.5~ a T

$0 CONTIMJE
CALL USTART
CALL I.FSET C ‘TERt4XNATOR’.’,’)C ALL L~ $ET C ‘HORIZONTAL’s .CALL IPSET (‘VERTICAL’ - I .2)
CALL USET c ’ sorr ’)
CALL USET C’ NOYLADELS’)
CALL UWINDO C—IS .~. IE.. —IE. . lE.)
CALL UVIEW C3S..—S0.,2G..,9.~ 2.~ 9,)
CALL U3PLOT CX,Y,Z. I.. 401 . ’LNLJLL ’)
CALL UVIEW C0.~ 0.. lE$. 0. S .)
CALL USE?’ (‘ACENTER’
CALL U3NOVE CS., — I l . . a.
C~ J.. ~~~~~~~ (‘SPIRAL ON A SPHERE, ‘. ‘TEXT’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END
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Subroutine U3PRNT 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine displays textual data justified at the 3D pen position specified. At
termination , the pen wi ll be positioned at the end of the text string ready for additional
characters.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3PRNT (X ,Y ,Z,DATA)

Where

X,Y,Z are the coordinat es of the text str ing justification positioned in cur rent
units.

DATA is a GCS Ho llerith text string if ‘TEXT ’ is specified .
is a REAL varib !e if ‘INTEGER ’ or ‘REAL’ is specified.
is a REAL array of two elements if ‘XYCOORD INATES ’ are specified.
is a REAL array of three elements if ‘XYZCOOR DINft ~TES’ are specified.

OPTIONS wh ich may ~pp Iy:

Alphanumeric Outpu t Type: ‘TEXT’ , ‘INTEGER’ , REAL’ , ‘XYCOO RDINATES’ ,
‘XYZCOORD INAT ES’ .

GCS Te minator Character: UPSET(’TE RMINATOR’) ,va lue)

Numer c Precision Option: UPSET(’PRECISION’ ,value)

Significant Zerc Option: ‘SIGNIFICANT ZEROES’ , ‘NOSIGNIFICANTZEROES’

Character Type Options: ‘HARDWARE’ , ‘SIMULATED HARDWARE’ , ‘SOFTWARE’

Hardware Character Position Size: ‘SMALL’ , MEDIUM’, ‘LARGE’ , ‘EXTRALARGE’ ,
UPSET(’XS IZE’ .vatue ), UPSET(’VSIZE’ ,value)

Software Character Position Size: UPSET(’HORIZONTALSIZE’ ,value), UPSET
(‘VERTICALS IZE’ ,va lue)

Character Position Occupancy: UPSET(XPERCENT’ ,valu&, UPSET(’VP Ef ~CENT’ ,
value ), UPSET(’ZPERCENT’ ,va lUe)

Alphabetic Case Shifting: UPPERCASE’ , ‘LOW ERCASE’

Case Shift Character Specification: UPSET( UPPERCASE’ ,va lue) ,
UPSET( LOWERCASE’ ,value)

Orientation: UPSET(’ORIENTATION’ ,value)

Italicization Options: ‘ITALICS’, ‘NOITAUCS’

Italic Slant Angle: UPSET(’SLANT’ ,value)

Coordinate Space Options: ‘VIRTUAL’, ‘DEVICe’

Margin Boundaries: see UMARGN

255
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W i ndow Boun da ries: see UW INDO

Alphanumeric Spacing Options: ‘VERTICAL’ , ‘HORIZONTAL’
Alphanumeric Justification Options: ‘NOCENTERING’ , ‘ACENTE-R ING’ ,

‘NOJUSTIFICATION’, ‘LJUSTIF CATION’,
‘CJUSTIFICATION’ , ‘RJUSTIFICATION’,
‘BJUSIIFICAT4ON’ , ‘MJU$TIFICATION’,
‘TJUSTIFICATfON’

Subscript Character: UPSET(’SUBSCRIPT’,value)

Superscript Character: UPSET(’SUPERSCRIPT’ ,VaI~Ie)

Subscript/Superscript Specification: ‘SUBSCRIPT’, ‘SUPERSCRIPT’ , ‘NOSCRIPT’

Scripting Level: UPSET(’SCRIPTLEVEL ,value)

Pen Coordinate Option: see U3PEN

Coordinate System: ‘SY STEM’ , ‘WORLD’, ‘USER’, ‘MODELLING’ -

User Coordinate System Type: ‘REFERENCE’ , ‘WORKING’

Attributes: see U3PEN

COMMENTS: . . 
-

The description of the alphanumeric output facilities is divided into three areas of formatcharacter descriptions and alphanumeric output, positioning each of these will bediscussed individ ually.

Program mIng Notes:
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FORMAT:

U3PRNT handles any of five types of ~lphanum.’iic opertions Thu fo rmat of the input
parameter DATA depends upon which typo ot i~ ‘ ot ion is s p o c i t i o d

‘INTEGER — The Input s a sin~jlt o.iI v~ Ii~it~li whose integer value
will be disple~yuJ at X ,V . / )  I &i ncitt oii will ocerii if a
number which is tiot ~~i ntogor is p~~vIdoti

‘REAL’ - T ho input is :1 sin~~Io ii’~I numb.’i w h so vi%lu11 will be
displayed of tX ,Y .L) I ho i~ utnht ’ i  of digits of procision
coii bo cid~uctud by ti sing L PSI I (P1- U C ISICiN’ . v~tIuo)
wher e the v~~lt i~ is ttn’ nuintn ’i of digits i i  p iot ision
desired Numbers will ho i~ t ii idOtI ti tho it’ :tst signif i
i_-out digit The h’,auJt ~~~oi ’is ~~~il is tOur Display of
sigii t icnnt Ii ~iliii~i :(‘ i~~ t ’s is e(’ntiollo&i tl~ P hi’ signit !
cont :ol i’ 1151 1 option Sl~~NI~ IC AN 1 it Uo I S~ s i it ~~

.

In’s thot si j i t i ’ Oi l t  :1100% . ir i ’  to ho dlsplay’d .
N~1SR NIf CANT ~t I ~ it S sii ~ 1p ’ i  ‘ .oo ii th.nt dli ptay
I he dOfdult S l ip )  i , ’ ss ~’S signi f icoi l t  10100%

‘XV COOR DINAILS 1 ho iflpUf iS .1 t o l  o l o~ P t~~ ’ o Ii’uii~’i its 1 hi’ t i l : .P
i’lomoiit i i’f le i ts .in X ‘i 1fAflI ( l~- e ’ i  i f i lol, c l i ps

nont it thu s,’ceii~t ,‘Ii’iii,’iit 1 Iii ’ sOe ‘ii i i,’tIi t ’I~. ,i ‘i ot

I II I A i ’ oi il i i i ~~t , ’  iii s i1,’iil 1 hi’ ,‘i’i tlui i iti’~ w il l hi’

~Iispi iy ul u t  ~~~ •7) oii~~Ii svtf in ;io .’utPi,’$i~s 011 1

SOPOI ,itotl h’~ o coniiii,i

‘XVZCOOIU)INAI I_ S — I hi input is o io,il o r r o ,  of tbrov o lonr . ’s f s  11w Inst
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CHARAC TER TYPE:

There are three basic types of characters in GCS. Each type wilt be described
separately below. Figure 2 illustrates each type. The user can switch between any of the
three types simply by invoking the appropriate USET Options.

‘HARDWARE’ — These characters are generated when possible by a
hardware character generator in the display device.
The size of these character positions is frequ ently
limited to several discrete sizes (see Hardware
Character Position Size below). The character s are
produced on the display surfac e plane. This is the
default character type. Character spacing is exact.
Hardware character output may be directed to eith~ir
t he  ‘MESSAGE DEVICE’ or the ‘PLOTDEV ICE’ if they
are separable.

‘SIMULATED HARDWARE’ — These characters are produced via sof tware Al-
though they act as hardware characters , they are
generated to the exact hardware character position
size (q.v I specif ied ‘SIMULATED HARDWARE’
characters use the ‘SOFTWARE’ character s descrip-
tions. The characters are produced on the display
surface plane. Charact er spacing is exact.

‘SOFTWARE’ — These characters are produced by software vector s
in the current XY -plane. The line which connects the
lower left corner of each ch a ra cter  posi on in the
string is parallel to the current X-a x i s  The string is
drawn in the pos itiv e X -d~rec.t ion for horizontal
spacing and the negat ive ~ -d~rectu on for vertical
spacing (see Cha racter - spa cing ) Both software
cha rac te r  Qin i.’f ls iOfls may be s~ e,~itied )see below).

H A R D W A R E  CHARACTE R — The size ot HARDWARE - aiid ‘SlMU~ ATED
POSITION SIZE HAR DWARE’ character POS It IO nS may be set by

either USET or UPSET ~pI ’ons An exa ct -,z e  ni ,iy be
specif ied by the fo I l ’ -i w i n g  LIPS E T opt ions For
hatdw ,irc chorac~ers ~se la’ je st d iscre to S ize will be
used w hich does not ‘~xceed the requested size If all
sizes exceed thy requested s ize , then the sm allest
size is used

Ij PSET(’XSIZE’ ,va iue) — The horizcnt ~ l character  poci1i~~n s ize is sc~ to t he value
specified in c s r r e n t  f lEV ICE’ snace unit s

UPSET(’YSIZE’ ,value ) — The ver tica l characte i  pc~~it ion S z e  is set ~ the val ue specifi ed
in current ~~~~~~~ space n a i l s

Four c4 ) discrete Si? ~s :i~~ ’ I’ ’ . ’ do d ~ US~ T ~~~~~~
‘SMALL’ — The hardware character na’r t o n ~nze (‘~~‘;est to tvp ew r  let SI~”,- character

positions This is the dptj ulh

‘MEDIUM’ — This is the next larger Si: ’ bo rn SMA LL SimuLited Ml. DIJM ci:t’ isapproximatel y twice t rie SMAI I. s’ze
‘LARGE’ — This us the next larger s ize fi’eri i MF.l.~RiM’ Snmtj ’iati’ i~ LARGE size is

approximatel y thr ee t u n e s  the SMAi  s i. ’

- .~~~~ •—~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘~~~~~ -- ,~~~- 
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‘EXTRALARG E’ — This is the next larger size from ‘LARGE’ . Simulated ‘EXTRALARGE’
size is approximately tour times the ‘SMALL’ size.

Additional discrete sizes may be specified by:

UPSET(’SIZE’ ,va lue) — The discrete size whose index is specified in the value is
selected. Indexes must be positive values. ‘SMALL’ through
‘LARGE’ are represented by index values 1 through 4.
Assignment of sizes to remaining index values (i.e...LT.4 .) is
installation dependent .

SOFTWARE CHARACTER POSITION SIZE:

The size of ‘SOFTWARE’ character positions may be set by the following two UPSET
options. The visible size of so’tware characters is affected by scaling factors created by
U3CSYS calls and by the currently set viewing environment. Software character
positions in device space are visibly the same size as software character positions in
virtual space at the view plane.

UPSET( HORIZONTAL SIZE’ ,va lue) . The horizontal size of software character
positions is set to the value provided in current
user unit s. Default value is 5.

UPSET(’VERTICALS IZE’ ,va lue) — The verti cal si ze of software character positions is set
to the value provided in current user units. Default
v a lue  is 7.

CHARACTER POSITION OCCUPANCY:

The proportion of the software character positions to actua lly be occupied by the
character may be specified as follows:

UPSET(’XPERCENT’ ,va lue) — The proportion of the width of the character posit ion to be
occupied by the character is set to the value provided.
Valid values are greater than zero A value of 1 - specifies
the entire width of the character position. Detault value is
.65.

UPSET(’YPERCENT’ ,va lue) — The proportion of the height of the character position to be
occupied by the character is set to the value provided.
V alid values are oreater than zero. A value of 1 . specifies
th e entire height of the character position. Default value
is .65.

ALPHABETIC CASE SHIFTING :

In m ac h i n es w hi c h ha ve only s i x bi ts  per c ha ra c t e r , it is stil l desirable in GCS to be able
to specify both upper and lower case characters since the software character set can
produce both . Therefore , a case shiftin g facilit y has been implemented which not only
provides this service for the software cha racters but will also work for hardware
characters on those devices which have hardware character generators which can
produce both cases. Additionally. since case shift ing applies only to upper case
characters , when a program which does case shifting is executed on a computer which
does not need case shifting, the desired upper and lower case character wil l still be
produced.

To shift cases , it is necessary to insert special case sh iff characters in the GCS text
string. GCS defau lts to upper case. When the lower case shift characte r inserted in the
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string, a shift to lower case will occur if GCS is currently in upper case. If GCS is already
i n lower case, the shift character will itself be generated. The opposite happens when
the upper case shift character is inserted in the string If GCS is in lower case mode, it
will be placed in upper case. However , if GCS is alread~, in upper case mode, the upper
case shift character will be generated. See Figure 3 for an illustration of the use of case
shifting.

When changing  cases, all alphabetic characters will be generated in either UPPERCASE
or LOWERCASE as appropriate. However , to provide the full complement of special
characters available in the ASCII character set to persons with computers which handle
only 6-bits per character internally, some special characters will be mapped into others
when the case is changed.

The shift characters may be changed by the following two calls:

CALL UPSET(’LOWERCASECHARACTER’ CHAR)
or

CALL UPSET(’UPPERCASECHARACTER’ ,CHAR)

Where

CHAR is a single character in Hotlerith ( left-justified , blank-fill ) format. Thus , .t
may be a literal (quoted character string) or a variable containing aHollerith value.

The user is warned that the shift character Should not be set to be the line termin atorcharacter. If this happens, no case shifting will occur. The case in which GCS iscurrently set may be forced to either upper or lower case by the following:

CALL USET(’UPPERCASE’)
CALL USET(’LOWER CASE’)

This is convenient for sett ng the system character for use as CHARACTER terminators
in the line option or in building ALPHA lines

ORIENTATION:

As software characters are produced , they may be ‘ORIENTED’ (tilted) 0ff the X-axis by
the UPSET option described below. For a string of character s eminating from U3PRNT ,
the lower left corner of each character will touch a tine which is parallel to the current X-
axis. The bottom of the character will be rotated off this line by the number of angularunits specified, An il lustrat ,n of this feat ure is shown in Figure 4.

UPSET(’ORIENTAT IQN’ ,vatij e) — The geometric figure orientation parameter is set to the
number of angular units specified in the value. Default
value is 0. Note that the orientation parameter also
applies to UPLYGN and URECT.

ITALIZATION :

Software characters may be ‘ITALICIZED’ by applying transformati on which leans or
slants the character away from the vertical as illustrated in Figure 5. This mode is
selected as follows:

‘ITALICS’ — Software characters are to be slanted.

‘NOITALICS’ — Software characters are not to be slanted. This is the default.
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~~~ ITALIC St.ANT ANGLE:

The amount of slant to be applied to the characters may be specified by:

UPSET(’SLANT’ ,va lue) — The amount of slant from the vertica i is set to - the va l ue
provided in current angular units. Default value is approx-
imately 1 7.5 degrees. Values provided must not be odd
multiples of 90 degrees.

COORDINATE SPACE OPTIONS:

U3PRNT can display characters in either ‘DEVICE’ or ‘VIRTUAL’ space. If ‘DEVICE’
space is specified , all characters will be subject to margining; i.e., all character s will be
produced within the specified margins (see UMARGN).

If ‘VIRTUAL’ space is specified , all characters will be clipped at the window boundaries
(aee UWINDO). For ‘HARDWARE’ and ‘SIMULATED HARDWARE’ characters , clipping
will occur it any portion of the character position exceeds the window boundaries. Since
‘SOFTWARE’ characters are drawn with vectors , they will be clipped exactly at the
window boundaries.

ALPHANUMERIC SPACING OPTIONS:

Adjacent character positions may be defined to proceed either horizontally or vertically.
This option applies to all character types and is selected as follows:

‘HORIZONTAL’ — Adjacent character positions occur horizontally; i.e., character strings
are produced in the pos tive X direction.

‘VERTICAL’ — Acjacent character positions occur - vertically ; i.e., character strings are
produced in the negative V direction.

ALPHANUMERIC JUSTIFICATION OPTIONS:

The arguments to U3PRNT contain a set of coordinates whi ch indicate the justification
position foi’ the output string. Each justifica tion option is illustrated in Figure 9.
Justification options are as foIIew~,:

‘LJUSTIFICATION’ — The coordinates specify the position of the lower left corner
‘NOCENIERING’ of the first character position in the output string. This is the
‘NOJUSTIFICATION’ default.

‘CJUSTIFICATION’ — The coordinates specify the pc,sition of the center of the
‘ACENTERING’ output string. The output will be centered both horizontally

and vertically. The centering is upon the unscripted string
(see Sut script/Superscript Specification below).

‘RJUSTIFICATION’ — The coordinates specify the position of the lower left corner
of the character position which follow s the last character of
the string. Note that this is also the lower right corner of the
last character position of the string if ‘HORIZONTAL’ spacing
is specified.

STRING WIDTH JUSTIFICATION:

‘B.IUSTIFICATION’ —. Justifies to the bottom of the text string for horizontal spac-
ing and to the left edge of th e text string for vertical spacing.
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‘MJUSTIFICAT ION’ — Justifies to the midway point between the top and bottom of
the text string for horizontal spacing and to the midway point
between the left edge and right edge of the text string for ver-
tical spacing.

‘TJUSTIFICATION’ — Justifies to the top of the text string for horizontal spacing
and to the right edge of the text string for horizontal spacing.

SUBSCRIPT/SUPERSCRIPT SPECiFICATION:

The primary means of doing scripting is by the insertion in GCS text strings of subscript
and superscript escape characters. Each occurrence of the subscript character will
tower the position of succeeding characters 1/3 char acter position. Each occurrence -of
the superscript character will raise the position of succeednng characters 1/3 character
position. When the GCS terminator characte’ is encountered , the scripting leveE is
returned to the zero position and the pen/beam position is set for additional unscripted
characters. (See Figure 10.) Note that script !-ng positions wilt not be computed into
center justification adjustm ents. The subscript and superscript escape characters may
be specified by the following UPSET options:

UPSET(’SUBSCRIPT’ ,va lue) — The subscript escape character is set to the first
character ot the Hollerith string provided as a value
The default subscript character is an ASCII “pound
sign

UPSET(’SUPERSCRIPT’ ,value) — The superscript escape - character is set to the fir st
character of the Hollerith string provided as a value.
The default superscript character is an ASCII “under-
line sign ”

An alternate method of performing scripting is provided if several successive output
strings are to be scripted. The user may specify the type of scripting and the scripting
level. The scripting level is defined to be the number of 1/3 character positions below
the justification position for ‘SUBSCRIPTING’ and the number of 1/3 character positions
above the justif ication position for ‘SUPERSCRIPTING’ .

‘NOSCRIPTING’ — Forced scripting is disabled. However , scripting by
insertion of scripting escape characters can still occur.
This is the default.

‘SUBSCRIPTING’ — The output string will be produced starting at the
specified script level position below the justification
position -

‘SUPERSCRIPTING’ — The output string will be produced starting at the
specified script level position above the just ification
position.

Note that specification of the type of scripting still
allows further modifications in the scripting by insertion
of scripting escape characters. To set the scripting
level , the following UPSET Option should be used:

UPSET(’SCRIPTLEVEL’ ,va lue) — The scripting level is set to the integer value specified.
Note that if a negative scripting level is provided,
subscripting becomes superscripting and vice versa
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PEN COORDINATE OPTIONS:

All pen coordinate options apply to the justification position contained in the X ,Y ,Zparameters to U3PRNT. The actual start ing location of the character string may beadjusted as required by the justific ation option described earlier. For a full description ofthe Pen Coordinate Options, see U3PEN.

COORDINATE SYSTEM SELECTION AND TYPE:

The full power of U3PRNT can only be realized through use of user coordinate systems.U3PRNT prcduces ‘SOFTWARE CHARACTERS’ on the XY-p lane which passes throughthe justification point. Through use of user coordinate systems , the user can positionand orient the XY-plant anywhere in 3-space. By suitable coordinate systemdefinitions , ‘SOFTWARE’ character output can be made to recede into the distance or beviewed from behind. It should be noted that while ‘HARDWARE’ and ‘SIMULATEDHARDWARE’ characters can be positioned anywhere in 3-space , they will still beproduced in the display surface plane.
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3.142
(3.142.2.7 11)
CS. 142 2.7fe , le.)
Es~a~p Le .f ‘7~~(T’ Output

[

Atphanumsr~ s ~ .aI p~it Por.at.
Ft.ur. I CU3PRt4T)

Dfl4EN$ION ~~iO~~(3)
DATA f~~ORP/3.t 4tSeZe ,Z .7te Ze . te . /
CALL USTART
CAL).. I SET (‘TERI4INATOR’.’,’)
CM.L USE1 ( ‘LARGE’)
CM.L I.*ET (‘INTErJER’)
CAU~ IPRINT C20.,.S0.,I2~4E8.)CALL. USET (‘REAL’)
CALL L?RINT (20 .,, 45. • COCRPC I) )
CALL. USET (‘XYCCORDThATES’)
CALL 1PRIf4T C20.,,40.,,CO~~~~)CALL USET . ‘XYZCXRDZNATES ’
CALL LFRIt(T C20.,,35..COCRD)
CALL. USET C ‘TEXT’)
CALL LFRThT (20 . • 30. ‘E>XANPLE OF <“TEXT ” O>UTPtJT ,’)
CALL USET c’ACD(rER” )
CALL. L~ RXNT (40. ,20. ‘<A>LPHANUNERIC <O>UTF4JT <P>ORNATS, ’)
CALL IPRINT (40 . • IS. • ‘<F>I~URE I <CUSP~~lT), ’)
CALL IJENL)
STOP
ENi~
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PI~~’dsda~s chai..t.r .

S mu I etec4 ~er~w re Cherecter*

acs cw.st. Iyp.m

F1 w. 2 (USPNN’I)

CALL USTART
CALL L?SET (‘TERI4ThATOR’ • ; l)
CALL USET C ‘ACENTER’)
CALL L~~O TAT (10.)
CALL USET C’EXTRALARG.E’.
CALL L~~RD(~ CEO . .50.. ‘I*ARPWARE <C)HARACTERSi ’)
CALL USET C’ SXP4ULATEP HARDWARE CHARACTERS’) ’
CALL tESET C’XSXZE ’. .2t)
CALL IPSET C ‘YSXZE’ ,. .4)
CALL. I.FRXNT (50. .42. • ‘<S>II4ULATEP ‘Q f>A~~)WARE <C>HARACTERS,’)
CALL. t*ET (‘SOFT%~ARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL LF~CT (‘~~)RI71~i1TAL SIZE’ 4.5)
CALL t.FSET C’V~~~XCAL SIZE’,.7.)
cAu.. 1PRINT (SO . .25.. ‘<b-OFTWARE <C)’HARACTERS,’)
CALL USEr (‘HARDWARE CHARACTERS~’)CALL USET (‘LARGE’)

- CALL. IPRD~T (45 . ,. IS. ,. ‘<GCS C>HARACTER - <T>YPES,’)
CALL IPRINT (45.. te . , ’<F>IGURE 2 <(USPRNt ), ’)
CALL UEND
STOP
DI’
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Tht a a a.. . ahI?t tr,. In

~Jpp.r/1.aw.r Cam. ShIft 1
Ft ur. 3 CLISPRt4T)

CALL USTART
c~J~~ f~~SE7 (‘T~~ 4X74ATOR’,’,’)
CALL USE~ ( ACENT !R )
CALL USE~ C LARGE )
CALL (PRINT (SO. • 30.. • T>HXS IS CASE SHIFTING IN <SCSi )
CALL (PRINT (50. • 20. • IbPPER/<L>OWER <C>ASE <S>HIFTINGi )
CALL (PRINT (S0.. I5 .~~~<P>IGURE S <CU3PRNT)~~)_

STOP
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Charootar Or Isntat Ian
F~~ur. 4 CU3PRNT)

CALL USTART
CALL IPSET C’T~~~4INATOR ’, ’.s ’)
CAL L USEr c’sorn4ARE’)

I CALL. USEr C’ ACENTER ’)
I CALL UPRINT (50. 50.. ‘NOT ORIENTED,’)
I CALL IPSET C ‘ORIENTATION’ 20.)
I CALL (PRINT (50.,, 40.. ‘OR3kNTED 20 D€GREES, ’

CALL. USEr (‘HARDWARE’)
I CALL USET (‘LARGE’)
I CALL (PRINT C5S.,,2S., ‘C)HARACTER <O)RXENTATION,’)
I CALL (PRINT CEO .,,,20..’<P>ISURE 4 <(U3P~~IT), ’)
I CALL LEND
I STOP

END
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I tal ics
No Ita l ics

E,iaapl .a of Itailsitattan

S CIJSPRNT)

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C’ TE~ IINATOR’ ‘a ’)
CALL USE T (‘ITALICS’)
CALL USEr C ‘sorrtlARE’)
CALL (PRINT (25. 50. ‘I>TAiLICS,’)
CALL USEr C’ NOXTALICS’)
CALL. (PRINT (25.. 42.. “(tO O <I>TALICS<, ’)
CALL. UCET C’NOCENTER’)
CALL (PRINT (25. ,32., ‘RDLECTIONS,’)
CALL UCOSYS (25. .32.. 1 . ,—% . .0.)
CALL UPSET C’SL.AIfl ’~.40.)
CALL.. USEr (‘ITALICS’)
CALL.. 1*-RINT C$..$ ..’REPLECTIONSj’)
CALL. USEr C ‘WORLD COORDINATES’)
CALL USET (‘HARDWARE’)
CALL. USET C’ ACENTER’)
CALL USE r (‘LARGE’)
CALL. (PRINT CEO . • IS.. ‘E>XAI4PLES OF <I>TALICIZATIOI’4, ’)
CALL (PRINT (50.. tO. .  ‘<F>IGIJRE S <CU3PRNT) j’)
CALL UEND
STOP
EtC
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rht. I.
a~ ~~~aapt .  of
w~ In
Ins.

- 

$ar~ fntn e
PI ur.d (USPW4T)

CALL USTART
CALL (PSET C’ T~~~WIATOR’,’ a )
CALL. USEr C ‘PERCENT LW4ITS’)
CALL. UNAR~N C45..ES..30..5O.)
CALL IJIET C ‘LARGE’ )

~~2ft ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘T)~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ NARGINXNG., ’
CALL (JIET C’ACEN TER’)
CALL. IJ4ARGS’4 C O., IaS .~~a.. ISS.)

~~~~~~~
CALL ~~~VSTOP
DC
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V.rt t co t Spaotn~ ~~ u.1n Nar.tnIrs
Ft ur. 7 CUSPRNT)

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C’ TERND4ATOR’ ‘i ’)

CALL USET C ‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL USEr C ‘DEVICE’)
CALL IJ4ARGN CS0..Sa.E.20. ea .
CALL USET (‘LARGE’)
CALL UPRINT CSO..e$., ’NORE MARGINING, ’)
CALL USET C’ACDITER ’)
CALL L,IARI~ 4 CL . I0O .. 2. .. 100.)
CALL (PRINT CEO., IS., ‘V)ERTICAL <S>PACXNG SY USING (t4>ARSIND4G,
CALL (PRINT C50., I0. , ’<r>IGIJRE 7 <CU3PRNT ,’
CALL (EtC
STOP
END
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d.WIns of haróuar. ~

10 O~ OOft ~~~~a

!~aapt.. of %4!ndowln of Chara.t.ra
Fts~.r . S CUSPRNT)

CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TE~~4INATOR’ ‘s ”)
CALL USET C ‘PERCENT UNITS’)
CALL. (CAREA C35..OE., 3E. eE.)
CALL ~~ UTLN
CALL. 1JIET C’EXTRALARSE’)
CALL (PRINT C-Ia.. 00. ..‘W) DCOWXNG OF HARDWARE CHARACTERS i ’)
CALL USET (‘SOFTWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL USET (‘ACENTER’)
CALL (PRINT (45. .42.. ‘<W>DCOWING OF SOFTWARE CHARACTERS, ’)
CALL USEr (‘DEVICE’)
CALL USET C ‘HARDWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL. USEr (‘LARGE’)
CALL (PRINT CEO. • 25.. ‘<DXANPLES OF <W>XNDOWXNG OF <~~‘HARACTERS
CALL (PRINT (50. .20., ‘<F>IGURE S CCUSPmIT), ’)
CALL L~~~~STOP
END

2 1
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CALL USTART
CALL UPSET C ‘TERIIINATOR’. ‘a ’)
CALL USEr (‘LARGE’) V
CALL. USEr C ‘LARROW’)
CALL IJ4OVE C50..45.)
CALL (P04 (S0., EO.)
CALL (PRINT C~ $. 50. ‘LEFT—JUSTIFIED,’)
CALL. USEr C’ CJUS IFX ATIX)t4’)
CALL (h OVE cS0.,~E .)
CALL (PEN (50 .40.)
CALL. (PRINT CEO . .40. • ‘C04rER—~JUSTXFXED, ’)
CALL USET C ‘RJUSTIFICATION’)
CALL (hOVE CES., 2E.)
CALL (PEN (SO., 3S.)
CALL (PRINT (50 . 30. ‘RXSHT—JU$TIF~~~~, ’)
CALL. USEr C ‘C~JUSi’IFICATIVt4’)
CALL (FRD4T (SO.. I S . ,  ‘J>USTXFICATIOI4 <O)PTXOI4S,’)
CALL (PRINT (5Ø., I0. , ’<P>IG~JRE 2 <CU3P~~4T), ’)
CALL UEND
STOP
040
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50 C~terecter Str t na 1
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3D Softwar. Char..t .r Sirl no Or I sniat Ion

Ft ur. 11 CUS?RNT)

CALL USTART
CALL 1*-SET C ‘T~~~4INATOR ’, ‘a ’)
CALL USE T C’ LARGE’)
CALL USEr C’ACENTER ’
CALL (PRINT (52.4 15. .  ‘30 S>OFTWARE <C>HARACTER <S>TRD4G <O>RIEN

1TATION~ ’)
CALL (PRINT CEO.,IO..’CF)IGURE II <CUSPRNT)i ’)
CALL USEr (‘SOFTWARE CHARACTERS’)
CALL L1a4INDO (—$02., IOO.,—IOO ., 102.)
CALL U3P~ ’4T CS. ,, l.,0 . . ’~~~ C>HARACTER <S>TRZNS I,’)CALL L~ P~~4T CI. ,—SO . • —SO. • ‘00 C~4IARACTER CS)TRING 2,’)CALL U3CSYS C—S0.,42..30.. l..l..I..45..75..45.)
CALL. U3PRNT (0.,0.,,O., ’OD (~>HARACTER <S>TRING Si ’)
CALL. U3CSYS (S3..S2..— $ O . . — I .. — l ., I .
CALL USP~~4T (0.,L.2.. ’OD C) HARACTEK <S>TRING 4, ’)
CALL UEND
STOP
END

— —~~ —~~~~~~~~~~-——— 
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Subroutine U3ROTA 30

FUNCTION:

T~,is routine builds a new coordinate system with origin at the current pen positionrotated by the specified amount about each axis.

CALL bNG SEQUENCE:

CALL U3ROTA(RX ,RY ,Rz)

Where

RX ,RY ,RZ indica tes the amount of rt~ta t ion around each of the axes in current angular
units.

OPTIONS:

Rotation Application Order: See U3CSYS

COMMENTS:

This routine causes a new coordinate system to be built with origin at the current beam
position and with a scale factor of 1 along 3ach axis. A full description of the usercoordinate system facility can be found in the U3CSYS writeup and in the UCOSYSwriteup.

Progr ammi ng Notes:
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CALL USTART
CALL (hOVE CE0., 75.
CALL (ROTAT CI. )
CALL. (PLVQ14 CI., 2.,3., 1O.)
CALL L~ OTAT (ISO. )
CALL LPLYGN C$.. I . , S., I2 .)
CALL.. USEr C ‘WORLD COORDINATES’)
CALL UI4OVE C25.. 25.)
CALL USROTA C7E., 2.~a.)
CALL UPLYGN (O.,$.,4.,IS.)
CALL USEr C ‘WORLD COORPINATES’)
CALL. (hOVE (75 .25.)
CALL USROTA CO., 45.,0.)
CALL (PLYON (O., O. , 4. , t O . )
CALL UEND
STOP
DC
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Subroutine U3SCAL 3D

FUNCTION~
This routine composes a new coordinate system with the origin at the current beam
position and scaled as specified along each axis.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3SCAL (Sx ,SY,Sz)

Where

SX,SY,$Z are the multi plicative scale factors along each axis respectively.

OPTIONS:

None.

COMMENTS:

The rotation factors used in composing the new scaled coordinate system are 0. around
each axis. See the U3CSYS and UCOSYS writeup for a full description of the user
coordinate system facility.

Programm Ing Notes:
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Subroutine U3STUD
3D

FUNCTION:

This routine returns to the user the limits of his 3-D U3WNDO and U3AREA.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3STUD (ARRAY )

Where

ARRAY is an array of at least twelve words to contain the curre nt settings.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Device Units: ‘INCHES’ , ‘CENTIMETERS’, ‘PERCENT’, ‘FONT’ , ‘RASTER’ ,
SPECIFICATION’

COMMENTS :

A call to this routine will return to the user the limits of his 3-D virtual window and display
area in the order:

ARRAY (1) = virtual X minimum boundary
ARRAY (2) = virtual X maximum boundary
ARRAY (3) = virtual Y minimum boundary
ARRAY (4) = virtual Y maximum boundary
ARRAY (5) = virtual Z minimum boundary
ARRAY (6) = virtual Z maximum boundary
ARRAY (/ )  = device X minimum boundary
ARRAY (8) = device X maximum boundary
ARRAY (9) = device Y minimum boundary
ARRA Y ( 1 0) device V maximum boundary
AARAY (1 1) = device Z minimum boundary
ARRAY ( 1 2) = device Z maximum boundary

To recover only the 2-0 boundaries, see USTUD.

Progr amming Notes:
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Subroutine U3WHER 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine returns the three-dimensional coordinates of the pen position in current
units.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3WHER(X ,Y ,Z)

Where

X,Y,Z will contai n the pen position coordinates in current units upon exit from
this rotation.

OPTIONS:

Pen Coordinate Options: see U3PEN 
-

COMMENTS:

The coordinates returned will always indicate ‘ABSOLUTE’ position in the current
coordinate system since the ‘REL ATIVE’ position is always (0,0.0.).

Programming Notes :
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Subroutine U3WNDO 30

FUNCTION:

This routine specif ies the boundaries of the user window in virtual 3-D space.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3WNDO(XMIN ,XMAX ,YM IN ,YMAX ,ZMIN,ZMAX )

Where

XM I N is the minimum X-boundar y of the desired new window , given in eye coor- -

dinates.

XMAX is the maximum X-boundary of the desir ed new window , given in eye coor-
dinates.

YM I N is the minimum Y -bound ary of the desired new window , given in eye coor-
dinate ~.

YMAX is the maximum Y-bounda ry of the desired new window , given in eye coor-
dinates.

ZM IN in the minimum Z-boundary of the desired new window , given in eye coor-
dinates.

ZMAX is the maximum Z-boundary of the desired new window , given in eye coor-
dinates.

OPTIONS which may apply:

Z-axis clipping: ‘NOZCLIPPING’, ‘ZCLIPPING’

COMMENTS:

The concept of windowing into virtual space exi~ands greatly the capabilities of the user.
In three-dimensional space , the user is assumed to be located somewhere in virtual
space (i.e., at the view point) and looking in some direction (i.e., toward the view site) (see
UVIEW). Normally, he is only interested in a particular subset of all the space within his
field of view. This subset is specified by the U3WNDO routine. The portion of the user’s
picture which is within the boundaries of the window ~ilI be projected onto a plane per-
pendicular to the viewing vector and in front of the view-er . This plane is known as the
view plane (See UVWPLN). The X and V window boundaries refer to lines on the view
plane which form a rectangle. The Z window boundaries indicate the portion of space in
front of the viewer to be projected onto the plane if ‘ZCLIPPNG’ has been specified. Nor-
mally, ‘NOZCLIPPING’ is specified, in which case all lines which are projected onto the
view plane within the X and V window boundaries are visible.

Subroutine U3WNDO will generate an error condition if the maxi mum boundary is
specified less than or equal to the minimum boundary and the previous setting of the
window will be retained.

Programmin g Notes:
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Subr outine U3 WR/T 3D

FUNCTION:

This routine displays textua output at the pen position specimen in 3-D space. The pen
will be repositioned to the location it was at prior to the call to U3WRIT.

CALLING SEQUENCE:

CALL U3WRIT(X ,Y ,Z,OATA)

Where

X,Y,Z are the coordinates of the beginning of the alphanumeric output in current
units.

DATA is a GCS Ho ilerith character strin g terminated by the GCS terminator
character if ‘TEXT ’ is specified.

is a REAL variable or literal if ‘INTE GER’ or ‘REAL ’ is specified.

is a REAL array of two elements if ‘XYCOORD INATES ’ is specified.

is a REAL array of three elements if ‘XYZCOORD IN AlES’ is specified.

OPTIONS:

Coordinate Space Options: See U3PRNT
Alphanumeric Character type: See U3PRNT
Alphanumeric Output type: See U3PRNT
Alphanumeric Spacing Option: See U3PRNT

COMMENTS:

This routine only differs from U3PRNT in the position of the pen at return from the
routine. U3PRNT leaves the beam positioned at the end of the text output. U3WRIT
returns the pen to the position it held before entry to U3WRIT. For a full discussion of the
various U3WRIT options, see U3PRNT.

Programm ing Notes:
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In accordanc e with letter from DAEN -RDC , DAEN -AS I dated
22 July 1977, Subject: Facsimile Cata log Cards for
Laboratory Technical Publications , a facsimile cat~*logcard in Library of Congress MARC format is reproduced
below.

Westinghouse Word Processing Center , Pittsburgh.
Graphics Compatibility System (GCS) programmer’s reference

manual I by Westinghouse Word Processing Center, Pittsburgh ,
Pa. Vicksburg , Miss. : U. S. Waterways ExpeJ’im’~nt Station
Soringfield , Va. : available from National technical Informa-
tion Service, 1979.

ii , 280 p~ ill. 27 cm. (Miscellan~-ous Daper — U. S.
Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Stat~on ; 0—79—5)
Prepared for Office , Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army , Wesh—

ington , 0. C., under Contract No. DAC~39—78.M—2676.

1. Computer graphics. 2. Graphics rompatibility System .
3. Manuals. ~~ . Programmer ’s referfmce manual . I . United
States. Army . Corps of Engineers. II. Series: United States.
Waterways Experimer.t Station , Vicksburg, Miss. ~~~cel1aneous
paper ; 0—79—5.
TA7.W31fln no.0-79-5
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